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ABSTRACT
MULTI-FREQUENCY RADIO OBSERVATIONS
OF COMPACT EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES:
TIME VARIABILITY AND
CORRELATION WITH OPTICAL VARIATIONS
(September 1982)
Thomas J. Balonek, B.A., Cornell University
M.S., PhD., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: William A. Dent
In order to investigate the evolution of compact extragalactic radio
sources, three observing programs were undertaken. These programs were:
single epoch spectra for 113 sources were compiled from near-
simultaneous observations at seven frequencies (between 1.4 and 90 GHz);
monthly observations were conducted at X3 mm to search for short
timescale variations; radio (15.5 GHz) and optical variations in 45
sources were searched for correlated activity.
The observed radio spectra are the first compilation of near-
simultaneous observations of this sample of regularly monitored variable
sources. These sources exhibit a wide range of variability and spectral
characteristics, thus constituting a useful sample for comparison with
theoretical models for radio emission mechanisms.
The high frequency radio observations of variable extragalactic
radio sources are important for studying the evolution of flux density
vixi
outbursts, which are affected at lower frequencies by opacity effects and
expansion processes. The observations at millimeter wavelengths provide
a probe of the physical conditions in the energetic radio core. The
monthly observations reported here reveal several instances of rapid
variations with tlmescales comparable to those observed at optical wave-
lengths. The dimensions of the emitting region inferred from the radio
variations is one light month, assuming non-relativistic motion.
Several outbursts observed at millimeter wavelengths were undetectable
at longer wavelengths. The outburst spectra typically exhibit a maximum
at 30 GHz, with the high frequency (>30 GHz) spectral index often
remaining constant during the outburst decay.
The radio and optical variations revealed many instances of corre-
lated activity. Characteristic timescales of correlated activity ranged
from rapid (monthly) outbursts to long timescale (decade) trends. These
events displayed a range of optical-radio time delays, from simultaneous
events to delays of several years. The results of the correlation
search indicate that in many sources the optical and radio emission
mechanisms are related, with the radiation being emitted from a common
volume.
ix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"Variability of evidence is not
evidence of variability."
S. Spangler
Compact extragalactic sources in quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) and
galactic nuclei have been studied intensely at frequencies throughout
the electromagnetic spectrum (from radio to x-ray) during the past two
decades. The compact sources are presumably associated with the intense
central energy producing regions in these objects. Luminosities as
large as ~10^^ ergs/sec, from regions typically light years in size,
have been observed in the most luminous quasars. The compact sources
exhibit luminosity and structural changes on timescales of days to deca-
des. These active compact core sources are probably the energy source
for the large extended radio emission associated with some elliptical
galaxies and quasars (cf. review by Miley 1980).
In order to understand the physical conditions within the compact
components and the emission mechanisms operative in these luminous
objects, it has become clear that coordinated observations over a broad
frequency range are required. Knowledge of the evolution of the total
flux density, polarization, and structural properties is necessary to
differentiate between possible emission mechanisms.
1
2A general review of the physical models which have been proposed to
account for the observed emission in compact sources is given in §1.
The observational programs which were undertaken for this dissertation
are discussed in §2.
§1. Physical Models
Spectral shape. The emission mechanism responsible for the radio
emission from compact sources is assumed to be synchrotron radiation
from relativlstic electrons. This mechanism may also be the source of
the Infrared and optical radiation. The radio spectrum of a compact
source is generally flat ( -0.5< a <-K).5, where the flux density S is a
function of frequency, S a v°' ) throughout the frequency range ~1 to 100
GHz* The spectrum will peak at the frequency where the source becomes
opaque to its own synchrotron radiation. For a homogeneous source with
a power-law particle energy distribution, N(E) dE a dE, this fre-
quency is given by
a s2/5 6~^/5 gl/S ^.^j
where B is the magnetic field, 6 is the angular size, z is the redshift,
and S is the flux density. At frequencies above v^, where the opacity,
T, is <a, the spectral index a = (1-y)/2. At frequencies where the
source is opaque (t »1), the spectral index is a»5/2.
This standard synchrotron model (Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth 1969)
can account for the general radio characteristics of compact sources,
3but investigation of a large sample of source spectra reveal inade-
quacies in this simple model. In compact sources, typical values of the
high and low frequency spectral indices lie in the range 0 to -0.8 and
+1.5 to +0.5, respectively. Several models have been proposed to
explain the deviation of the observed spectral indices from the theore-
tical values.
In a multiple outburst model, several distinct components at dif-
fering stages of evolution combine to produce a spectrum which is flat
over several decades of frequency. This model predicts slight "dips" in
the spectrum at frequencies between the maxima of the individual com-
ponents. The spectra observed are smoother than could be expected by
the superposition of several components (Cook and Spangler 1980).
In Inhomogeneous source models the magnetic fields and particle den-
sitles are a function of radius (B a Bq/t , p a Pq/t ) (Condon and
Dressel 1973; deBruyn 1976; Marscher 1977a). At high frequencies the
spectral index is the same as predicted by the simple homogeneous model,
but at lower frequencies the spectral index is flatter, in closer
agreement with the observations. Marscher (1977b) has Investigated the
flat radio spectrum of 0735+178 in terms of this model.
A flat spectrum can also be produced by an electron distribution
having Y~l with high and low energy cutoffs (Moffett 1974). A low
energy cutoff in the electron distribution results in a spectral index
of 1/3 at frequencies below the flux density maximum. A high energy
4cutoff in N(E) results in a spectral index steeper than ~2, since the
synchrotron spectrum falls exponentially with frequency. Several flat
spectrum radio sources exhibit this type of spectrum at infrared and
optical wavelengths (Bregman et al 1981; Rieke, Lebofsky, and Wisniewski
1982). These sources are faint or not detectable at optical wavelengths
due to the steep spectrum.
A relativistic Maxwellian distribution of particle energy,
2 2
N(E) - NoE^exp"^ 1° with E-ymQC^, y»i, produces a low and high fre-
quency spectrum similar to that of the power law distribution with low
and high energy cutoffs (Wardle 1977; Jones and Hardee 1979).
Spectral evolution. The physical conditions which result in the
observed time variations in compact sources have not been adequately
explained. Models in which a cloud of relativistic particles expands
adiabatically (van der Laan 1966; Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth 1968) do
not predict (except in a few instances) the observed evolution of
variable sources. The predictions for the time dependence of the fre-
quency at which the spectrum peaks and the peak flux density of an out-
burst do not match the observed variations (Andrew et al 1978;
Altschuler and Wardle 1977). Models invoking continual injection of
particles (Peterson and Dent 1973) can explain the variations in several
sources (Aller, Aller, and Hodge 1981). Models in which relativistic
jets of particles are ejected nearly along the line of sight can account
for some of the observed variability characteristics (Blandford and
Konigl 1979).
Structural evolution. Very long baseline interferometry observations of
compact sources reveal changes in source structure (see Preuss 1981 for
review). The milli-arcsecond (~light year) structure changes on
tlmescales of months to years* A large number of sources display
"superluminal" expansion, in which components are separating at angular
rates corresponding to velocities greater than the speed of light
(v>10c), if a cosmological redshift is assumed (Cohen et al 1977).
Theoretical models to explain this super-light motion are reviewed by
Blandford, McKee, and Rees (1977). The most popular interpretation
explains the phenomena by bulk relativistic motion of the radiating par-
ticles directed close to the line of sight to the observer.
In addition to the detection of superluminal motion, VLBI obser-
vations set limits to the size of the compact cores of order light
years. This size is comparable to the size inferred from radio
variations at centimeter wavelengths.
Radio-infrared-optical spectra. The observed broad band radio-infrared-
optical spectra (0 'Dell et al 1978) are consistent with a synchrotron
origin to the emission, radiating from a volume with radially decreasing
magnetic field and relativistic particle distributions. The optical
radiation (with the short timescale of variations implying a small
volume) originates in the central region, while the radio radiation is
produced in a surrounding or adjacent larger region. Correlated optical
and infrared variations (Rieke and Kinman 1974), and polarization obser-
6vations which reveal nearly constant position angle and high percent
linear polarization at optical, infrared, and millimeter wavelengths
(Rudnick et al 1978) suggest a common emission mechanism and volume of
emission. Correlated variations in total flux and polarization between
radio and infrared-optical frequencies would support this view.
§2. Observational Programs
Several observational programs can provide information on the
emission processes at radio and infrared-optical wavelengths: single
epoch radio-infrared-optical spectra; monitoring of frequency dependent
flux density variations; frequency and time dependent linear polariza-
tion measurements; and frequency and time dependent small scale struc-
ture.
Single epoch multi-frequency observations of a large sample of sour-
ces are useful in determining the distribution of spectral shapes that
must be accounted for by the emission mechanism models. Studies of the
spectral evolution can place additional constraints on possible models.
The timescale of variation can set limits to the size of the emitting
region.
The study of correlated activity at radio and optical wavelengths is
important for investigating the emission mechanisms in compact sources.
Though synchrotron radiation is accepted as the mechanism producing the
observed radio emission, it is not yet clear that this process is the
7major contributing mechanism to the observed infrared-optical emission.
Other mechanisms, such as synchrotron self-Compton, have been invoked to
explain the radiation at these wavelengths. Correlated radio-optical
behavior in several sources would argue in favor of a single emission
mechanism, within a common volume, throughout this frequency range.
In this dissertation, three observational programs were undertaken
to investigate evolution of compact extragalactic sources. Single epoch
spectra were compiled from near-simultaneous observations at seven radio
frequencies; monthly observations were conducted at 3 mm in a search for
short timescale variations; and a search was made for correlated radio
and optical variations.
The observations which were conducted to determine the single epoch
spectra are described in Chapter II, and the spectra presented in
Chapter V. The 3 mm radio observations are described in Chapter III.
The observed rapid variations at 3 mm are presented and discussed in
Chapter IV. The search for correlated radio and optical variability is
discussed in Chapter VI. The radio and optical variations which were
used in the correlation study are presented in Appendix A. The results
of the numerical cross-correlation study are graphically presented in
Appendix B.
CHAPTER II
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
§1. The Source Sample
The results presented in this dissertation are based upon synoptic
radio measurements made at frequencies between 2.7 and 90 GHz, and
photographic B and PG optical observations. The radio data were
obtained as part of an extensive study of radio variations in extraga-
lactic sources which has been undertaken during the past 13 years by
several individuals at the University of Massachusetts. The author has
been involved in this program during the past six years. The optical
observations were obtained as part of an eleven year program at the
University of Florida, and have been kindly provided by participants in
that program. These programs constitute the largest collection of data
on the spectral evolution at radio and optical wavelengths of a
substantial number of sources. The long time base and uniform time
sampling of these two data sets lend themselves readily to investigation
of correlated activity between the radio and optical variations.
The objects observed in these studies are primarily quasars (quasi-
stellar objects, QSOs), but include several BL Lacertae type quasi-
stellar objects (BL Lac objects), and compact galaxies such as Seyfert,
N, or elliptical galaxies. The term "extragalactic variable source"
will be employed throughout this thesis when referring to these objects
as a class. The term "quasar" will also be used when discussing the
8
class of objects, and should be understood as comprising all the above
mentioned subclasses of extragalactic sources.
The forty five objects which are common to both the radio and opti-
cal studies are listed in Table 1. The sixty eight extragalactic and
galactic objects which were observed at radio wavelengths but which are
not included in the radio-optical study are listed in Table 2. These
two sets of sources will be referred to as the "variability sample".
Given are the lAU (International Astronomical Union) source designation
(based upon the source's celestial coordinates: right ascension and
declination), other common names for the object, the radio source posi-
tion (with reference), and the corresponding optical identification and
redshift (z). The radio positional accuracy varies, depending upon the
reference, but is typically <0. 1 arc seconds. The coordinates listed
are the most accurate published positions and may differ by a few
arcseconds from the earlier published positions used during the radio
observations. The redshifts have been determined either from emission
or absorption lines in the optical spectrum of the compact source, or
from emission lines in the galaxy or "nebulosity" surrounding the com-
pact source. The BL Lac objects which do not have measured redshifts
due to the lack of observed emission or absorption lines are indicated
by dashes in the redshift column. The distinction between QSOs and BL
Lac objects is not clearly defined (see, for example. Stein, O'Dell, and
Strittmatter (1976)). Some objects have been classified in the litera-
ture as both QSOs and BL Lac objects. The identifications given in
10
TABLE 1
POSITIONS AND REDSHIFTS
FOR SOURCES IN OPTICAL-RADIO CORRELATION ANALYSIS
RADIO POSITION OPTICAL IDENTIFICATION
OBJECT OTHER NAME RA (1950) DEC (1950) REF^ TYPe2 REDSHIFT^ ref^
h m 8 Of"
0007+106 IIIZw2 00 07 56.8 10
0048-097 00 48 09.5 -09
0133+476 m JO A7f /
0219+428 3C 66A 02 1 Q 2Q 7
0229+131 02 29 02 S J. J
0235+164
•t
02 35 52.6 16
0306+102 OE 110 03 06 21.0 10
0333+321 NRAO 140 03 33 22.4 32
0336-019 CTA 26 03 36 59.
0
-01
0420-014 04 20 43.5 -01
0430+052 3C 120 04 30 31.6 05
0440-003 04 40 05.3 -00
0735+178 07 35 14.1 17
0736+017 07 36 42.5 01
0851+202 OJ 287 08 51 57.3 20
0906+015 09 06 35.2 01
0953+254 09 53 59.7 25
1101+384 MKN 421 11 01 40.6 38
1116+128 11 16 20.8 12
1127-145 11 27 35.7 -14
1156+295 11 56 57.8 29
1219+285 W Coma 12 19 01.1 28
1226+023 3C 273 12 26 33.2 02
1253-055 3C 279 12 53 35.8 -05
1308+326 13 08 07.6 32
41 48. K Seyfert 0.089 (em) A
45 45. J BL Lac A
36 13.
0
G QSO 0.860 (em) A
48 31. J BL Lac (0.444) (em) A
09 40.4 G QSO 2.065 (em) A
24 03.9 H BL Lac 0.852 (ab) A
0.524 (ab) A
17 52. J BL Lac A
Oo 36. 6 F QSO 1.258 (em) A
56 17.0 F QSO 0.852 (em) A
Ll Zo« 7 G QSO 0. 915 (em) A
0.633 (ab) A
14 59.
5
F Seyfert 0. 0334 (gal) B
23 20.5 H QSO 0.850 (em) A
49 09.3 G BL Lac 0.424 (ab) A
44 00.1 G QSO 0.191 (em) A
17 58.4 F BL Lac (0.306) (em) A
33 47.3 H QSO 1.018 (em) A
29 33.5 F QSO 0.712 (em) A
28 43. J BL Lac 0.0308 (gal) A
51 06.5 I QSO 2.118 (em) A
1.949 (ab) A
32 54.8 G QSO 1.187 (em) A
31 26.0 I QSO 0.729 (em) A
30 36.5 G BL Lac A
19 43.3 F QSO 0.158 (em) A
31 08.0 F QSO 0.538 (em) A
36 40.2 H BL Lac 0.996 (em) A
0.879 (ab) A
1510-089 15
1514-241 Ap Libra 15
i OJo+J9o NRAO 512 16
1641+399 3C 345 16
1652+398 MKN 501 16
1730-130 NRAO 530 17
1749+701 17
OT 081 17
1807+698 3C 371 18
1845+797 3C 390.3 18
1921-293 19
2131-021 21
21344004 21
2145+067 21
2200+420 BL Lac 22
2216-038 22
2223-052 3C446 22
2230+114 CTA 102 22
2251+158 3C 454.3 22
2345-167 23
TABLE 1 (continued)
10 08. 9 -08 HO • U r>\3
14 45.3 -24 11 22.6 H
38 48.2 39 52 30.1 F
41 17.
6
39 54 in R r
52 11. 7 39 50 25. 0
30 13.5 -13 02 45.
9
FI.
49 03.4 70 06 39.5 G
49 10.4 09 39 42.7 G
07 18.5 69 48 57.0 F
45 37.8 79 43 03.4 B
21 42.2 -29 20 24.9
31 35.2 -02 06 40.0 H
34 05.2 00 28 25.
7
F
45 36.1 06 43 40.9 H
00 39.4 42 02 08.6 F
16 16.4 -03 50 40.7 H
23 11.1 -05 12 17.8 G
30 07.8 11 28 22.7 F
51 29.5 15 52 54.3 F
45 27.7 -16 47 52.8 F
0. 361 (em) A
BL Lac 0.049 (gal) A
QSO (1.67 ) (em) L
QbO 0. 595 (em) A
UT T — —oL Lac 0. 034 (gal) A
u. yui (em) E
BL Lac (0.76) (em) A
BL Lac A
13 U. UDUO (gal) B
n A
^
U.
U
jOo (gal) B
yoU—dL rt 0 c 0 c (em) C,D
RT T a /» U. J J / Qem) A
1 Q'^A
•L . yjK) (em) A
QSO 0.990 (em) A
BL Lac 0.0688 (gal) A
QSO 1.404 (em) A
QSO 1.404 (em) A
0.8472 (ab) A
QSO 1.037 (em) A
QSO 0.859 (em) A
QSO 0.600 (em) A
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Notes to Table 1
(1) Reference for radio position. Error typically <1.0". Optical
positions can be found in references A and B.
(2) Identifications: QSO- quasi-stellar object, BL Lac- BL Lacertae type
quasi-stellar object, N- N galaxy, Seyfert- Seyfert galaxy.
(3) em= emission line redshift, ab- absorption line redshift, gal- red-
shift of associated galaxy.
(4) Reference for optical identification and redshift.
References for Table 1
A. Hewitt and Burbidge (1980).
B. Burbidge and Crowne (1979).
C. Wills and Wills (1981).
D. Wright (1980).
E. Marscher and Broderick (1981).
F. Wade and Johnston (1977).
G. Draft of "Report of working group on the identification of radio/
optical sources", 24 April 1979.
H. Ulvestad et al (1981),
I. "JPL Catalog of VLBI Sources", December 1975.
J. Weiler and Johnston (1980).
K. Schnopper et al (1978).
L. Shapiro et al (1979).
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TABLE 2
POSITIONS AND REDSHIFTS
FOR SOURCES NOT IN OPTICAL-RADIO CORRELATION ANALYSIS
RADIO POSITION OPTICAL IDENTIFICATION
OBJECT OTHER NAME RA (1950) DEC (1950) REF^ TYPe2 REDSHIFT^ REF^
h m 3 o I "
0106+013 01
0234+285 CTD 20 02
0237-027 UZ
0238-084 NGC 1052 UZ
0240-002 NGC 1068 UZ
0300+470 4C 47.08 03
0316+161 CTA 21 UJ
0316+413 3C 84 UJ
0355+508 NRAO 150 UJ
0404+767 4C 76.03 Uh
0405-123 04
0415+379 3C 111 04
0433+295^ 3C 123 04
0454-234 OF-292 04
0458-020 04
0528-250 05
0528+134 05
0552+398 DA 193 05
0605-085 06
0607-157 06
0723-008 07
0727-115 07
0748+126 07
0754+100 01 090.4 07
0814+425 OJ 425 08
0829+046 OJ 049 08
0831+557 40 55.16 08
0834-201 08
0836+710 4C 71.07 08
0859-140 08
06 04.5 01 19 01.
1
F
34 55.6 28 35 11.9 I
37 13. 7 -02 47 32.5 G
38 37.4 -08 28 08.3 Q
40 06. 5 -00 13 31.3 S
00 10.1 47 04 33.7 G
16 09.
1
16 17 40.4 H
16 29.6 41 19 51.9 F
55 45. 3 50 49 20.3 F
04 00. 76 48 52.5 V
05 27.4 -12 19 30.3 a
15 00. 6 37 54 19.3 R
33 55.
4
29 34 14.0 a
54 57.
3
-23 29 29. H
58 /I ^41. 3 -02 03 33.4 H
28 05.2 -25 05 44.5 H
28 06.7 13 29 42.2 H
52 01.4 39 48 21.9 F
05 36.0 -08 34 19.3 F
07 26.0 -15 42 03.4 G
23 17.8 -00 48 55.4 H
27 58.1 -11 34 52.6 H
48 05.1 12 38 45.3 H
54 22.6 10 04 39.
14 51.7 42 32 07.7 F
29 10.9 04 39 50.9 I
31 04.4 55 44 41.4 F
34 24.6 -20 06 30.4 H
36 21.5 71 04 22.4 H
59 54.9 -14 03 38.8 H
QSO 2.107 (em) A
QSO 1.213 (em) A
E3 0.0047 (gal) T
Seyfert 0.0037 (gal) Z
BL Lac A
EF 0
Seyfert 0.0177 (em) B
U u
GAL V
QSO 0.574 (em) A
N 0.0485 (gal) B
E/CD 0.2177 (gal) B
U U
QSO 2.286 (em) A
QSO 2.765 (em) A
2.8120 (ab) A
QSS V
QSO (2.365) (em) A
U U
QSO 0.324 (em) A
N 0.1280 (gal) B
QSO 0.889 (em) A
BL Lac A
QSS V
BL Lac A
GAL 0.2420 (gal) B
QSS U
QSO 1.327 (em) A
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TABLE 2 (continued)
0923+392 4C 39.25 09 23 55.3 39
M 82 Aft 51 42.
0
69
i UJJTUiO 10 55 55.
3
01
1215+303 ON 325 12 15 21.1 30
1228+126^ 3C 274 12 28 17.6 12
1 / NGC; 5128 13 22 31. 5 -42
3C 286 13 28 49. 7 30
1334-127 1335-12 13 34 59.9 -12
1345+125 4C 17 snX^« JW 13 45 06.2 12
1354-152 OP- 13 54 28.6 -15
OQ 208 14 t\i.04 45. 6 28
1413+135 1 A 1
J
JO. y 1
J
1 A1 ft-l-SAAi. H 1.OrJtO 00 530 14 lo Oo. 2 54
1458+718 3C 309.
1
14 58 56.6 71
1502+106 OR 103 X J CO on 7 lU
i. JHOT^JJO 1 c1
J
4o UO. 7 05
1 55S+f)ni DA 393 xD c cJJ 17 71 / . / UU
1607+268 16 07 09.3 26
1611+343 16 11 47.9 34
1 679—75*^ 77 A7 n
—ZD
X OJJ~JOi 4C 38.41 10 JJ JU. 0 JO
1 64?+6Qn lO A7 inn10. u 07
1656+053 16 56 05.6 05
1739+522 4C 51.37 17 39 29.0 52
1 741-038 1 7X / ATH X 7n A *jJ
1 0/O+H O / 3C 380 1 olo 1 J. J 4o
1 909+048 SS 433 1 9X J 09V 7 71 3^ X . J OA
X 7jO X / 7 OV-198 1 Q17 JO r»A A —1 7/
2005+403 20 05 59.6 40
2021+614 OW 637 20 21 13.3 61
2037+511 3C 418 20 37 07.5 51
2037+42l5 DR 21 20 37 14.3 42
2048+312 CL 4 20 48 47.4 31
2105+420^ NGC 7027 21 05 09.4 42
2121+053 OX 036 21 21 14.8 05
15 23.6 F QSO 0.699 (em) A
54 57.6 S IRR 0.0009 (gal) B
50 03.7 G QSO 0.890 (em) A
23 39.9 G BL Lac A
40 01.6 I E2 0.0043 (gal) B
45 31. E 0.0016 (gal) B
45 58.6 H QSO 0.849 (em) A
0.6920 (ab) A
42 00.0 GAL U
32 20. 3 H SO 0 1 71 a
. X ^ X o f eta 1 ^ Bvgai; a
12 51.8 H QSS U
41 29.2 F Seyfert 0.0768 (gal) B
34 17.4 H QSO 0.26 (gal) P
36 57.9 H BL Lac A
52 10.8 M QSO 0. 905
0.8890 (ab) A
41 17. 7 F QSO 1.833 (em) A
36 12.4 N QSS U
06 43.5 F QSO 1.770 (em) A
49 18.6 H
20 19.8 F QSO 1.401 (em) A
20 44.0
14 10.0 H QSO 1.814 (em) A
02 13.2 G
19 47.0 I QSO 0.879 (em) A
13 10.4 G QSO 1.375 (em) A
48 49.0 F QSS U
42 41.0 M QSO 0.692 (em) A
53 53.1 Y GO Y
57 16.9 H QSO 0.650 (em) A
21 02.8 G QSO 1.736 (em) A
27 18.1 F
08 35.7 F QSO 1.686 (em) A
08 55. c HII b
16 11. X GO /QSO X
02 03. W PN
22 27.3 I QSO 1.878 (em) A
15
TABLE 2 (continued)
2155-152 OX-192 21 55 23.6 -15 15 34. I bl Lac a2201+315 4C 31.63 22 01 01.4 31 31 05.9 G QSO 0.297 (em) A
2243-123 OY-172.6 22 43 39.8 -12 22 40.2 H QSO 0.630 (em) A
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Notes to Table 2
(1) Reference for radio position. Error typically <1.0". Optical
positions can be found in references A and B. Blanks indicate
uncertainty in the reference for the radio position.
(2) Identifications: QSO= quasi-stellar object, BL Lac- BL Lacertae type
quasi-stellar object, QSS- quasi-stellar source with no measured
redshift, N= N galaxy, Seyfert= Seyfert galaxy, E=Elliptical galaxy,
S0= SO galaxy, CD- CD galaxy, GAL- galaxy of unspecified type,
EF- empty field, U= unidentified, HII- galactic HI region,
PN- planetary nebula, GO- galactic object, blank- no reference for
identification found.
(3) em- emission line redshift, ab- absorption line redshift, gal- red-
shift of associated galaxy.
(4) Reference for optical identification and redshift. Blanks indicate
no reference found for optical identification.
(5) Primary calibration source for frequencies > 7.9 GHz.
(6) Secondary calibration source for frequencies > 7.9 GHz.
References for Table 2
A. Hewitt and Burbidge (1980).
B. Burbidge and Crowne (1979).
F. Wade and Johnston (1977).
G. Draft of "Report of working group on the identification of radio/
optical sources", 2A April 1979.
H. Ulvestad et al (1981).
I. "JPL Catalog of VLBI Sources", December 1975.
M. Wade (1970).
N. Brosche, Wade, and Hjellming (1973).
0. Kristian and Sandage (1970).
P. Bregman et al (1981).
Q. Condon and Dressel (1978).
R. Brosche and Campbell (1979).
S. Condon et al (1981).
T. Humason, Mayall, and Sandage (1956).
U. Altschuler and Wardle (1976) and references within.
V. Peacock et al (1981).
W. Baars et al (1977).
X. Webster and Ryle (1976).
Y. Geldzahler, Pauls, and Salter (1980).
Z. Walker (1968).
a. Andrew et al (1978) and references within.
b. Dent (1972).
c. Wynn-Williams (1971).
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Tables 1 and 2. used throughout this dissertation, correspond to the
most common identification in the current literature.
§2. Radio Observations
Introduction. Currently, about 100 sources are regularly observed at
five radio frequencies between 2.7 and 90 GHz at time intervals ranging
from one to four months. Measurements made at X3mm are discussed
separately in Chapter III. In addition, two epoch measurements were
obtained for a subset of sources at 1.4 and 5.0 GHz in order to better
define the centimeter radio spectra. The spacings of the observations
are determined by scheduling constraints at the observatories and by
source activity. The 7.9 and 15.5 GHz observations, performed at
Haystack Observatory^, constitute the primary observational work of this
dissertation. The acquisition and reduction of this data has been the
responsibility of the author during the last six years. The uniform,
closely spaced observations at these frequencies are used in the search
for correlations between the radio and optical variations. The lower
(2.7 GHz) and higher (31.4 and 89.6 GHz) observations do not have ade-
quate temporal sampling to permit a detailed investigation of the radio-
optical correlations. The radio outbursts are usually initially opaque
at 2.7 GHz and maxima would be delayed relative to the optical events.
The data at all seven frequencies are used in the study of the radio
spectral evolution of outbursts which appear to have correlated optical
activity.
18
In the following sections, a brief review is given of the observing
procedures and data reduction techniques at each of the seven radio fre-
quencies. The techniques employed in reduction of the 7.9 and 15.5 GHz
observations are discussed in more detail since these measurements
constitute the major data used in the subsequent analysis. The
observing and reduction procedures at 1.4 and 5.0 GHz are fully
discussed since the methods employed have not been previously published.
Relevent parameters of the receivers and telescopes used at each fre-
quency, compiled from appropriate observatory literature, are given in
Table 3.
1.4 GHz (21 cm). Observations were conducted at two epochs (5-6
September 1978 and 4-6 December 1978) at 1.4 GHz (X 21.4 cm) using the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)^ 300-foot antenna, located
in Green Bank, West Virginia. The purpose of these sets of observations
was to extend to lower frequencies the radio spectra of the approxima-
tely one hundred sources in the sample whose radio variations have been
observed at higher frequencies.
The basic parameters of the receiver and telescope are given in
Table 3. The observing procedures and system performance descriptions
are covered in detail in the NRAO internal report "300-foot Telescope
Observer's Manual, 1975". A review of the important observing tech-
niques and reduction procedures follows.
The 300' antenna, being a transit telescope, is limited to a single
drift scan observation of a source each sidereal day. Due to several
19
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sources having nearby right ascensions^, some sources were not observed
at 1.4 GHz. Additionally, the two observing sessions did not have uni-
form coverage in right ascension, resulting in many sources not being
observed in one or both observing sessions. The 300' telescope cannot
observe sources below -20° declination.
A source was observed by positioning the telescope at the current
source declination, allowing the source to drift through the antenna
beam as the earth rotates beneath the celestial object. The observed
power output from the receiver was integrated every 2 seconds, with this
ensemble of points constituting a scan. The power output was converted
to an antenna temperature by comparison with the receiver response to a
known temperature calibration tube. Scans were at least three (times
secant declination) minutes in duration, sufficiently long that empty
(blank) sky was observed several beamwidths prior to and following the
source transit.
The scans were reduced using the standard NRAO program "Condare".
To measure the source strength, a linear baseline was fit to the data
obtained when the source was not in the main beam of the telescope. The
convolution of the antenna beam pattern with a small diameter source can
be approximated by a Gaussian. A Gaussian profile was least-squares fit
to the scan, with the free parameters being the peak antenna temper-
ture, central position, and half power width (HPW) of the Gaussian.
For non-point (extended) sources the peak antenna temperature must
be corrected by a source size correction factor (CS) in order to obtain
21
the integrated antenna temperature. For a source which is small com-
pared to the antenna beam size, the convolution of the telescope beam
profile with the source brightness distribution is approximately a
Gaussian but with a larger HPW. The source size correction factor can
be determined from the HPW of the fitted Gaussian. No observed program
sources possessed fitted HPW's that would require source size correction
factors to the peak antenna temperature. Candidate calibration sources
which were found to be extended were excluded from the final calibration
list.
The pointing characteristics of the telescope are regularly
assessed by the staff at NRAO. No effort was made to correct for
pointing errors in declination (these errors would result in decreased
apparent source strength since the antenna beam would not be pointed
directly at the source). The pointing accuracy of the 300' antenna is
generally better than which for the 10' half power beamwidth at
1.4 GHz corresponds to an error in the flux density determination of
less than ^/2%. Additionally, such pointing errors, if constant in time,
would be removed in later stages of calibration, since all sources would
require the same multiplicative pointing correction factor. Diurnal or
day-to-day variations in telescope pointing would be reflected in a time
dependent system efficiency.
The aperture efficiency of the 300' antenna is a function of the
declination (or zenith angle) at which the telescope is pointed, due to
22
changing gravitational forces which produce deformations in the dish and
support structure. The aperture efficiency of a telescope is given by
^ - 2 k T A
= ^ (II-l)
S Ag
where is the observed antenna temperature corrected by the source
size correction factor, k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10~23 j/j^
Ag is the geometrical cross-sectional area of the telescope, and S is
the flux density of the source. For the 300', Ag = 6567 m^. When S is
expressed in units of Jansky's^ (Jy) and in degrees Kelvin, equation
II-l reduces to
S „ 0.420 . (II-2)
Ta ^A
The quantity S/TA is called the calibration constant, CC(6), and is a
function of declination, 6,
To determine the calibration constant (or the aperture efficiency),
sources of known flux density were observed throughout the observing
session, interspersed amongst the variable source sample. The standard,
or calibration, sources were selected from a list of source positions
and flux densities compiled by Crane (1978). The gain calibration was
calculated with the program "Find300" written by P. Crane at NRAO. A
fourth order polynomial was fit to the observed calibration constant as
a function of declination. Candidate calibration sources were deleted
as standards if their measured calibration constant differed appreciably
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from those of other sources at nearby declinations. These deleted stan-
dards may have had poorly determined flux densities in the earlier sur-
veys, or they may be variable sources. A typical declination dependent
calibration constant curve is shown in figure 1.
The 1.4 GHz system consists of two feeds whose beams are separated
In the sky by ~1 minute of arc. Thus two measurements of the source
antenna temperature are obtained from each scan. The feeds are sen-
sitive to orthogonal linear polarizations. The strength of a linearly
polarized source, as observed by each feed, would depend on the source
polarization position angle and the feed orientation. Few compact
extragalactic sources exhibit linear polarizations as great as 4% at
1.4 GHz. Thus, typical source linear polarizations (less than 4%) would
not readily be detectable in these sets of observations since the com-
bined measurement and calibration error is of comparable magnitude. The
output from both feeds were calibrated separately, and the appropriate
declination dependent calibration constants were applied to the observed
antenna temperatures to obtain the source flux density. The measure-
ments from the orthogonal feeds were then added to obtain the total
source flux density. No sources exhibited obvious polarization.
The error in each flux density determination is the quadratic sum
of the error from the Gaussian fitting procedure and the error in the
calibration constant. This latter error reflects errors in the assumed
standard source flux densities, measurement errors in the Gaussian
24
Figure 1. The declination dependent aperture efficiency at 1.4
GHz for the NRAO 300' antenna derived from measurements obtained
4-6 December 1978. The calibration sources (assumed non-variable
sources of known flux density) used in defining the gain curve are from
a compilation by Crane (1978). A fourth order polynomial was fit to the
observed calibration constant as a function of declination. The
calibration constant is defined in equation II-2.
25
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fitting, and any temporal changes In gain due to pointing or
receiver/antenna stability. The error in determining the calibration
constant is typically <5%, due primarily to uncertainties in the flux
densities of the calibration sources. This calibration error Is a
systematic error, and should be similar for all observing sessions if
the same family of calibration sources are used.
A statistical error (termed "confusion") due to the contribution of
background, unrelated sources to the observed source strength produces
an additional statistical error in the calculated source flux density.
This error results from emission in the beam pattern either at the
source position (making the source appear stronger than it actually is)
or in the neighboring "off source" position (making the source appear
weaker). The magnitude of this statistical error can be calculated from
the number/flux density relationship for extragalactlc sources (the log
N / log S relationship; von Hoerner, 1975). For the 300' beam at
l.A GHz, the confusion level is less than 0.03 Jy (e.g. a source of
strength less than 0.03 Jy has a probability of 1 of appearing within
three beamwldths of the source position). The affect of confusion is
lower at the higher frequencies.
The Individual flux density measurements (weighted by their errors)
were then averaged. The quoted flux density error was taken to be the
larger of two error calculations - the standard deviation of the indivi-
dual measurements (external error) or the representative error in an
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individual measurement (internal error). The flux densities and errors
for both the calibration sources and the variability sample sources are
presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively, for the two epochs of obser-
vations.
Absolute flux density measurements for sources at declinations less
than -10° or greater than +60° may be in error by a multiplicative fac-
tor. The lack of calibrators at high and low declinations results in
some uncertainty in the absolute gain calibration in these ranges. The
calibration constant gain curves for each observing session were com-
pared. No systemmatic difference existed between the shapes of the
individual gain curves except for a few per cent difference at the
extreme declinations. These variations are reflected in larger calibra-
tion constant errors at these declinations.
Different calibration sources were used during the two observing
sessions due to differences in the sidereal time coverage and duration
of the two sessions. To test for different gain calibration between the
two sessions, the ratio
R = (II-3)
was calculated for each source, where Sg and Sp are the average measured
flux densities for the September and December observing sessions. For
the 48 calibration sources common to both sessions, R = 1.010 ± 0.004,
with a median value of 1.011. Restricting the calculation to sources
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TABLE 4
1.4 GHz FLUX DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
FOR CALIBRATION SOURCES AND SOURCES NOT IN VARAIBILITY SAMPLE
Flux Density (Jy
)
Object ^^^^"^ 5-6 Sept 1978 4-6 Dec 1978 Assumed^
Names Flux Error N^ Flux Error N^ Flux Error
0003-003 3C 2 3.64
0019-000 2.82
00304-196 3C 12 1.88
0035-024 3C 17 6.14
0038+328 3C 19
0051-038 3C 26 2.12
0056-001 2.42
0117-155 3C 38 5.05
0112-017 0.90
0125+287 3C 42 2.75
0145+532 3C 52 3.67
0159-117 3C 57 2.94
0206+355 2.03
0218-021 3C 63
0255+574
0307+169 3C 79
0309+390 1.82
0331-013 3C 89 2.69
0428+205
0450+314 3C 131 2.74
0507+290 1.89
0515+508 3C 137 1.85
0531+194 6.58
0540+187 2.20
0624-058 3C 161
0640+233 3C 165
0651+542 3C 171
0659+445
0711+146 3C 175.1
0743-006
0. 13 (2) 3.76
0.06 (2) 2.85
0. 04 (2) NC 1.84
0. 14 (2) 6.36
3.11
0.05 (2) 2.16
0. 08 (2) NC 2.46
0. 16 (2) 5.11
0. 02 (2) NC 0. 84
0.06 (2) 2.74
0.11 (2) 3.80
0.09 (2) 3.07
0.07 (2) 2.03
3.41
0.12
4.64
0.05 (2) 1.83
0.06 (2) 2.72
3.56
0.07 (2) 2.77
0.07 (2) 1.90
0.06 (2) NC 1.95
0,12 (2) 6.50
0.06 (2) 2.23
18.76
2.38
3.64
2.34
1.98
0.87
0.10 (4) 3.54 ± 0.12
0. 08 (4) 2.73 0.07
0.05 (4) 1.72 0.06
0.16 (2) 6.25 0.17
0. 09 1 9J* 1.*. u. uo
0.06 (4) 2.11 0.09
0.09 (A) NC 2.16 0.07
0.13 (A) 4.95 0.13
0.03 (A) NC 1.20 0.11
0. 08\J • \J%J \*r J ^ . UH (lift
0.13 (A) 3.72 0.10
0.09 (4) 3.24 0.14
0.07 (4) 2.15 0.06
0.09 (2) 3.32 0.08
0.02 (A) NC
0.29 (2) 4.59 0.40
0.05 (2) 1.73 0.05
0.07 (2) 2.72 0.07
0.10 (2) 3.81 0.09
0.08 (4) 2.90 0.15
0.06 (A) 1.90 0.06
0.06 (4) NC 2.22 0.14
0.19 (A) 6.73 0.14
0.09 (4) 2.24 0.06
0.47 (A) 19.03 0.13
0.07 (4) 2.40 0.20
0.12 (A) 3.66 0.14
0.07 (2) 2.47 0.07
0.06 (2) 2.04 0.06
0.02 (2) 0.80 0.08
0758+143 3C 190
0806+426 3C 194
0809+483 3C 196
0824+294 3C 200
0941+100 3C 226
0947+145 3C 228
1003+351 3C 236
1005+077 3C 237
1039+029
1040+123 3C 245
1059-010 3C 249
1111+408 3C 254 2.89
11384015 2.61
1140+223 3C 263.1
1147+130 3C 267 2.18
1148-001
1153+317
1201-041
1206+439 3C 268.4 1.82
1229-021
1237-101 1.67
1318+113 2.21
1323+321 4.17
1328+254 3C 287 6.74
1340+053 1.70
1413+349 1.91
1420+198 3C 300 3.39
1425-011 3C 300.1 2.87
1441+522 3C 303 2.47
1448+634 3C 305 2.93
1517+204 3C 318 2.47
15234033 1.87
1543+005 1.48
1615+324 3C 332 2.40
1618+177 3C 334
1626+396 3C 338
1658+471 3C 349
1704+608 3C 351
17164006 2.10
1819+396 3.26
TABLE 4 (continued)
2.45
2.03
13.99
1.92
2.32
3.39
3.21
6.24
2. 73
3.09
2.64
0.16 (1)
0.10 (1) 2.51
2. 90
0. 11 (1) 2. 28
2.89
2.81
2.19
n f\oU. Oo (1) NC 1. 97
1.63
0.08 (1) NC 1. 58
0.07 (2) 2.22
0.11 (2) NC 4.33
U. (2) 6* 54
u. uo (1) !• o2
U. UD (2) NC 1 ft c1. 95
0.08 (2) 3.43
0.07 (2) NC 2.87
U. iZ (2) O CI
0. 10 (2) 3. 01
0. 05 (2) 2.52
U. U4 (2) 1 Q/.
0.04 (2) NC 1.56
0.06 (2)
1.98
3.59
3.19
3.12
0.05 (2) 2.12
0.09 (2) 3.32
0.07 (^) 2.47 0.07
0.06 (2) 2. 05 \J* \J\}
0.40 (2) 13.85 0.28
0.06 W) 2.00 0.11
0.07 (^) 2.25 0.06
0.10 (2) 3.47 0.08
0. 10 (2) 3.24 0. 08\J • \J\J
0.17 (2) 6.25 0.15
0.07 (2) 2.84 0.07
0.16 (2) 3.06 0.08
0.12 (2) 2.56 0.07
3.05 0. 13
0.07 (2) 2.47 0.07
0.08 (2) 2.96 0.07
0.06 (2) 2.16 0.07
0.09 (2) 3.06 0.08
0.08 (2) 2.77 0.07
0.05 (2) 2.10 0.06
0.06 (2) 2.04 0.09
0.04 (2) 1.76 0.05
0.05 (4) NC 1.93 0.11
0.07 (2) 2.18 0.06
0.06 (2) 4.56 0.10
0. 19 (2) 6.72 0.14
0.08 (2) NC 1.73 0.11
0.06 (2) 2.09 0.09
0.10 (2) 3.44 0.08
0.08 (2) NC 3.30 0.17
0.08 (2) 2.46 0.07
0. 11 (2) 2.94 0.09
0.07 (2) 2.50 0.07
0. 05 (2) 1.86 0.06
0.05 (2) NC 1.71 0.05
2.40 0.06
0.08 (2) 2.12 0.13
0.10 (2) 3.53 0.09
0.12 (2) 3.18 0.08
0.11 (2) 3.52 0.10
0.06 (2) 2.18 0.06
0.10 (2) 3.39 0.08
1 ft O O ice1938-155
JC 401 4.92
ZUUJ-025
2012+234 3C 409 13.36
2018+231
2019+098 3C 411 3.22
o A o rvj-O c "7 3C /If414 ~
^ iU^+ZoJ JC 427.
1
3.74
2111+620 3C 429 2.42
2126+073 3C 435 1.98
oil Q OZ iZo+VJ4o
91^ 'iM'i 7 7
^ i J J / / 4Jo 6. 78
ZZUy+Uoi
Z Z 1U+U i o 2. 60
2309+090 3C 456 2.42
2314+038 3C 459 4.23
2324+405 3C 462 2.49
2337+220 3C 466 2.12
2349-014
2356+437 3C 470 2.03
TABLE 4 (continued)
7.20
0.14 (2)
2.05
0.27 (2) 13.49
1.84
0.05 (2) 3.18
1.71
0.02 (2) 3.78
0.07 (2) 2.54
0.04 (2)
3. 92
0.19 (2) 6.83
1.68
0.05 (2) 2.67
0.05 (2) 2.42
0.08 (2) 4.35
0.08 (2) 2.41
0.04 (2) 2.12
1.55
0.06 (2) NC 1.96
0.16 (2) 7.17 0.15
4.75 0.14
0.06 (2) 2.01 0.06
u. jy (2) 13. 04 0.27
0.05 (2) 1.75 0.05
0.09 (2) 3.18 0.08
0.08 (2) 1.81 0.06
0.16 (2) 3.70 0.18
n no (2) 2. 53 0.08
2.01 0.06
0.11 (2) 3.98 0.09
0.19 (4) 6.70 0.14
0.05 (2) 1.80 0.06
0.07 (2) 2.60 0.07
0.07 (4) 2.51 0.08
0.12 (4) 4.17 0.10
0.07 (4) 2.38 0.12
0.06 (4) 2.13 0.07
0.05 (2) 1.63 0.12
0.06 (2) 1.88 0.06
Notes to Table 4
(1) Number of measurements Included In average. Two measurements are
obtained each day (2 feeds). An "NC" following the number of
observations Indicates that the source was not used as a calibration
source, due either to suspected source variability or a poorly
determined assumed flux density.
(2) Assumed flux density for calibration sources. Values are from list
provided by Crane (1978). These values were used in determining the
declination dependent antenna aperture efficiency.
(
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TABLE 5
1.4 GHz FLUX DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
FOR SOURCES IN VARIABILITY SAMPLE
Flux Density (Jy
)
Object ^'^^^ 5-6 Sept 1978 4-6 Dec 1978 Variability
Names Flux Error N^ Flux Error N^ Index (V)2
0007+106 IIIZw2 0.13 ± 0.02
0048-097 0.88 0.03
0106+013 2.86 0.07
0133+476 1.61 0.05
Lib 0. 02
0235+164 1.71 0.03
0238-084 NGC 1052 -
0300+470 1.80 0.05
0316+161 CTA 21
lO. u / U. HO
0333+321 NRAO 140 -
0336-019 CTA 26 2.39 0.05
0355+508 NRAO 150 5.05 0.15
0405-123 3.17 0.12
0415+379 3C 111
0420-014 0.89 0.02
0430+052 3C 120 6.22 0.11
0440-003 2.16 0.05
0458-020 1.67 0.04
0528+134 1.08 0.02
0552+398 DA 193
0605-085
0607-157
0723-008
0727-115
0735+178
0736+017
0748+126
0754+100 01 090.4
0814+425 OJ 425
(I
)
0. 14 + 0 09 fit ^ U. J
(2) 1.19 0.06 4
(2) 2. 75 0. 08
(2) 1.63 0.05 (4) 0.3
(2) 1.25 0.04 (4) 2.0
(2) 1.39 0.04 J —ft Ao. o
0.67 0.02 (2)
(2) 1.72 0.05 (4) -1.2
7.53 0.21 (2)
(2) 16.75 0. 47 (2) 1.0
3.15 0.10 (2)
(2) 2.19 0.06 (2) -2.7
(2) 5.22 0.16 (4) 0. 8
(2) 3.24 0.08 (4) 0.5
14.62 0.42 (2)
(2) 1.07 0.05 (2) 3.2
(2) 5.99 0.16 (2) -1.2
(2) 2.39 0.06 (4) 2.8
(2) 1.65 0.04 (4) -0.4
(2) 1.38 0.04 (4) 6.4
1.45 0.04 (4)
3.06 0.07 (2)
1.75 0.04 (2)
2.47 0.07 (A)
2.17 0.05 (4)
1.79 0.05 (2)
2.35 0.06 (2)
1.47 0.04 (4)
0. 63 0.02 (4)
1.49 0.04 (4)
TABLE 5 (continued)
0831+557 4C 55.16
0836+710 4C 71.07
0851+202 OJ 287
0859-140
0923+392 4C 39.25
0953+254
1055-K)18
1101+384 MKN 421
1116+128
1127-145
1215+303 ON 325
1219+285 W Coma
1226+023 3C 273
1253-055 3C 279
1308+326
1334-127 1335-12
1345+125 4C 12.50
1354-152 OP-192
1404+286 OQ 208
1502+106 OR 103
1510-089
1548+056
1555+001 DA 393
1607+268
1611+343
1633+382 4C 38.41
1638+398 NRAO 512
1641+399 3C 345
1656+053
1730-130 NRAO 530
1739+522 4C 51.37
1741-038
1749+701
1807+698 3C 371
1828+487 3C 380
1845+797 3C 390.3
19094048 SS 433
1958-179 OV-198
2005+403
2037+511 3C 418
0.92 0.16 (1)
6.23 0.37 (1)
0.59 0.02 (1)
1.69 0.05 (2)
10.91 0.37 (2)
1.08 0.07 (2)
1.72 0.05 (2)
5.01 0.08 (2)
1.30 0.04 (2)
0.72 0.02 (2)
1.53 0.03 (2)
1.44 0.04 (2)
2.00 0.04 (2)
1.53 0.04 (2)
4.43 0.10 (2)
2.61 0.07 (2)
1.99 0.06 (2)
0.44 0.02 (2)
6.91 0.29 (2)
1.62 0.06 (1)
5.13 0.21 (2)
1.67 0.04 (2)
2.31 0.06 (2)
12.54 0.80 (1)
0.73 0.02 (2)
3.11 0.09 (2)
5.66 0.25 (2)
7.97 0.26 (4)
4.12 0.17 (3)
1.83 0.13 (4)
3.21 0.10 (4)
2.48 0.08 (4)
0.84 0.03 (4)
2.90 0.14 (4)
0.75 0.03 (2)
2.09 0.06 (4)
6.47 0.33 (4)
0.58 0.02 (4)
1.84 0.07 (2)
44.79 1.16 (2)
10.77 0.36 (2)
1.46 0.05 (2)
1.74 0.04 (2)
5.03 0.14 (2)
1.09 0.02 (2)
0.68 0.02 (2)
1.69 0.05 (2)
1.45 0.04 (2)
1.36 0,04 (2)
4.51 0.13 (2)
2.68 0.08 (2)
1.88 0.08 (2)
7.75 0.22 (2)
0.75 0.02 (2)
1.52 0.06 (2)
2.39 0.09 (2)
13.55 0.39 (2)
10.14 0.45 (2)
0.81 0.05 (2)
0.56 0.03 (2)
5.75 0.17 (2)
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TABLE 5 (continued)
2048+312 CL 4
2121+053 OX 036
2131-021
2134+004
2145+067
2200+420 BL LAC
2201+315 4C 31.63
2216-038
2223-052 3C446
2230+114 CTA 102
2243-123 OY-172.6
2251+158 3C 454.3
2345-167
0.71 0.02 (2) 0.75 0.06 f4'i
1.88 0.04 (2) 1.74 0.05 (4) -2.2
0. 08 (1) 1. 91 0.06 (4) -0.8
3.08 0.07 (2) 2.91 0.08 (4) -1.6
3.06 0.05 (2) 3.03 0.08 (4) -0. 3
2.97 0.10 (2) 2.20 0.07 (2) -7.6
2.05 0.06 (2)
0.98 0.03 (2) 1.02 0.03 (4) 0.9
5.80 0.25 (2) 5.93 0.22 (4) 0.4
5.79 0.35 (2) 6.08 0.18 (A) 0.7
2.42 0.07 (2) 2.39 0.06 (4) -0.3
10.10 0.44 (2) 10.47 0.51 (4) 0.5
3.27 0.11 (2) 3.44 0.08 (4) 1.2
Notes to Table 5
(1) Number of measurements Included in average. Two measurements are
obtained each day (2 feeds).
(2) The variability index, V (defined in equation II-5), is a measure of
the source variability between Sept. and Dec. 1978.
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stronger than 2 Jy gives R = 1.011 ± 0.004 (37 sources). There is no
declination or time dependence in the quantity R. The use of different
calibrator sources for the two sessions thus introduces a 1% offset in
the calculated flux densities. No adjustment was made to the flux den-
sities to compensate for this effect since it is much smaller than the
errors quoted for the gain curve fitting procedure, and it is not known
which of the two gain curves correspond more closely to an absolute flux
density scale.
The calibration and variability sample ("program") sources were
checked for evidence of variability in the three months between the
observing sessions. The quantity R was calculated for each source. To
determine the uncertainty in the quantity R, the variance 0^2 was calcu-
lated from the errors (03 and Op) to the flux densities (Sg and Sp) for
the September and December sessions. The variance in R is given by
0^2 ag2 (,^2
+ (II-4)
r2 Ss-^ Sd-^
The quantity is the standard deviation in the measurement of the
ratio R. A variability index, V, can be defined
R - 1
V = (II-5)
which is a measure of the variability of a source between the two
sessions (the number of standard deviations which the quantity R is from
unity).
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The quantity V is given for the variability sample sources in
Table 5, This quantity is plotted in figure 2 for both the calibration
and variability sample sources. The median of both distributions is
0.3; the offset from zero is due to the 1% difference in calibration
scales for the two sessions. There is no strong dependence of V on
source flux density or declination. The scatter in V for the calibra-
tion sources is smaller than would be expected for a Gaussian distribu-
tion with a = Of^. Except for the weak source 0112-017 (V =
-1.7), all
47 calibrators are within 1.3 of the average V of 0.3. This distri-
bution of V indicates that the quoted flux density errors may be
overestimated as a result of an overestimation of the errors attribu-
table to the calibration fitting procedure. This would occur if the
assumed calibration source flux densities were not well determined from
the original surveys. This is feasible since the calibration source
flux densities were compiled from several references. Better deter-
mination of the calibration source flux densities would result in
smaller calibration errors and resultant smaller flux density errors.
The distribution of the variability index for the variability
sample differs markedly from that for the calibration sources. Based
only upon measurements at these two epochs, we define sources with
1.5 < V-0.3 as "possible" variables, sources with 2 < V-0.3 < 3 as
"probable" variables, and those with V-0.3 > 3 as "variable". The
narrower observed distribution of V for the calibration sources than
expected for a Gaussian distribution makes the exact values of V
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Figure 2. Degree of variability at 1.4 GHz for 97 sources during
the three month Interval 5 Septemeber to 5 December 1978. The
variability index, V (defined in equations II-3 thru 5), is a measure of
the variability of a source (relative to the errors in the two
measurements) between the two observing sessions. The offset from zero
of both distributions (median V=0.3) is due to a 1% difference in
calibration scales between the two sessions. No adjustment has been
made to the flux density scales to compensate for this offset since it
is not known which of the calibration scales corresponds more closely to
an absolute flux density scale. The distribution of variability index
for sources used to derive the declination dependent calibration
constant can be represented by a Gaussian noise distribution. The
distribution for sources in the variability sample indicates that 26% of
the sources are "probably" variable (lV-0.31 > 2.0) over the three month
interval, with an additional 12% being "possibly" variable
( IV-0.31 > 1.5).
AI
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defining these "variability classes" somewhat arbitrary. The spectra of
these sources are discussed further in Chapter V.
2.7 GHz (11 cm). Systematic observations of source flux density and
linear polarization have been conducted at 2.695 GHz (X 11.1 cm) using
the NRAO 300-foot antenna. Approximately two hundred variable and
calibration sources have been observed during twenty eight week-long
sessions between 1972.67 and 1981.10. The purpose of this set of obser-
vations is to study the polarization and flux density variations in a
large sample of extragalactic sources at long centimeter wavelengths,
where opacity effects will be important to the observed outburst profi-
les. These observations constitute the lowest frequency sample of regu-
lar polarization and flux density variations in extragalactic sources.
The basic receiver and telescope parameters are given in Table 3.
The observing procedures and reduction routines are described in detail
by Kapitzky (1976). The observations have been obtained and reduced by
several individuals throughout the 8^/5 years that this program has been
conducted (J.E. Kapitzky, M.F. Hartman, CP. O'Dea, W.A. Dent, and the
author).
The same observing procedures are employed for the 2.7 GHz obser-
vations as at 1.4 GHz, with one major difference. Since polarization as
well as flux density is being measured, three linearly polarized feeds
are used. Each feed is calibrated separately, using calibration sources
with known flux density and polarization parameters. The polarized com-
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ponent of the flux density in compact variable extragalactic sources is
typically very weak (a few per cent of the total flux density),
requiring the average of several daily scans in order to obtain suf-
ficient signal-to-noise measurements. The data was reduced and
calibrated by procedures similar to those previously discussed for the
1.4 GHz data. A full description of these procedures is given by
Kapitzky (1976).
The flux density measurements obtained from this program are used
in subsequent chapters in discussions of source variability and radio
spectral evolution of outbursts.
5.0 GHz (6 cm). Observations were conducted at two epochs (2-5
September 1978 and 3-4 December 1978) at 4.995 GHz (X 6.0 cm) using the
NRAO 300-foot antenna. These observations were obtained at nearly the
same epochs as the previously described 1.4 GHz observations. The
calibration and variability sample sources were similar.
The receiver and telescope parameters are given in Table 3. As for
the 1.4 GHz observations, reduction of scans was accomplished using the
"Condare" routine, and "Tind 300" was used to calibrate the declination
dependent telescope gain.
Source observations were similar to those made at 1.4 GHz except
that the 5.0 GHz system is a two feed, beam switched system. The power
output from two circularly polarized feeds are differenced, fed into two
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separate receivers, and Integrated every second. The rapid switching
between the feeds decreases the observed effects of sky background and
receiver gain fluctuations. The power output Is converted to antenna
temperature by comparison with the receiver response to a known tem-
perature calibration tube. The two beams are separated In the sky by
three half power beamwldths (HPBW). The orientation of the two beams In
right ascension and declination Is adjustable. As a result of the dif-
ferencing of the output from the two feeds, a scan contains two approxi-
mate gausslan profiles, one with a positive deflection and a second with
a negative deflection (with their peaks separated by three HPBWs). The
combination of two feeds and two receivers provides four measurements of
the source strength during each source transit. Baselines were fit to
the portion of the scans containing blank sky. Gaussian profiles were
fit Independently to the positive and negative profiles.
For the September observations, only the output from one receiver
was analyzed. The relative gain of the two beams (the positive and
negative profiles) was determined from observations of a few sources
with the feeds positioned at the same declination. The remaining obser-
vations were conducted with the feed box rotated such that the two beams
were offset by a half power beamwldth in declination. This orientation
provided information on the telescope declination pointing. The small
beamwldth of the 5.0 GHz system causes observations at this frequency to
be very sensitive to pointing inaccuracies. Pointing errors of 1/2'
correspond to a flux density error of 10% for the 2.7' beam at this fre-
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quency. indicating that declination position errors can result in large
uncertainties in source flux densities. A source will appear stronger
la one of the two beams if the telescope is not positioned accurately at
the source declination. By measuring the strength of the positive and
negative responses in each scan, the pointing error can be determined
and applied to the data to obtain a corrected (for pointing) antenna
temperature. During the September session, the pointing was suf-
ficiently in error that the signal in one beam was often less than half
that of the other beam. The declination dependent gain curve determined
using the pointing corrections exhibited more scatter than the gain
curve calculated using only the single feed with the larger observed
antenna temperatures. The increased scatter was a result of the
pointing errors being so large that pointing correction factors were
poorly determined (the pointing correction method is beneficial only
when the pointing is in error by less than
~Vl2 HPBW). The gain curve for
the feed with the lesser antenna temperatures was also found to be
poorly determined. Using the results from both feeds appeared to
degrade the quality of the derived flux densities, so only the single
feed was used in flux density calculations for the September session.
The pointing errors are reflected as a scale factor in the calibration
constant gain curve. A sixth order polynomial was used in the deter-
mination of the declination dependent gain curve (lower order polyno-
mials did not produce as good a fit at the extreme elevations for this
observing session), and the error in the calibration constant was
assumed to be 5% at all declinations.
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For the December observations, the feeds were oriented east-west,
so no declination pointing information was obtained. Errors in the flux
density scale resulting from declination dependent pointing errors (if
constant in time) would be removed by the calibration constant fitting
procedure. This feed orientation provided four measurements of the
source strength during each source transit. Fourth order polynomials
were used to fit for the declination dependent calibration constant. A
typical set of data and fitted gain curve are shown in figure 3. The
four sets of data were calibrated separately, with the results averaged
(as was done with the 1.4 GHz data) to obtain the quoted flux densities.
The derived flux densities for calibration and variability sample
sources for the two epochs of observations at 5.0 GHz are given in
Tables 6 and 7, respectively. The quoted errors are the larger of the
external and internal errors. The gain curves were not well determined
for low «-10°) or high (>+60'') declinations, due to a lack of many
calibration sources at these declinations and the rapid declination
dependent change in telescope efficiency. Flux densities of sources in
these declination ranges may be systematically in error in either
observing session.
A test was done to determine the consistency of the calibration
factors between the two sessions. For the 64 calibration sources common
to both sessions, the flux ratio defined in equation II-3 is R » 0.986
±.009, with a median value of 0.988. For sources stronger than 1 Jy,
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Figure 3. The declination dependent aperture efficiency at 5.0 GHz
for the NRAO 300' antenna derived from measurements obtained
3-4 December 1978. The calibration sources (assumed non-variable
sources of known flux density) used in defining the gain curve are from
a compilation by Crane (1978). A fourth order polynomial was fit to the
observed calibration constant as a function of declination. The
calibration constant is defined in equation H-2.
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TABLE 6
^^^^ DENSITY MEASUREMENTSFOR CALIBRATION SOURCES AND SOURCES NOT IN VARIABILITY SAMPLE
Flux Density (Jy)
Flux Error N^ Flux Error
0003-003 3C 2 1.47
0019-000 1.16
0030+196 3C 12 0.80
0035-024 3C 17 2.52
0038+328 3C 19 1.07
0051-038 3C 26 0.60
0056-001 1.39
1 1 T ICCOil /-155 3C 38 1.51
Ui IZ—01
/
0.92
0116+082 1.08
Oi2D+2o7 3C 42 0.83
Ui4D+DJZ JC 52 1.45
u i jH+Zob JC 55 0. 55
u i jy— i i tnjC 5/ 1. 36
UZUD+JD 3 0.92
0223+341 1.30
0255+574
0307+169 3C 79 1.20
0309+390 0.72
0319+121 1.00
0331-013 3C 89
0411+141 0.78
0428+205 2.22
0450+314 3C 131 0.82
0507+290 0.61
0515+508 3C 137 0.60
0531+194 2.37
0540+187 0.76
0621+400 3C 159 0.71
0624-058 3C 161 6.68
± 0.08 (3) 1.47
0.06 (3) 1.13
0.04 (3) 0.78
0.13 (2) 2.62
0. 07 ^1 ^\*-)
0.03 (1) 0.64
0.07 (2) 1.30
0.08 (2) 1.42
0.05 (3) NC 0.89
0.05 (1) 0.88
0.08 (3) 1.49
0.04 (1) NC -
0.07 (1) 1.39
0.05 (3) 0.87
0.07 (1)
0.13
0.06 (2) 1.23
0.05 (1)
0.07 (1)
0.69
0.05 (1) 0.74
0.14 (1)
0.04 (3) 0.79
0.03 (3) 0.58
0.03 (3) 0.61
0.12 (3) 2.23
0.04 (3) 0.70
0.06 (1)
0.34 (2) 6.56
0. 06 1 Ali . H 1 I U. 04
0.05 (4) I- OS
0.04 (4) 0. 82
0.11 (4) 2.72 0.07
1.26 0.09
0.03 f4^ V. V/ J. n HA
0.06 (4^ 1-46
0.05 (4) 1.42 n f»7U. \J 1
0.04 (4) NC 1.16 0.04
1.18 0.04
0.04 f4) 0. 84
0.04 (4) 1.48 0.06
0. 88 0. 10
0.05 (4) 1.25 0.04
0.04 (4) 0.87 0.03
1.20 0.04
0.01 (4) NC
0.07 (4) 1.31 0.04
0.73 0.01
1.10 0.04
0.03 (4) NC 0.81 0.06
0.04 (4) 0.89 0.03
2.31 0.06
0.04 (4) 0.86 0.04
0.03 (4) 0.65 0.06
0.02 (4) 0.57 0.04
0.12 (4) 2.53 0.05
0.04 (4) 0.63 0.05
0.70 0.01
0.28 (4) 6.73 0.09
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0640+233 3C 165 0.70
0651+542 3C 171 1.22
0655+699
0659+445 0.57
0702+749 3C 173.1 0.86
0711+146 3C 175.1 0.60
0742+103 3.85
0758+143 3C 190 0.85
0809+483 3C 196 4.38
0820+225 1.62
0824+294 3C 200 0.65
0915-118 12.53
0941+100 3C 226 0.56
0947+145 3C 228 1.16
1003+351 3C 236 1.45
1005+077 3C 237 2.12
1040+123 3C 245
1140+223 3C 263.1 0.84
1148-001 1.86
1153+317 1.16
1157+732 3C 268.1 2.66
1206+439 3C 268.4 0.65
1237-101 1.01
1318+113 0.83
1323+321 2.42
1328+254 3C 287 3.31
1340+053 0.75
1409+524 3C 295 6.85
1413+349 1.02
1419+419 3C 299 0.96
1425-011 3C 300.1 0.94
1434+036 1.22
1441+522 3C 303 1.01
1448+634 3C 305 0.92
1453-109
1514+072 3C 317 0.88
1517+204 3C 318 0.76
1518+046 1.08
1523+033 0.66
1543+005 0.81
TABLE 6 (continued)
0.04 (2) 0.69
0.06 (2) 1.21
0.04 (1)
0.05 (1) 0.81
0.05 (1) -
0.20 (2) NC 3.30
0.06 (I
)
n 7 ftyj» 1 o
0.23 (2) 4.39
0.12 (1) -
0.04 (2) 0.66
0.67 (1) NC
0.03 (2) NC 0. 54
0.10 (1) 1.12
0.11 (1) 1.41
0.15 (1) —
1.46
0.06 (2) 0.79
0.11 (1)
0.08 (1) —
0.16 (1) 2.71
0.05 (2) 0.58
0.06 (2) NC 1.02
0.04 (2) 0.87
0. 16 (2) 2.26
0.20 (2) 3.24
0.04 (2) 0.71
0.40 (1) 6. 92
0.07 (1) NC 1.04
0.05 (2) 0.92
0.05 (2) 0.91
0.07 (1) 1.24
0.07 (1) 1.00
0.05 (2) 0.96
1.56
0.06 (1) 0.90
0.05 (1) 0.76
0.06 (2) 1.11
0.03 (3) 0.66
0.04 (3) 0.79
0.04 (4) 0.77 0.03
0.03 (4) 1.22 0.04
U. UZ (4) 0.69 0.01
0.54 0.01
(4) 0. 77 0.06
0.56 0.05
0.17 (4) NC 3.84 0.07
U. Utf (4) 0. 82 0.06
0.14 (4) 4.36 0.06
1.61 0.04
0.03 (4) 0.66 0.03
(\ noU. UJ (4) NC 0. 64 0.05
0.06 (4) 1.14 0.06
0.06 (4) 1.34 0.08
2.01 0.06
0.07 (4) 1.39 0.04
VJ. U** 0. 78 0.03
1.97 0.04
0.95 0.04
0.07 (4) 2.62 0.06
0.02 (4) 0.60 0.03
u. u*» Q4 ; NC 1. 53 0. 05
0.05 (4) 0.77 0.03
0.11 (4) 2.31 0.06
0.17 (4) 3.26 0.06
0.04 (4) 0.79 0.05
rt 1 Qu. io 0. 53 0. 08
0.05 (4) NC 1.35 0.14
0.03 (8) 0.90 0.05
0.03 (8) 0.94 0.06
0.06 (4) 1.28 0.02
0.03 (4) 0.94 0.06
0.02 (4) 0.92 0.04
0.06 (4) 1.57 0.05
0.05 (4) 0.87 0.04
0.04 (4) 0.75 0.03
0.06 (4) 0.99 0.03
0.03 (8) 0.68 0.04
0.03 (8) 0.88 0.05
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1553+202 3C 326.1
1615+324 3C 332
1618+177 3C 334
1622+238 3C 336
1624+416
1626+396 3C 338
1627+234 3C 340
1648+050
1658+471 3C 349
1704+608 3C 351
1716-K)06
1819+396
1833+653 3C 383
1938-155
2003-025
2012+234 3C 409
2018+231
2019+098 3C 411
2104+763 3C 427.1
2111+620 3C 429
2126+073 3C 435
2128+048
2153+377 3C 438
2203-188
2209+081
2210+016
2309+090 3C 456
23144038 3C 459
2324+405 3C 462
2337+220 3C 466
2349-014
2356+437 3C 470
TABLE 6 (continued)
0.74 0.05 (1)
-
0. 84
0.61 0.03 (3)
-
0.79
1.09 0.06 (2)
0.43 0.03 (1)
-
0. 77
9.36 0.61 (1) NC
-
1.10
1.04 0.07 (1) 1.17
0.75 0.04 (3) 0. 75
0.81 0.04 (3) 0.83
-
0. 78
2.35 0.13 (3) 2.21
0.93 0.06 (2)
3.10
1.02 0.05 (2)
0.87 0.07 (1) 0.91
0.94 0.05 (3) 0.88
0.72
0.60 0.04 (1)
1.95 0.10 (2) 1.99
1.55 0.11 (1) 1.51
4.13 0.22 (1)
0.75 0.04 (2) NC
1.06 0.07 (1) 1.05
0.77 0.04 (3) 0.78
1.28 0.06 (3) 1.23
0.95 0.06 (3) 0.94
0.71 0.04 (2) 0.74
0.64 0.04 (1)
0.40 0.04 (1) NC 0.37
0.03
0.86 0.06
(8) 0. 83
0.57 0.03
0.04 (8) 0.69 0.06
1.31 0.02
0.49 0.03
0.04 (8) 0. 69
0. 04 (4) 1.14 0.04
0. 03 (4) 1.21 0.05
0.03 (8) 0.77 0.05
0.03 (4) 0.97 0.01
0.02 (2) 0.80 0,01
0.08 (4) 2.31 0.06
0.93 0.05
0. 17 (4) 3.12 0.05
1.20 0.06
0.05 (4) 0.87 0.06
0. 02 (4) 0.96 0.06
0.02 (4) 0.79 0.08
0.56 0.03
0.10 (4) 1.97 0.05
0.06 (4) 1.54 0,06
4.62 0.12
1. 09 0.04
0.05 (4) 1.02 0.04
0.04 (4) 0.67 0.03
0.06 (4) 1.36 0.04
0.04 (4) 1.12 0.10
0.04 (4) 0.75 0.05
0.70 0.03
0.02 (4) NC 0.55 0.03
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Notes to Table 6
(1) Number of measurements included in averaee Tn vflux density measurement was obtained e^^h* day (N ^n^mb^ ifl
(2) Assumed flux density for calibration sources. Values are fromprovided by Crane (1978). These values were used In deter^^In^ tLdeclination dependent antenna aperture efficiency
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TABLE 7
5.0 GHz FLUX DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
FOR SOURCES IN VARIABILITY SAMPLE
Object Other
Names
Flux Density (Jy)
3-4 Dec 19782-5 Sept 1978
Flux Error N^ Flux Error N^
Variability
Index (V)^
0007+106 IIIZw2
0048-097
0106+013
0133+476
0229+131
0235+164
0238-084 NGC 1052
0300+470
0316+161 CTA 21
0316+413 3C 84
0333+321 NRAO 140
0336-019 CTA 26
0355+508 NRAO 150
0404+767 4C 76.03
0405-123
0415+379 3C 111
0420-014
0430+052 3C 120
0433+295 3C 123
0440-003
0458-020
0528+134
0552+398 DA 193
0605-085
0607-157
0723-008
0727-115
0735+178
0736+017
0748+126
0.52 ± 0.03 (3)
1.29 0.07 (3)
3.31 0.17 (3)
1.85 0.10 (3)
1.81 0.09 (3)
1.63
1.37
2.26
2.85
49.86
2.48
2.78
9.65
2.95
1.96
4.99
2.82
4.82
16.17
1.61
1.79
1.91
4.61
2.82
2.53
2.18
3.85
2.19
2.01
1.94
0.09
0.08
0.11
0.22
3.56
0.16
0.16
0.48
0.16
0.11
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
0.40 (1)
0.14 (2)
0.25 (2)
1.06 (1)
0.08 (3)
0.06 (3)
0.10 (3)
0.24
0.15
0.14
(3)
(2)
(1)
0.11
0.20
0.14
0.12
0.10
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
0.64 ± 0.03 (4) 2.5
1.47 0.06 (4) 1.8
3.27 0.14 (4) -0.2
1.93 0.06 (4) 0.7
1.94 0.10 (4) 0.9
1.83 0.09 (4) 1.5
2.25 0.07 (4) -0.1
2.73 0.11 (4) -0.3
10.22 0.29 (4) 1.0
1.77 0.06 (4) -1.6
3.06 0.12 (4) 1.2
4.27 0.21 (4) -1.8
1.54 0.07 (4) -0.7
1.89 0.08 (4) 1.0
2.42 0.12 (4) 2.9
4.44 0.18 (4) -0.6
1.79 0.07 (4) -6.1
2.05 0.09 (4) -0.9
3.68 0.13 (4) -0.7
1.82 0.09 (4) -1.3
1.50 0.08 (4) -4.0
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TABLE
0754+100 01 090.4 0.87 0.05
Uol4+4Z5 OJ 425 1. 60 0.08
0831+557 4C 55.16 6.06 0.32
0836+710 4C 71.07 1.97 0.14
UoDi+zUZ OJ 2.0I 2. 71 0.14
uojy—140 2.45 0.13
OyZJ+J92 4C 39.25 7.47 0.38
0951+699 M 82 3.64 0.23
0953+254 1.18 0.07
1 UJJTViO
il01+Jo4 MKN 421 0. 69 0.04
111 0 o 1.17 0. 06
1127-145 4.87 0.27
1215+303 ON 325 0.49 0.03
1.87 0.09
iZZOTOZJ jL z/j A A e /40. 54 2. 34
11 OA11. 34 0. 61
1308+326 2.67 0.13
1334-127 1335-12 2.85 0.16
lj**jTiZD *Krf iZ.jO Z. 92 0. 16
lJj*»—ijZ Or—19z 1. 81 0.09
i*»U*»TZoO Ov^ ZOo Z. 70 0. 19
1458+718 3C 309.1 3.36 0.20
1502+106 OR 103 1.71 0.09
1 ^1 0—nflQ
i. J L\J \Joy 1. J/ A AA0. 09
1 j**o+UDO 1. 07 A 1 A0. 10
1 •»*>1. jZ A AO0. Oo
1607+268 1.61 0.09
1611+343 2.08 0.11
11. D7 A AO0. 07
iOJO+jyo NKAO DIZ A A
1
0. 41 A AO0. Oz
7 "lA A /i AU. tfO
1 o*>z+oyo Z. Z7 Ate0.15
1656+053 1.82 0.10
1730-130 NRAO 530 5.30 0.39
1739+522 4C 51.37 0.56 0.04
1741-038 2.26 0.14
1 749+701 1.21 0.08
1749+096 1.22 0.08
1807+698 3C 371 1.77 0.10
7 (continued)
(2) 0.63 0.03 (4) -5.1
(2) 1.59 0.06 (4) -0.1
(2) 5. SO 0 1";
-1. 7
(1) 2.40 0.06 (A) 2.4
(2) 2.78 0.15 (4) 0.3
(2) 2.14 0.09 (4) -2.1
(2) 7.09 0.27 (4) -0.8
(1)
(1) 1.17 0.06 (4) -0.1
2.84 0.13 (4) -
(2) 0.61 0.03 (4) -1.7
(2) 1.28 0.07 (4) 1.1
(2) 4. 54 0. 17 \^ ) —1 1
(2) 0.48 0.02 (4) -0.3
(2) 2.03 0.10 (4) 1.1
(1) — -
(2) 11.35 0.47 (4) 0.0
(2) 2. 57 0. 11 f4^ -n ftV. U
(2) 2.82 0.12 (4) -0.2
(2) 2.72 0.14 (4) -1.0
(2) 1.47 0.05 (4) -3.8
(1) 2.85 0.14 (4) 0.6
(1)
(2) 1.75 0.09 (8) 0.3
(3) 1.32 0.04 (8) -2.9
(3) 1.86 0.09 (8) -0.2
(2) 1.40 0.05 (8) -1.3
(3) 1.65 0.07 C8) 0.3
(3) 2.12 0.08 (8) 0.3
(3) 1.66 0.06 (8) 0.7
(2) 0.42 0.02 (4) 0.3
(2) 7.75 0.33 (2) 0.8
(1) 2.82 0.07 (4) 2.7
(2) 1.80 0.09 (4) -0.1
(2) 5.16 0.18 (4) -0.3
(1) 1.08 0.03 (4) 6.3
(2)
(1) 1.16 0.03 (4) -0.6
(1)
(3) 1.91 0.05 (4) 1.2
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TABLE 7 (continued)
1828+487 3C 380 5.54 0.28 (3)1845+797 3C 390.3 3.55 0.19 (2)
(2)1909+048 SS 433 0.40 0.021958-179 OV-198 0.79 0.07 (2)
2005+403 4.65 0.32 (1)
2037+511 3C 418 4.51 0.23 (2)
2037+421 DR 21 18.21 1.16 (1)3
2048+312 CL 4 0.43 0.02 (3)
2121+053 OX 036 3.01 0.15 (3)
2131-021 2.30 0.18 (1)
21344004 9.78 0.52 (2)
2145+067 2.54 0.13 (3)
2155-152 OX-192 1.59 0.09 (1)
2200+420 BL LAC 2.68 0.19 (1)
2201+315 4C 31.63 1.82 0.15 (1)
2216-038 3.44 0.17 (2)
2223-052 3C446 3.54 0.19 (3)
2230+114 CTA 102 3.09 0.16 (3)
2243-123 OY-172.6 2.63 0.13 (3)
2251+158 3C 454.3 8.02 0.43 (3)
2345-167 2.52 0.14 (3)
5. 55 n 1 7 0.
0
2.93 0.07 (4) -3.6
0.54 0.03 (4) 3.5
4.41 0.16 (4) -0.7
4.34 0.12 (4) -0.7
0.36 0.02 (4) -2.7
2.67 0. 13 i. o
2.22 0. 10
-U. 4
9.70 0. 45
-U. 1
2.44 0.13 (4) -0.6
2.32 0.09 (4)
3.36 0.14 (4) -0.4
3.67 0.16 (4) 0.5
2.98 0.15 (4) -0.5
2.39 0.09 (4) -1.6
7.91 0.39 (4) -0.2
2.71 0.11 (4) 1.0
Notes to Table 7
(1) Number of measurements Included in average. In September, only oneflux density measurement was obtained each day (N =- number of days
source observed). In December, four measurements were obtained each
day (2 feeds - beam switched, two receivers; N/4 » number of days
source observed).
(2) The variability index, V, is a measure of the variability between
Sept. and Dec. 1978. V is defined in equation II-5.
(3) Flux density corrected for extended structure (Peak flux density
17.89 Jy). Source size correction factor from Dent (1972).
« - 0.„0 ..00,. XHe U «..„e„ce caX...a«o„ U s.u..
.Ha„
.He
caUbratlon co,s.a« e^o.s use. 1„ .Ha flux
.enaU, caUula«o„s.
.o
systematic dependence of R on declination or tUe »as found.
The calibration and variability sample sources were cHecked for
evidence of variability 1„ tHe three months between the observing
sessions. THe variability Index. V. given In e<,uatlon 11-5. was calcu-
lated for each source. The value of V Is listed 1„ Table 7 for variabi-
lity sa^le sources. The distribution of V for all sources Is shown In
figure 4. The .edlan V Is -0.15 for the calibration sources and -0.2
for the variability sample sources. The offset of V fro„ zero Is con-
sistent with the IX difference In calibration scales. The distribution
of V for the calibration sources Is narrower than anticipated for a
Gaussian distribution, indicating that the errors In the flux densities
are overestimated. The assumed errors In the calibration constant are
most likely due to Initial inaccuracies in the assumed flux densities of
the calibration sources which were compiled from several references.
Better determination of the calibration source flux densities would
result in smaller calibration errors and smaller resultant flux density
errors.
Of the two extreme values of V for sources not in the variability
sample, one source Is a known variable source. The flat spectrum
(Crane, 1978) source 0742+103 (V -
-2.3) exhibits variations in the 2.7
GHz data, and is variable at 6.6 and 10.6 GHz (Andrew et al, 1978). The
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Figure 4. Degree of variability at 5.0 GHz for 136 sources during
the three month interval 4 September to 4 December 1978. The
variability index, V (defined in equations II-3 thru 5). is a measure of
the variability of a source (relative to the errors in the t«o
measurements) between the two observing sessions. The offset from zero
of both distributions (median V»-0.2) is due to a 1% difference in
calibration scales between the two sessions. No adjustment has been
made to the flux density scales to compensate for this offset since it
Is not known which of the calibration scales corresponds more closely to
an absolute flux density scale. The distribution of variability index
for sources used to derive the declination dependent calibration
constant can be represent by a Gaussian noise distribution. The
distribution for sources in the variability sample indicates that 19% of
the sources are "probably" variable (lv+0.2/ > 2.0) over the three month
Interval, with an additional 10% being "possibly" variable
(/V+0.2f > 1.5). Systemmatlc errors In the calibration at 5.0 GHz result
In larger errors in the flux density measurements, resulting in lower
values of V at 5.0 GHz (than at 1.4 GHz) for the same percentage change
in observed flux density.
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other extreme value (V = 1.5) for 1704+608 (3C 351) ,e due to
calibration uncertainties at the high declinations for either of the two
Observing sessions. The large value of V for the high declination
variability sample source 1845+797 (3C 390.3) supports this possibility.
The distribution of V for the variability sample differs markedly
from that for the calibration sources, but surprisingly the distribution
appears qualitatively similar to that of the variability sample sources
at 1.4 GHz. (Both frequencies display similar V distributions for the
calibration sources and for variability sample sources). According to
canonical theories of radio variability, it would be expected that
variations would be larger at the shorter wavelengths. The quoted
errors for the 5.0 GHz measurements are larger than those at 1.4 GHz
(due to the systemmatic errors in the calibration procedure), resulting
in lower V values for similar variability ratios, R. This effect
narrows the V distribution at 5.0 GHz. The spectra of these sources are
discussed further in Chapter V.
7.9 GHz (4 cm) and 15.5 GHz (2 cm). A program to study the radio
variations at 7.875 GHz (X 3.8 cm) and 15.5 GHz (A 1.9 cm) in extraga-
lactic sources has been conducted since 1969 using the Haystack
Observatory 120-foot antenna, located in Westford, Massachusetts.
Initially, about 25 sources were regularly observed at these two fre-
quencies. Currently over one hundred extragalactic and galactic
variable sources are regularly observed in the program (see Tables 1 and
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2 fo. .h. „,„e„t source UsO- Obse.vadons «e conducted
.ougW, once
per .oneh a. each fre,uenc.. „Uh sources which have not exhihited rapla
variations being observed less frequently. The observations at these
two frequencies have the hoat t-i^^n bes time coverage of the five regularly
observed frequencies.
The basic receiver and telescope parameters are given In Table 3.
A review of the Haystack antenna and rado.« characteristics is given in
Meeks and Ruze (1971). The observing procedures and reduction tech-
niques are described by Dent and Kojoian (1972), Dent. Kapitzky. and
Kojoian (1974). and Dent and Kapitzky (1976). The observations have
been obtained and reduced by the above mentioned individuals and the
author. The observing and data reduction techniques are su,»^rlzed
below. Since the procedures are similar for observations at 7.9 and
15.5 GHz, they are discussed concurrently. The observing procedures
differ from those used for observations with the NRAO 300-foot antenna
since the Haystack antenna can be positioned in both azimuth and eleva-
tlon over the entire sky.
The 7.9 GHz system consists of a single circularly polarized feed
horn, whose output Is Dlcke-sw Itched against either a cold load or a sky
horn directed 45" In elevation above the main antenna beam. Comparison
of the two possible switching modes revealed that the noise level was
generally lower when observations were made in the load switched mode.
This was especially true during fluctuating weather conditions, when the
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atmospheric stability differed between the two beams. Most observation,
were conducted In the load switched mode. In 1972.21. the observing
frequency »a, changed from 7.780 GHz to 7.875 GHz to avoid Interference
(Dent and Kapltzky, 1976).
The 15.5 GHz system is a dual-feed, beam switched system. The
reference beam Is displaced by -0.196° in azimuth from the main beam.
The two beams are sensitive to orthogonal linear polarization, so the
total flux density of a source is the sum of the output from the two
beams. The beam switching observing mode reduces the observed effect of
atmospheric fluctuations. As a result, the 15.5 GHz system is less sen-
sitive than the 7.9 GHz system to rapidly changing sky conditions.
The pointing characteristics of the Haystack antenna are regularly
checked, and pointing tables updated, by the observatory staff. The
pointing was checked during all observing sessions by observing strong,
small angular size sources using a procedure referred to as a "Discrete
Source Scan" (DSS). In a DSS, the telescope is scanned sequentially in
azimuth and elevation around the nominal sources position. A linear
baseline is fit to each scan, and a Gaussian profile is fit to the
antenna response to the source. Pointing corrections are derived for
both azimuth and elevation and are subsequently applied to the source
position. No DSS observation was made for sources which are too weak to
obtain adequate pointing information (sources with flux densities less
than a few Jy). Rather, the pointing corrections that were determined
from strong sources at a nearby azimuth and elevation are used.
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The pointing corrections were not the sa.e for all observing
sessions, so they had to be deter^ned during each session. Generally
U was found that both the elevation and azl„.th pointing corrections
-ere a function of the telescope azl^th. After reaving this effect,
no systematic dependence on telescope position was found. The
telescope pointing was occasionally tl.e dependent, and appears to be
dependent upon the ambient radome and telescope temperatures (Haschlck.
1981). During the observing sessions, any time dependent pointing
corrections were updated as required. A typical set of pointing data
for one observing session Is shown In Figure 5. After removal of
systemmatlc pointing errors, the rms pointing accuracy was typically
0.002° m both azimuth and elevation (Haschlck. 1981. finds similar
rms's based upon observations at 22 GHz). This pointing scatter
corresponds to errors In the flux density calibration of -0.4% at 7.9
GHz and
-1.6% at 15.5 GHz. Scatter In the measured source strengths due
to pointing errors Is reflected In a scatter In the calibration constant
measurements.
After application of the pointing corrections, the source antenna
temperature is measured by an "on-off" procedure. In this procedure the
main telescope beam is sequentially pointed "off source (for 8
seconds), "on" source (16 seconds), and "off" source (8 seconds). This
sequence constitutes one "on-off" measurement and requires about fifty
seconds of real time (no data is taken during telescope movement between
the "on " and "off "source positions). At 7.9 GHz, the "off" source
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Figure 5. Typical azinruth and elevation pointing errors at 15.5
GHz for the Haystack 120' antenna. The errors are residual errors to
the adopted pointing coefficients for the telescope. In this instance
the azi^th offset varies nearly linearly as a function of the telescope
azi^^th. The elevation offset exhibits a stronger dependence on
azimuth, differing by as much as 0,015" from the east to the west sky.
For comparison, the half-po«er beamwidth at 15.5 GHz is 0.037'. No
systemmatic dependence on elevation «as found. The sources 3C274 and
DR21 are extended sources, and their pointing offsets should be used
with caution for other sources. There is an apparent offset in the
elevation pointing for the source DR21, which may be due to the source
being extended. The telescope pointing is not well determined for
azimuths between 315" and 50" due to a lack of strong sources in that
part of the sky.
Measured Pointing Corrections
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position is Offset 0. 150 Vcoslne(elevatlon) In azLuth f.o. the "on"
source position, with the "offs" being alternately displaced on each
side of the "on" source position. The average of the "off" measurements
is subtracted fro. the "on" value to obtain the "on-off" temperature.
The alternate "offs" remove first order time and position dependent
changes In the background sky temperature.
At 15.5 GHz. the "off" position is at the position of the reference
(second) beam. which is displaced from the main beam by
-0.196Vcoslne(elevation) m azimuth. Temporal and positional
atmospheric effects are reduced both by the beam switching and position
switching procedures. Linear sky background antenna temperature depen-
dence is removed since the "off source beam" is alternately displaced to
each side of the source in azimuth. During the transition from the
UNIVAC 490 to the present HP-IOOO computer to control the telescope
pointing, an error was introduced into the pointing software such that
at 15.5 GHz the reference beam was not accurately positioned on the
source. This error, which existed from 1978.28 to 1979.22, was due to
an error in the conversion from degrees to radians used in determining
the reference beam offset from the main beam. The error was elevation
dependent, being larger at the higher elevations (the offset being pro-
portional to 1/elevation). Corrections were made to the observed
"on-off" measurements to compensate for this pointing error.
The number of "on-off" measurements made for a source ranged from
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Six for strong source,, to up to twenty for „ea>c sources. The error for
an "on-off sequence, x. Is the standard deviation of the sa^le. given
by
error = ^ '
7=- (II-6)
"here n Is the number of "on-off measurements in the sample of measure-
ments (the summations are from 1 to n). The error In the "on-off
measurement Is due prlmarly to random fluctuations In the sky background
emission. The "on-off" measurment value Is converted to an antenna tem-
perature by comparison to a known temperature calibration tube. Time
dependent receiver gain fluctuations are removed by calibration prior to
each "on-off" sequence at 7.9 GHz, and about once per hour at 15.5 Gfe
where the percentage change In the receiver gain Is less.
The theoretical rms noise for a radiometer system Is given by
AT .
"^rms (II-7)
/ B
where Tgyg is the system temperature (K), B is the receiver bandwidth
(Hz), T is the "on" source observing time (seconds), and a is a constant
which depends upon the observing mode. For load switched and position
switched observing (7.9 GHz), a-2/T; for beam and position switched
(15.5 GHz), a-2. For the receiver parameters in Table 3, theoretical
values for for a single "on-off" measurement (t-16 seconds) are
0.024 K at 7.9 GHz and 0.029 K at 15.5 GHz. The observed antenna tern-
perature distribution a ae.les o, "oo-off" measurements o. blan. s.,
(no Uno»n source at that position) <^rlng clear weather conditions Is
Shown m Figure 6 for observations at 8.4 and 13.5 GHz. Observations
were conducted at 8.4 GHz rather than at the normal operating frequency
of 7.9 GHz during this system performance test. The observed rms's are
about 25% higher than the theoretical values. ^rlng a typical
observing session the observed rms^s range from the theoretical value to
several times theoretical, dependent upon the atmospheric stability.
Edlttmg Of the
-on-off- scans for each source In an observing
session is accomplished both by visual Inspection of the chart record
and numerical analysis of the "on-off" measurements. The chart record
displays both the total (unswltched) power of the system and the beam or
load switched output from the receiver. Changes In system temperature
(due to receiver or telescope gain changes) are monitored on the total
power channel. Scans with total power fluctuations greater than a few
degrees K were normally deleted from further analysis. Smooth, slowly
varying total power changes are usually the result of changes In the
atmospheric opacity or radome transmission (from changes In the
atmospheric water content or precipitated water on the radome). The
gain variations can be calibrated out during later stages In the reduc-
tion procedure.
Visual Inspection of the chart record can reveal periods of Inter-
ference from nearby radar facilities, short term atmospheric flue-
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Figure 6. The observed antenna temperature distribution for a
series of "on-off" measurements of "blank" sky at 8.4 and 15.5 GHz. The
observations were made by tracking positions in the sky with no known
radio sources, within the elevation range 30" to 65» (the normal
observing range at Haystack Observatory). The distributions can be
represented by Gaussian noise distributions with rms's of 0.034 K (8.4
GHz) and 0.030 K (15.5 GHz). For these sets of observations, the
calibration constant was 9.4 Jy/K at 8.4 GHz and 4.7 Jy/K (sum of two
beams) at 15.5 GHz.
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-tlons (e...
.Xo„.,,.
^^^^^
continue 1„ .He antenna sl.elobe pa«e.n. The sWelo.e pattern
Of the
.ado^e enclosed antenna extends ^t to ahout 30' the
bea- (Mee.s and R„.e. 1,71). The presence o, the sun In the sldelohe
P.tte.n was
.eadll. observable out as as 20- f.o. the ^,n bea.
The signature of this effect Is ^rkedly different total power levels at
the alternate "off positions (the antenna sldelobe pattern at the sun
is stronger for one of the "off source positions), or tl™e dependent
Changes In the "on" or "off" source total power (due to changing orien-
tation Of the sun with respect to the sldelobe pattern). The entire
-on-off" ^asurement Is not reliable due to a possible non-linear or
time dependent sky background. In cases where It was clear that the sun
was m the Sldelobe pattern of the antenna, the entire scan was deleted
from further analysis. Sources within 20° of the sun which did not
exhibit sky background fluctuations were Included In further analysis.
Individual
-on-offs" which were beset with Interference or
atmospheric fluctuations were deleted prior to calculation of the
-on-off" average and standard deviation. Additionally, any "on-off"
measurements which were greater than 2.3 standard deviations from the
average "on-off" value were deleted. The remaining measurements were
used to calculate the final observed antenna temperature and error.
The computed average antenna temperatures from the "on-off"
measurements were corrected for source resolution, atmospheric extinc-
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tlon, antenna elevation gain (efficiency) dependence. tl.e dependent
antenna efficiency, and radome trans^ssion. Each of these correction
factors are discussed below.
The correction for source resolution (CS) depends upon the source
angular size and the telescope bea. size. The observed peak antenna
temperature must be corrected for source resolution to derive the
integrated antenna temperature. Sources in the observing program «hich
require this correction are the two primary calibration sources (DR21
and 3C274) and the planets. The source size correction factor for a
Gaussian beam and a disk source is given by (Predmore, 1978; Ulich and
Haas, 1976)
x2
i^r- (ii-8a)
1 _ e
X
where
(A + B)/ 2
X (II-8b)
0.60056 BW
where BW is the telescope beamwidth (arc seconds), and A and B are the
source semi-diameters (arc seconds). The size correction factor for a
planet depends upon its angular size. The size corrections for DR21 and
3C274 at 7.9 and 15.5 GHz, respectively, are 1.003 and 1.032 (DR21) and
1.027 and 1.052 (3C274).
The atmospheric extinction correction (CA) is given by
CA - e(^o/si'=^ (II-9)
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Where E is the source elevation, and is the atmospheric opacity at
one air ^ss (at zenith). The atmospheric absorption is due to both a
constant contribution fro. oxygen and a variable contribution fro.
atmospheric water (Waters. 1976). The atmospheric opacity can be
measured by scanning the antenna in elevation (a "sky dip") and
measuring the elevation dependent atmospheric emission. The value of
To has been measured by Dent and Kojoian (1972) and Dent. Kapitzky. and
Kojoian (1974). Average values of are 0.02 (7.9 GHz) and 0.03 (15.5
GHz). The dominant contribution to the opacity at these frequencies at
the elevation of Haystack Observatory is from atmospheric oxygen, with
the variable water opacity being at most l/l that of oxygen during accep-
table observing conditions. Techniques to accurately measure the
tmospheric opacity do not exist for the Haystack antenna. so
atmospheric modeling (based upon the ambient temperature and partial
ressure of water) must be employed to determine the opacity. An
average value (from the full range of expected x^) has thus been assumed
for all observing sessions. Time dependent atmospheric opacity will be
reflected in a time dependent calibration constant, being more pro-
nounced in the source measurements at low elevations (large air mass).
The elevation dependent gain correction (CE) is due to antenna gra-
vitational deformation. The elevation gain correction is determined by
measuring the antenna temperature of a strong source at several eleva-
tions, correcting the observed temperatures by the atmospheric correc-
tion, and fitting a least-squares polynomial to the corrected values.
a
P
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The elevation sain corrections „ere determined Oent and Kojolan
(1972) and Dent. Kaplt.Uy. and Kojolan (1,74). and have been checked
re^larly during subse,„e„t observing sessions. Minor differences bet-
ween the adopted gain curves and the ^asured values during an, single
Observing session In part be attributed to atmospheric changes or
temperature dependent antenna deformations. No major discrepancies have
been found with the adopted gain curves during the decade since they
were determined. The adopted elevation gain curves are shown In
Figure 7.
It was occasionally necessary to make time dependent gain
corrections to the data, which appeared to correlate with changes in the
ambient radome or telescope dish temperatures. These gain changes are
apparently due to differential deformation of the antenna surface and
support structure as a result of temperature gradients across the sur-
face and backstructure. The temperature at several points on the
antenna structure was routinely monitored during the observing sessions.
When time dependent gain changes were detected, a correlation was
searched for between the gain and several telescope temperature parame-
ters. No clearcut relationship, which applies in all cases, has been
found between the gain changes and any specific temperature. The
telescope efficiency appears to be a function of a combination of the
average temperature of the antenna, the temperature differential between
the upper and lower portions of the dish, the differential between the
dish surface and the support structure, and the time rate of change of
these parameters.
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Figure 7. Elevation gain (CE) and atmospheric (CA) correction
factors for the Haystack 120' antenna at 15.5 and 7.875 GHz. The
assumed atmospheric opacity is To»0.03 at 15.5 GHz and 0.02 at 7.875
GHz. The elevation gain curves are not well-defined at elevations above
-70°. The observed antenna temperature for a source is multiplied by
these two factors (CE and CA) to derive a corrected antenna temperature.
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In October. 1976, a vent was installed at the top of the radome
(commonl. referred to as the "Dent vent"), allowing warm air to escape
from the radome. being replaced by cooler air drawn in from outside the
radome. Circulating fans to mix the air within the radome are run
during times of the year when large day to night temperature fluc-
tuations would result in temperature gradients in the radome and on the
antenna surface. Since the installation of the vent, the number of
Observing sessions which exhibited large gain fluctuations has sharply
decreased. Evidence of telescope efficiency changes with temperature
changes at frequencies above 20 GHz has been documented by Haschick
(1981).
Variations have been observed in the radome transmission during
periods of fog or dew. These variations are due to changes in the
moisture content on the radome surface (Dent and Kojoian. 1972). The
radome reflectivity can be determined by measuring the total power out-
put (total system temperature) from the receiver. The difference bet-
ween the observed total power and the expected total power at that
elevation during dry weather conditions provides an estimate of the
radome reflectivity. The reflectivity changes result in changes in the
telescope effective area (efficiency).
Corrections for gain changes (CG) due to telescope efficiency or
radome transmission have been applied to the observed antenna tem-
peratures when required. Multiplication of the observed antenna tem-
perature all of ehe above mentioned corrections gives the resultant
corrected antenna temperature.
The corrected antenna temperatures were converted to flux densities
by comparing them to sources of Icnown flux density (calibration, or
standard, sources). For observations made at frequencies of 7.9 and
15.5 GHz. the primary standard source Is the compact HII region DR21.
The thermal spectrum of DR21 has been measured by Dent (1972). and for
frequencies above ~7 GHz Is given by the equation
Sv = 26.78 - 5.63 log v (GHz) (11-10)
with an uncertainty of about 3% In the absolute flux density level. The
flux density of DR21 was determined relative to the flux density scale
of Kellermann. Paullny-Toth. and Williams (1969) (the KPW scale) at fre-
quencies below 15 GHz. and relative to the planets Jupiter and Saturn at
higher frequencies. Two other primary calibration sources (3C274 and
3C123) were used In calibrating the 7.9 and 15.5 GHz results. The flux
densities, measured relative to DR21 by Dent and Ko jolan (1972) and
Dent, Kapltzky, and Ko jolan (1974) at 7.9 and 15.5 GHz. respectively,
are 48.37 and 28.30 Jy (3C274) and 10.76 and 4.97 Jy (3C123).
The three primary calibration sources were observed every few hours
(more often during changing weather conditions) throughout the observing
period to check the system gain stability. The factor by which the
corrected antenna temperature of a source must be multiplied to derive
the flux density is called the calibration constant. Typical measured
calibration coneean. h,,,,,,,
^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^
^./K (7., O.) a. S.0-,.0
a5.3 OH.).
...
antenna
.
X050 ^) the .eUtion.Hip
.etwe.n tH. t.U.eope e«icienc.
and the calibration constant (equation II-l) educes to
2.63
CC =
The measured efficiency during optl«„ observing conditions „a,
-40. at
7.9 GH. and
-30. at 15.5 GHz. The error In the averaged calibration
constant «as taUen to be the standard deviation of an Individual
»eaaure™„t of calibration constant. This error ranged fro™ one to four
percent, depending upon the atmospheric and telescope te^erature stabi-
lity during the observing session. During those observing sessions when
the gam correction (CG) did not remove all time dependent system gain
changes, either a linear or parabolic time dependence was fit to the
Individual calibration constant values.
The flux density of each source was calculated by multiplying the
corrected antenna temperatures by the appropriate calibration constant.
The error In a flux density measurement is a combination of the error In
the 'on-off measurement, the errors In the correction factors (CA, CE,
and CG) which were applied to the observed antenna temperature, and the
error In the adopted calibration constant. The flux density measure-
ments are discussed In subsequent chapters.
11.4 GHz (1 cm) and 90 GHz (3 mm). A program to study the radio
variations at 31.4 GHz rx n qa n
lactlc sources has been conducted since 197n * .
Peak. Arizona. The nu.her o, sources observed at each
o. the
.n.eter receivers has Increased. CurrentX. aU
onl. a .e. o. the
.ea.er sources o.tted at S.e OH. ohservatloni
are conducted once ev*»Y-v t-u^ery three ™,nths at both frequencies. The tlae
coverage at these t.o frequencies Is not as good (due to scheduling
vaelons. Additional measurements
.de at X -3 .
1,., ,i.H the «-foot
.ni.eter antenna of the nve College Hadlo
Astrono^ Observatory (PCRAO). The observing procedures and results are
discussed m detail 1„ Chapters III and IV.
The basic receiver and telescope parameters for the NRAO 36- obser-
vations are given m Table 3. The observing procedures and reduction
techniques at 31.4 and 90 GHz are described by Dent and Hobbs (1,73) and
Hobbs and Dent ^^1977"^ tu^ ^ ^(1977). The observing frequency «as changed from 85.2
to 89.6 CHz in 1974. The observing procedures are similar to those
described for the Haystack Observatory observations. The observations
have been obtained primarily by Dent and Hobbs. with the author
assisting m the observations and data reduction during the past four
years.
— -a3„_„.
« ^^^^^^^^^^^
because the atmospheric ooacltv »fp i y at MUlmeter wavelengths Is more sen-
sitive to the atmospheric water content (Waters. I,;e) an. the Kltt Pea.
--scope IS not enclose, within a ra.ome (thns conpUn. the telescope
-.erature to the amMent temperature changes). Consequently
.re,uent
eaUhratlon Is more Important (an. challenging) at millimeter wave-
lengths than at longer wavelengths. Beam swltche. observing Is require.
-
remove rapl. atmospheric Huctuatlons. Beam switching at ,0 OH. is
accomplished by "nodding" the subreflector between the ,oo c s urce position
and neighboring
"hlan," s.y. At 31..
^^^^^^^^ ^
comparison of the output from two fee. horns (as In the 15.5 OH.
observations).
Pointing checks were ma.e by use of a proce.ure referre. to as a
-Five Point" Observation. In the five point observations, the telescope
is pomte. at the nominal source position, an. at points displace. 1^
half power bea«l.th above and below (In elevation) an. to the "left"
an.
-right" (In azl...th) of the source position. A two
.Imenslonal
Gaussian profile Is fit to the observe, source strength at these five
points. The pointing corrections thus .erlve. are applle. to the source
position. The pointing errors were foun. to be a function of hoth the
azimuth an. elevation of the telescope. For weak sources, pointing
corrections that had been determined from strong sources at nearby azl-
muths and elevations were used.
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The source strength was measured by the "on-offcn n-of procedure
described for the 7.9 and 15 5 ka GHz observations. The onin source
obs„.„. e..e
,0
^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
with up to 20 "on-of.-
„ea,u.e»e„.s
.el„, ^aa .o. ^3. THe
source antenna temperature was
.eter^ne. ^ co^arison o, the source
strength »Uh the receiver response to a .nown temperature noise tuhe.
The atmospheric opacity was determined by measuring the relative
atmospheric temperature (T3,„(el)) at several elevations (a "sky dip").
A least squares fit was made to the equation
Tatm(«l) " A csc(el) + constant (11-12)
Where A was typically ^280^ at 31.4 GHz and 260» at 90 GHz. Values of
To during optimum weather conditions were 0.02 (31.4 GHz) and 0.07 (90
GHz), but occasionally were as high as 0.05 and 0.20, respectively,
during less favorable observing conditions.
No elevation gain corrections are required at 31.4 or 90 GHz for
the 36' antenna as a result of the backstructure rigidity. However,
temperature changes of the antenna structure result in deformation of
the dish surface, producing focus and gain changes. The focus is
constantly updated automatically, based upon reading from temperature
sensors at several points on the antenna. Time dependent gain changes
were monitored by measuring calibration sources every few hours. The
primary calibration sources used were DR21 (18.35 and 16.9 Jy at 31.4
and 90 GHz, respectively) and 3C274 (17.0 and 8.64 GHz). The source
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Size correction factor (CS) for these two sources at 31.4 and 90 CHz are
1.012 and 1.084 ^21, and 1.022 and 1.080 (3C274). a. 90 GHz the
total flux density of DR21 is a combination of the flux density of the
thern.1 HII region measured by Dent (1972) and a contribution fro. an
infrared dust component associated with DR21 (Ulich. 1981). The planets
were used as secondary standards when insufficient measurements existed
Of the primary calibration sources. There is some evidence that Jupiter
and Saturn are variable at mlllimtere wavelengths.
For the 36' antenna, the relationship between the telescope effi-
ciency and the calibration constant (equation II-l) is given by
29.2
°
• (11-13)
The measured efficiency during optimum observing conditions was typi-
cally 50% at 31.4 GHz and 25Z at 90 GHz.
The flux density of a source was calculated by multiplying the
observed antenna temperature by the derived calibration constant. The
error in the flux density is a combination of the error in the "on-off"
measurement and the error in the average calibration constant. The flux
density measurements are discussed in subsequent chapters.
6.6 GHz (5cm) and 10.6 GHz (3cm) (and miscellaneous radio measurements).
Measurements from systemmatic studies of variations in extragalactlc
sources which have been conducted by other Investigators are used in the
analysis of „d.o sou.ce evoluUon
.He ,cUo»i„,
Particularly, the sample of measurements at 6.6 GH. (X 4.5 c.) and 10.6
GHZ (A 2.8 cm) Obtained with the Algonquin Radio Observatory Is used
because o, Us extensive long-ter. data base ,or about 50 sources.
Descriptions o, the observing procedures and results are given by Medd
al (1972) and Andrew at al (1978). This program began In 1966 at
both frequencies. The 6.6 GHz measurements were discontinued In
mld-1973. While the published 10.6 GHz measurements extend through 1976.
The results from this study win be used as published. Andrew et al
(1978) find that their flux density scale may be 3.U ±0.5% higher at
10.6 GHz and 3.7 ±0.7% lower at 6.6 GHz than the flux density scale of
Dent (1972) used for observations presented In this dissertation.
Flux density measurements at millimeter and centimeter wavelengths,
taken from the literature, will be used In discussions of Individual
sources. These measurements will be referenced when used.
§3. Optlcal Observations
The optical measurements used in this dissertation in the search
for correlations between the radio and optical variability in a sample a
extragalactic sources (Chapter VI) have been obtained at Rosemary Hill
Observatory^ as part of a program at the University of Florida to pho-
tographically monitor optical variations in more than 200 objects. The
program (begun in 1968) and the results have been discussed by Scott et
above
.efe„„ees a, „ell „„„U, oHMne.. u„p.,UsHea o.se.vations
(PonoC. X,S1. Pica. „SU. TH. „s„U, Ha.
.i„ax. Heen p.vi...
co^pu^e. ca.a for^a. H. PoUoc. and Pica. XHe fo„, ave sources «Hich
a.e co«>„ to tH. University of Florida optical stud, and tHe University
Of Massachusetts radio program (discussed in section 2) are given in
Table 1.
in tHe correlation analysis, the optical observations are converted
fro» ^gnitudes into units of flu. density. THe original observations
were reported in either photographic (^^) or B (n^) ^gnitudes. For
three sources
.«asure»ents were obtained in both the and
mB magnitude systems. The photographic magnitudes were converted to the
photometric B magnitude a<-alo k„ »sca e by using empirically determined
mB-»pg corrections as given by Pollock et al (1979). The three sources
(0735+178. 0851+202. and 1641+399) were corrected by ^-y^ = -0.20.
+0.50, and
-K).60, respectively.
The conversion from magnitude to flux density is given by
^ov ^ V V/ (11-14)
where m^ is the apparent magnitude at frequency v, is the
Interstellar extinction in the direction of the source at that frequency
is a multiplicative constant, and is the flux density in units of
Janskies. Using the flux conversion scale of Schild. Peterson, and Oke
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(1971), this equation can be rewritt(:en
Sg (mJy) = 3.90 Cn lO'^**^ (niB-lS.O)
^ (II-15a)
Spg (mJy) = 3.65 lo'^'^ Kg-lS-O)
,
(II-15b)
where ^
= 10"°-^ Ay
J . (II-15c)and the la flux density error is
ASy (mJy) = 0.5 ( 10^*'* ^'^^> _ <, ^-0.4 Am^M (II-15d)
Here, ene aensU.e.
„. ^XU-....,.3. an. c, a„.
Cpg are correction factors ,or Ineerstellar extinction. The Inter-
stellar extinction correction Is dependent upon the ^del used for the
Salactlc interstellar dust content. m the varlaMUt. correlation
analysis this correction would appear as a constant
^.Itlpllcatlve fac-
tor tor each source. For this reason, no correction has been ^de to
the optical flux densities to account for Interstellar extinction. The
figures presented In Chapter VI have had the ^gnltude values of Pollock
(1981) and Pica (1981) converted to flux density by equation 11-15,
with no correction applied tor Interstellar extinction (e.g. C, - 1.0).
The errors In the optical flux density are larger for high flux
density values than for lower flux density values. This Is due to the
optical n«gnltude measurements from the Florida study having about the
same quoted error, regardless of magnitude. When the source Is bright,
this magnitude error corresponds to a larger flux density error than
when the source is faint.
care „st be ta.en
..en visuaU. inspecting the optical variations
eeasure^nts witH correspondingi. High errors
„ot represent as
Significant a variation as i^.ined fro. a casual inspection of the
llSht curve. Converting the optical ^gnitudes to flux density accen-
tuates the short-ter. behavior of the outbursts. The optical outbursts
presented in Chapter VI appear „ore "spi.ed" than the logarith^c
.gni-
tude scale nor^lly used when optical observations are presented. The
flux density scale does give a better indication of the rapid fluc-
tuations of the outbursts, and provides a better impression of the total
energy contained within an outburst.
The measurements from the University of Florida optical study will
be used in the statistical analysis of radio-optical correlations in
Chapter VI. No effort has been made to do a comprehensive literature
search to supplement the Florida optical measurements. (Pollock (1982)
is compiling a thorough list of variations in a sample of optically
violent variables (OVVs). Optical and infrared measurements from other
references which are relevent to the analysis of individual sources will
be presented in the discussions of the individual sources.
CHAPTER III
CONTINUUM MEASUREMENTS WITH THE FCRAO MILLIMETER ANTENNA
§1. Introduction
In 1979 a program was initiated at the Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory^ (FCRAO) to study the short timescale variations in extraga-
lactic sources at millimeter wavelengths. Observations are being con-
ducted at frequencies between 85 and 115 GHz with the 45-foot FCRAO
antenna, located in New Salem, Massachusetts. This program complements
the program conducted with the NRAO^ 36-foot antenna in which quarterly
observations are obtained at 89.6 GHz (Hobbs and Dent, 1977). A few
sources were also observed at FCRAO at frequencies between 41 and 48 GHz
during 1979 and 1980. These programs are coordinated with similar
observing programs at frequencies between 31.4 and 2.7 GHz (Dent and
Hobbs, 1973; Dent and Kapitzky, 1976; Dent and Kojoian, 1972; Kapitzky,
1976). The present high sensitivity of the FCRAO and NRAO systems pro-
vides an unprecedented opportunity to study the short term, low ampli-
tude variability at short wavelengths in a large sample of extragalactlc
sources.
The amplitude and timescale of variability differ significantly
between millimeter and centimeter wavelengths. Typically, outbursts are
first observed at millimeter wavelengths where the emission of the out-
burst is not self absorbed, with the onset and peak of an outburst being
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delayed at lower frequencies wher*»q ere the contlunuum spectrum Is opaque.
In most (though not all) sources the on^K„r.o^utbursts are stronger at mllli-
.eter wavelengths than at the longer wavelengths, consistent with models
in Which expanding regions of relatlvlstlc particles are responsible for
the radio radiation. The tlmescale of the rise and decay of outbursts
is typically shorter at the higher frequencies, making It possible to
separate outbursts that overlap at the lower frequencies.
Studying the variations at millimeter wavelengths provides infor-
mation on the physical conditions within the source which is not
available from the longer wavelength observations. The observed
variations at millimeter wavelengths delineate the acceleration and
energy loss mechanisms of the relatlvlstlc particles, whereas at longer
wavelengths these processes are masked by the effects of higher opacity
and the subsequent expansion processes. By observing at millimeter
wavelengths it is possible to observe deeper into the core of the
emitting region responsible for the radio, and presumably the infrared
and optical, radiation. The study of the evolution of outbursts in
extragalactic radio sources has been hindered by the lack of well-
sampled observations at millimeter wavelengths.
The flux density measurements reported here represent the initial
results from our study of the short term variations in a small sample of
extragalactic sources. The measurements were obtained during the deve-
lopmental stages of the FCRAO continuum system. Knowledge of the system
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Characteristics and optical observing techniques for the FCRAO system
»as gained during the observing sessions reported here. Many of the
Observing sessions were devoted primarily to testing the antenna perfor-
mance (such as antenna pointing, bea» pattern, and efficiency) and to
developing continuum observing procedures, with flux density measure-
ments comprising a Mnor fraction of the observing time. As with any
new system, the ability of the system (and observers) to obtain high
quality data is an evolutionary process. The FCRAO continuum system has
been improved such that today it Is among the most sensitive continuum
systems at millimeter wavelengths.
Observations were restricted to the stronger sources at millimeter
wavelengths for which high signal to noise measurements could be
obtained, and to sources that were suspected of undergoing rapid out-
bursts which would require frequent observations in order to define the
variations. Despite the limited observations obtained, the results of
this preliminary study reveal the importance of studying the short term
millimeter variations in extragalactic radio sources. The observations
reported here reveal short term variations at millimeter wavelengths
which were previously undetected and variations at X3mm which do not
appear at the longer wavelengths. The present capabilities of the FCRAO
system permit the extension of this study to a larger sample of sources.
The observing techniques and data reduction procedures are
discussed in this chapter. The analysis of the spectral evolution of
outbursts in several sources is presented in Chapter IV.
li: Observations ar X3 urn
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Telescope and receiver description t),=l
.^ The receiver sensitivity and
antenna surface accuracy of the FCRAO telescope have steadily been
improved Since continuum observations began In January 1979. Changes in
the receiver and surface configurations and observing procedures during
the past three years have given rise to four distinct stages of develop-
ment of the FCRAO 3 ™ continuum system. These stages and the
corresponding data reduction procedures will be discussed separately
below
.
The receivers used at FCRAO are mounted at the Cassegraln focus of
the antenna and are single horn systems (sensitive to linear
polarization). From January 1979 to January 1980. the 3 millimeter
receiver in use at FCRAO was a room temperature mixer with a double
sideband noise temperature (T^e^ei^er) °f ^bout 800K. Continuum
measurements were obtained by integrating the individual channels of a
256 channel, 1 MHz filter bank. The utilized bandwidth was 256 MHz, and
the IF was l.A GHz. After February 1980. the receiver consisted of a
cooled Schottky barrier diode mixer with a 4.75 GHz parametric amplifier
IF (Raisanen et al. 1980; Raisanen, 1980). A quasi-optical system is
located in front of this receiver, which contains components used for
system calibration, beam chopping, sideband rejection, and continuum and
spectral line linear polarization measurements (Goldsmith, 1981;
Raisanen, 1980). The quasi-optical system permits observing in either
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double (T.eeelver =250°) or single sideband (T,,,,,^^^
.500°)
.ode. In
March, 1980. the bandwidth of the continuum backend was increased to
-375 MHz by feeding the IF signal into a single V-to-F converter.
Improvements to the receiver were made during the summer. 1981. The
development of new cooled mixers and FET amplifiers (IF frequency 1.4
GHz) have resulted in receiver temperatures (double sideband) of
~65-120K throughout the frequency range 80-115 GHz.
Most measurements have been sensitive to linear polarization.
Measurements obtained 21-23 March 1981 were obtained with a quarter wave
plate installed in the quasi-optical system to provide circular polari-
zation observations. (Source circular polarization is less than 0.1%,
so corrections to the total flux density are not important.) On 5
December 1981, each source was observed at two orthogonal linear polari-
zations, with the results summed to give the total flux density. The
early flux density measurements obtained in the single linear polariza-
tion mode will have additional uncertainties in total flux density due
to the unknown source polarization at millimeter wavelengths. Barvainls
(1981) reports detection (using the FCRAO antenna) of linear polariza-
tion at 86 GHz of as high as 10% in a few extragalactic sources. For
most measurements reported here, the uncertainty due to source polariza-
tion is expected to be less than the measurement and calibration uncer-
tainties, and will thus be ignored. Future observations with the more
sensitive receiver and antenna will be conducted in either circular
polarization or at orthogonal linear polarizations in order to remove
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any errors In flux density deter^natlon due to source linear polarl.a-
tlon.
The surface panels of the antenna have been set three times since
construction of the FCRAO telescope. Prior to su..er 1979. the surface
had been set with the telescope pointed at zenith, such that the peak
telescope efficiency was obtained at elevations close to the zenith.
During the summer 1979, the surface was reset, again with the telescope
pointed at zenith, but with a deformation model applied to the indivi-
dual panel settings such that maximum efficiency would be obtained near
45° elevation. Observations during the 1979-80 observing season indi-
cated that the efficiency was Indeed maximized in the vicinity of 45°
elevation, but the beam pattern had not been optimized. Using a dif-
ferent type of theodolite, the surface was again reset during summer
1980, with the telescope pointed at 45° elevation. The resulting sur-
face accuracy was Increased such that the efficiency and beam pattern
were improved over those of previous years (Schloerb and Snell, 1980).
No further resettlngs of the antenna surface are anticipated, since it
is unlikely that any major improvement can be made to the antenna sur-
face. Adjustments in the quasi-optical system prior to the 1981-2
observing have also resulted in an improvement in the overall antenna
efficiency.
During the spring 1979 and 1979-80 observing seasons, the continuum
system temperature scale was set by comparison of the system response to
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known differential temperatures (ambient and cold loads) several times
during an observing session. Fluctuations in receiver gain between the
calibrations were not determinable. Since summer. 1980. observations
have been calibrated using the chopper wheel calibration method (Penzias
and Burrus. 1973; Schloerb and Snell. 1980) in which the temperature
scale is set before each observation by comparing the response to an
ambient load with the sky emission. In this method, the observed
antenna temperature of a source is automatically corrected for
atmospheric opacity and changes in receiver gain.
In summary, the data reported in this chapter were taken during
four distinct periods of receiver/telescope parameters which required
different reduction procedures. During the spring 1979 observing season
the room temperature mixer was used, temperature scale calibration was
accomplished by occasional comparison of source response to ambient and
cold loads, and the maximum telescope efficiency was at an elevation
near the zenith. During the 1979-1980 season, the room temperature
mixer was employed prior to February 1980 (the cooled mixer thereafter),
the temperature calibration was accomplished as in 1979 but with the
peak antenna efficiency near 45" elevation. In the 1980-81 season, the
cooled mixer was used with an IF frequency of 4.75 GHz, temperature and
atmospheric opacity were calibrated using the chopper wheel calibration,
and the antenna efficiency was optimized for elevations near 45° (with
little elevation dependent efficiency). During the fall 1981, season
the changes to the system were made such that the cooled mixer was used
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contribution to the total system temperature.
Observing procedure. The observing procedure Has remained fundamentally
the same since continuum observations were begun In January 1979. To
remove fluctuations In the sky background and receiver gain fluc-
tuations. It is necessary to rapidly switch between the source position
and an adjacent position In the sky In which no source Is present ("beam
switching"). This is accomplished at FCRAO by use of a standard "beam
switching chopper", which consists of a rotating chopper blade. When
the chopper blade Is In the "open" position the beam from the feed horn
is aligned directly with the telescope subref lector. When the blade Is
In the "closed" position the beam is reflected off the chopper blade
onto a parallel mirror and then to the subref lector. The displacement
of this "reference" beam from the "main" beam in the sky is determined
by the offset of the reflecting mirror from the axis of the telescope.
The beam displacement for the FCRAO system Has been between
-0.08 and
0.10° (~5 to 6^/2 half power beamwldths) in azimuth. The rate of the
chopper wheel rotation (the beam switching rate) is adjustable, and was
generally between 6 and 12 Hz. No data is taken during the time inter-
val while the chopper blade is partially in front of the feed horn.
Antenna pointing is checked by performing a "five-point" scan on
strong sources. In a "five-point", a source is observed at the nomial
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two dimensional gaussian is Mt to the ^asu«d sou.ce strength at the
five positions to derive a pointing e„or relative to the no^nal source
position.
It was possible to make "five-point" measurements only for the pla-
nets and the extragalactic source 3C8A, since the other continuum sour-
ces in the program were too weak to obtain useful pointing information
within a reasonable amount of observing time. The recent improvements
to the continuum system and receiver make it feasible to use a larger
sample of sources for pointing measurements. The antenna pointing has
historically not been well determined at elevations above 70° elevation.
The planets do not reach these elevations at FCRAO. and observations of
3C84 have not been extensive in this elevation range.
The pointing characteristics of the antenna are determined prior to
each observing season by observing strong continuum and spectral line
sources using the "five-point" procedure. These measurements were used
to determine the coefficients of a pointing model for the antenna. The
pointing model coefficients are revised if subsequent pointing measure-
ments provide better determinations of the coefficients. The rms
scatter of the "five-point" measurements which are used to derive the
pointing model coefficients has been typically -5" (0.0015°) in both
azimuth and elevation (Schloerb, 1981). This is comparable to the esti-
mated error in the five point position determination from a single scan.
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Figure 8b. A representative five-point observation. The planet
Venus (flux density ~1900 Jv at thia oT^««K^y jy s epoch) was observed using the pro-
cedure described In fl^re 8a. The "off" (reference) measurements were
«ade at the position of the beam chopper reference beam, providing
pointing offset Information for both beams. Visual Inspection of the
results indicate that the source Is located below (S) In elevation
(since MS > MN) and to the left (E) In azimuth (since ME > MW) of the
nominal main beam center. The pointing offset for the reference beam Is
minimal. A least-squares gausslan fit to the measurements indicates
pointing offsets of 0.0008" O") in azi«th and -0.0002° «1") m eleva-
tion.
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Corrections to the "standard" pointing model were determined during
each observing session, if possible. The pointing corrections obtained
during each observing session represent minor, residual corrections to
the "standard" pointing model. The measured pointing corrections during
most sessions cover a limited range in antenna azimuth and elevation due
to the small sample of available strong sources. For weak sources, the
assumed pointing correction was derived from measurements obtained from
strong sources at nearby azimuths and elevations.
The pointing corrections differed between observing sessions, but
typically the rms of the total pointing correction (azimuth plus
elevation) within an observing session was less than 8" (0.0022°). The
limited amount of pointing information available during a single
observing session prevented detailed determination of positional
pointing errors. Also, it was not possible to draw any conclusions as
to whether the pointing characteristics of the telescope are strongly
temperature dependent.
The offset of the reference beam from the main antenna beam is
measured by performing separate "five-point" observations for the two
beams and differencing the pointing results, or, alternately, using the
reference beam as the "off" position during the five-point routine
(figure 8b). For both the room temperature and cooled receivers, the
reference beam has been offset between ~0. 08 and 0.10° in azimuth and
only a few milli-degrees in elevation from the main beam. The absence
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of any significant elevation offset assures that the atmospheric
(elevation dependent) temperature contribution Is the sa.e In both
beams. The azimuth offset Is large enough that the reference beam posi-
tion is beyond the sldelobe pattern o, the ^1„ beam, but small enough
that the atmospheric conditions should be essentially the same In the
two beans.
Source strength measurements consist of a series of "on-offs" in
which the n^in bean of the antenna is alternately pointed at the source
position ("on") and at a nearby ("off") position in the sky. For those
observing sessions in which the reference bean position was well known,
the "off" position corresponded to the offset such that the reference
beam was pointed at the source position. Otherwise, the "off" position
was located such that neither beam was directed at the source.
Positioning the reference beam at the source position during the "off"
observation doubles the observed source strength, thus effectively
doubling the signal-to-noise ratio for the "on-off" sequence.
A typical "on-off" sequence consisted of 10-20 "on-off" measure-
ments, with the "on" or "off" source integration time being 8 or 16
seconds for most sources, and 4 seconds for the stronger planets. The
integration time used depended upon the atmospheric conditions - 8
seconds being used during cloudy or unstable conditions, and 16 seconds
during clear, cold conditions. The time required for the antenna to
move between the "on" and "off" positions (with a pointing accuracy of
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O.OOr) is
^8 seconds. This moving time thus constrains the useful
integration times
-
short integrations are inefficient since a large
fraction of the total time is spent moving the antenna.
"On-off"
sequences were repeated until the desired signal-to-noise ratio was
Obtained for the ensemble of "on-off measurements. The error in the
average of the "on-off" measurements was calculated by equation 11-6.
Typical "on-off" observations are shown in figure 9. Corrections to the
observed source strength for antenna gain and atmospheric extinction
were made independently to each sequence prior to averaging the
ensemble. These corrections are described later.
Errors in the telescope pointing will result in the observed source
strength being less than the actual source strength. If the same
pointing corrections are used for all sources, and if there is no posi-
tional dependence of this error, then all sources will have the same
percentage error in their flux density determination which will be
removed by later calibration. If there are time or position dependent
pointing errors, then the error in the flux density determination can be
estimated from the rms pointing scatter during the observing session.
For the FCRAO beam (HPBW -^-50-65" at frequencies between 85 and 115 GHz),
a 0.0022 (8") pointing error corresponds to a 5% error in flux density.
Pointing errors will be reflected in scatter in the calculated source
flux densities during later stages of calibration. For weak sources the
error in the flux density determination due to pointing errors is less
than the error due to random noise. For strong sources, the error due
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Figure 9. Representative
"on-off observations at 87.3 GH.. Each
integration is 8 seconds in
^^^^^^^^^
correspond to the ^in bea„ pointed on the source position. •untlCed"
measurements corresponding to the reference beam.
(a) OJ287: The calculated average antenna temperature and standard
deviation (equation II-6) of this single "on-off" sequence is 0.241'
± 0.007% corresponding to a flux density of 6.8 Jy.
(b) CTA 102: The average of four individual "on-^ff" sequences for
this weaker source. The average antenna temperature and standard
deviation of the combined four scans is 0.061° ± 0.005% corresponding
to a flax density of 2.0 Jy.
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compensate for these pointing errors.
For two beam continuum observations It Is preferable to maximize
the sum Of the responses of both beams to a source, as well as having
nearly e.ual total power In both beams. Equalizing the total power pro-
vides for better sky and receiver gain subtraction from the beam
switching procedure. The path length difference between the main and
reference beams makes It Inrposslble for both beams to be simultaneously
m focus. The focus (radial subreflector position) Is determined by
-asurlng the source strength (by the "on-off" procedure) at several
radial positions of the subreflector. to determine the position which
gives the maximum response to a small angular size source (typically
Jupiter, which Is the strongest small diameter continuum source at these
wavelengths). During many of the observing sessions reported here, the
focus was left at the value determined for the main beam, with the con-
sequence that the source strength In the reference beam was less than
(often 50-90%) that of the main beam. When this ratio was known, the
observed source strength from a two beam "on-off" sequence was nor-
malized to the corresponding single (main) beam strength.
The observed strength of Jupiter In the main and reference beams as
a function of the radial subreflector position (focus) is shown In
figure 10. The difference In the peak observed source strength In the
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Figure 10. Focus curve for the main and reference beams at 88.0
GHz. Shown is the observed strength of the planet Jupiter as a function
of the radial subreflector position (focus). The path length difference
for the two beams results in the offset in "focus" of the peak response
of the two beams. At the maximum signal strength for the average of the
two beams (focus -1.5 mm), the signal strength in the reference beam is
only 80% that in the main beam.
Focus Determination
for Main and Reference Beam
^
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^ \ \
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beams is due to the reference beam being located off the axis of the
telescope and losses from two additional reflections for the reference
beam. The path length difference for the two beams causes the offset in
"focus" of the peak response in the two beams. The measurements pre-
sented in figure 10 indicate that e.uali.ing the response to a point
source in both beams (focus
-2.75 mm) would result in a total system
response five percent lower than the maximum value (at focus -1.5 mm).
Tests conducted in fall 1981 (by Barvainis and Predmore) indicate that
changing the tilt of the reference beam mirror alters the peak response
of the reference beam, but the maximum repsonse is only 80% that of the
main beam (similar to the results presented in figure 10). The peak
responses could be equalized by tilting the subreflector such that the
electrical axis pointed approximately midway between the reference beam
mirror (reference beam) and the chopper blade (main beam). For any
focus, the observed strength of the moon (diameter 1/2°) is the same (±5%)
in both the main and reference beams, indicating that the power lost
from the beam peak response due to defocusing goes into broadening the
primary beam and into the nearby sidelobe pattern.
Temperature scale calibration. The antenna temperature for a source is
calculated by comparison with the receiver response to known temperature
loads. Prior to fall 1980. this was accomplished by alternately
observing ambient (T ~280K) and cold (T --TTK) loads placed in front of
the beam chopper assembly (termed a "hot-cold" measurement). The loads
were observed with the same backend and by the same observing procedure
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as a celestial source. Pro. the observed response (in volts or
"counts") to the known temperature loads, both the receiver temperature
and te^^erature scale conversion factor (termed "calsef. in units of
degrees K per volt or count), were obtained. Unfortunately, this
calibration procedure could not be performed remotely from the telescope
control room. The system calibration involved manually inserting the
loads in front of the receiver. This procedure was cumbersome, boring,
a slight bit dangerous (for sleepy astronomers), and required about ten
minutes of observing time, so it was performed only a few times during
each observing session. The observed source strengths from the "on-off
sequences were converted to antenna temperature by multiplication by the
determined calset factor. If the calset factor changed during an
observing session, a time dependent correction factor was calculated by
linearly interpolating the measured values. Non-linear changes in the
receiver gain were not observable by this procedure, but were reflected
in temporal changes in the corrected antenna temperature (T^) of strong
sources
.
Since fall 1980, calibration at FCRAO has been performed using the
chopper wheel calibration method (Schloerb and Snell. 1980). The tem-
perature scale is set by comparison with the noise power of the receiver
when looking at an ambient load and when looking at the sky adjacent to
the source position. This method has the advantage of correcting for
the atmospheric absorption as well as for receiver gain changes. A
second order correction to this method, which is a function of the
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atmospheric opacity and the difference between the ambient and sky tem-
peratures, ^st be applied to the calculated temperature scaling factor
and system temperature.
During the 1980-81 observing season, this latter correction was
applied during the post-observing stages in the data reduction. This
correction is now calculated and applied directly to the raw data as it
is being obtained. Errors in the assumed atmospheric opacity or in the
sky temperature will result in an error in the calibrated antenna tem-
perature for a source which increases at the lower elevations (higher
air masses). Observations of strong sources (such as the planets) at
low elevations (< 20°) can be compared to observations made at high ele-
vations to determine the errors introduced by this calibration method.
Results from 1980-81 indicate that even for elevations as low as 10°
this method is accurate to a couple percent during good observing con-
ditions. The advantage of this calibration method is that short term or
localized changes in the atmospheric opacity are compensated for from
the direct observation of the receiver response to the sky emission
prior to each measurement.
§3. Reduction of the X3 mm Observations
The 3 mm continuum data obtained at FCRAO since 1979 have been
separated into four distinct periods in terms of antenna characteristics
and subsequent data reduction procedures. Corrections to the observed
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atmospheric opacU.. antenna elevation dependent aperture efficiency
and ^sceUaneous (e.g. „„e dependent, syste. gain changes. Finally
the conversion factor (calibration constant) from corrected antenna tem-
perature to flu. density must be determined from observations of .no«n
flux density standards. Changes in the antenna panel setting and data
taking technl,ues result in these reduction procedures being different
between the four observing periods: spring 1979; fall 1979 - spring
temperature correction factor,
.111 be discussed separately, with dif-
ferences between the observing periods detailed for each factor.
Source size correction. When a radio source has an angular size com-
parable to the Size Of the antenna bea»idth, the observed peak antenna
temperature must be corrected for partial resolution of the source. For
the FCRAO telescope at ~3 mm, the -55" beamwldth is comparable to the
angular size of the planets, so the source size correction factor is
very sensitive to the antenna beam size and can be as great as 25%. In
addition, the calibration sources DR21 and 3C274 are not point sources.
To assure accurate calibration of the flux density scale for the FCRAO
antenna, the antenna beamwldth must be well determined at each observing
frequency.
The source size correction factor for a Gaussian beam and a disk
source Is given by equation II-8 (Predmore. 1978; Ullch and Haas, 1976).
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At frequencies tor which the bea^ldth ,a, not
.easured or could not he
interpolated fro„ result, at nearhy frequencies. It was calculated fro.
the equation
BW . 1.22 (206.265 A / D) (j^.j^
- 55.1 / (100 / ve„^)
«here BW la the bea^ldth In arcseconds. X Is the observing
.avelength.
D la the antenna diameter (-1371 c» for the FCRAO antenna), and 1,
the observing frequency in GHz.
Prior to fall 1980, the observed bean«idths were less than 5%
larger than the calculated bea„«idths. The quasl-optics installed in
front of the cooled reciever (post fall 1980 observations) produces
larger beaa«ldths (by -10") than given by equation III-l (Snell and
Schloerb. 1981). For large angular size sources, such as Jupiter or
Venus which can have angular diameters -45", the difference in source
size correction factors based upon the observed 1980-81 beamwidths and
the calculated beamwidth can be as large as 5%, thus producing errors of
up to 5% in the corrected antenna temperature for the planets. The
effect is smaller for smaller angular size sources. Since the planets
have been used as the primary calibration sources for the observations
reported here, the possibility exists that the absolute flux density
level may be in error. However, recent measurements of the beanwidth
(61" at 91 GHz) using the point source 3C84 indicate that the antenna
beam widths based upon the planet observations are accurate to ~2".
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This implies that the source size correction factor (and thus the flux
density scale) is accurate to within a couple percent.
ed source temperature nust be corrected
for the attenuation due to atmospheric opacity. Ideally, this correc-
tion should be determined prior to each observation in order to remove
time dependent changes in the opacity. Practically, this is not
feasible since measuring the opacity is time consuming. In practice,
the opacity is determined several times during an observing session -
the scatter in the results providing an indication of changes in the
opacity. Two different observing procedures have been used to determine
the atmospheric opacity. A "sky dip" measures the atmospheric emission
temperature at several elevations (air masses) in order to determine
indirectly the atmospheric absorption. The zenith (one air mass) opa-
city is calculated by fitting the observed atmospheric emission tem-
perature, Teni(el), to the equation
Te„(el) ' Co e^o/=ln(el) + (111-2)
where Cq is a function of the mean temperature of the atmosphere, el is
the elevation, Tq is the zenith opacity, and C^^ is a constant which
depends upon the receiver temperature and spillover losses. The
measured opacity at FCRAO in the frequency interval 85-110 GHz has
ranged from 0.10 to 0.25 during good observing conditions. The total
atmospheric opacity at millimeter wavelengths is frequency dependent.
It is a combination of the molecular oxygen opacity which is essentially
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constant in time but a function «f cof frequency, and the water opacity
Which is time variable. A discussion of the contribution and calibra-
tion Of the oxygen and water opacities can be found in Kutner (1978) and
Waters (1976).
The second method bv whir^h ^v,« un a y ic the atmospheric opacity has been deter-
mined at FCRAO is by doing a series of "on-off" measurements of large
angular size sources, such as the moon or sun. at different elevations.
The moon or sun will be weaker at hv,^ ithe lower elevations due to the
absorption by the atmosphere. The atmospheric opacity, x^. (for «1
)
is found from the slope of the best fit line to the equation
ln(T(el)) = { Xo / sin (el) } . (III-3)
This method measures the opacity by observing the absorption character
of the atmosphere, while the sky dip method is based upon the emission
character of the atmosphere. Large angular size sources must be used to
unambigously determine the atmospheric opacity since the elevation
antenna gain dependence (see next section) affects the observed strength
of sources with angular extent smaller than the beam size. There is no
noticeable elevation dependent gain for sources of angular extent
If the elevation gain curve is well known, then this procedure could
effectively be used with small diameter sources.
The absorption method is unreliable if the atmospheric conditions
are time dependent since a source must be observed over a several hour
time span in order that it traverses several air masses. Also, this
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method is not applicable If no strong sources are available during the
Observing session- This
.ethod Is preferable In that U directly
measures the atmospheric effect »hlch Is being calibrated and sub-
sequently applied to the source measurements. During stable weather
conditions, both methods were found to agree to within the errors
inherent in each procedure.
During the 1979 and 1979-80 observing seasons, the atmospheric opa-
city was determined using both techniques. Each "on-off" source
measurement was multiplied by the atmospheric correction factor
Tq / sin(el)CA = e o ^ '
. (III-4)
The error that will be introduced to a flux density measurement as a
result of an error in the assumed opacity can be readily estimated.
Sources are observed at elevations between -20 and 70°. An error in the
determination of of 0.03 will produce only a 6% scaling difference
between observations at these extreme elevations.
Beginning in fall, 1980. the chopper calibration method has been
used to correct for the atmospheric opacity. The zenith atmospheric
opacity. Tq (which might vary in time during non-optimal conditions),
must still be measured (by a sky dip) in order to determine the second
order correction to the chopper calibration method. However this second
order correction is ~1/10 as sensitive as the direct method to errors in
Tq. Observations at FCRAO during 1980-81 indicate that the chopper
wheel calibration scheme is accurate to a few percent, even during
marginal observing conditions.
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Antenna elevation dependent effieienc_y. Gravitational deformation of
the antenna bac.structure and surface results in an elevation dependent
antenna efficiency (gain) and beam shape changes. This elevation gain
is calibrated by observing strong sources (such as the planets or 3C84)
at a range of elevations, correcting the observed source antenna tem-
peratures by the atmospheric correction factor, and least-squares
fitting the results to the third-order polynomial
Tc = To + T^ cos(el-el^) + T2 cos2(el-elo)
, (III-5)
where el is the elevation, el^ is the elevation corresponding to the
maximum observed efficiency. Tc is the observed antenna temperature
corrected for opacity, and Tq. T^, and T2 are the fitted coefficients.
The parameter el^ was determined from visual inspection of the data.
The antenna gain at elevations above 60° is not as well determined
as for lower elevations since the planets, confined to the ecliptic, do
not reach elevations above 60° as seen from FCRAO. The source 3C8A has
been observed at high elevations in an attempt to better determine the
high elevation gain, but the measurements are not as reliable as those
of the planets due to the weakness of 3C84 and the pointing uncertain-
ties at elevations above 70°. However, since few sources have been
observed at elevations above 70°, the lack of knowledge about the high
elevation gain does not have a major affect on the accuracy of the flux
density measurements reported here.
The shape of the elevation dependent gain was different for each
observing season due to resetting of the antenna surface panels during
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the su-ers o, 1979 and 1980. The antenna resettlngs «ere discussed In
Section 2. ^.i„g 1979. the pea. observed antenna efficiency was at an
elevation above 70°, consistent t-K
.
with the antenna surface having been set
while directed at the zenith. During 1979-80. the peak efficiency was
in the 40-45- elevation range, again consistent with the panel setting
Which had taken place the previous su^ner. The gain was less at eleva-
tions above and below this range, indicating that the antenna did not
maintain a parabolic shape (also indicated by the high sidelobe levels).
Since summer. 1980. there has been no evidence of gain changes greater
than 5% within the elevation range 15-70°. The telescope panel setting
is such that the structure maintains a parabolic shape throughout this
elevation range. At elevations lower than 15° the atmospheric correc-
tion factor uncertainty is sufficiently large that it is not possible to
distinguish between elevation gain and atmospheric effects. At higher
(>70°) elevation the pointing characteristics of the telescope had not
been adequately determined prior to most efficiency measurements. It is
encouraging that the lack of significant observed antenna efficiency
dependence since summer. 1980. relonforces the confidence which we felt
in the accuracy of the surface panel setting.
Determining the atmospheric and elevation gain corrections. In prac-
tice, it was difficult to distinguish between the atmospheric opacity,
elevation dependent efficiency, and time dependent contributions to the
gain. Although unique solutions for each of these corrections could not
be determined during an observing session, the results from several
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sessions during an observing season are consistent in ter.s of the
magnitudes and trends of the corrections. The elevation efficiency
results are consistent with knowledge of the antenna panel settings. To
demonstrate the calibration procedure, results fro. each of the four
periods of receiver/telescope parameters are discussed. The results
are discussed at length since this stage of calibration can be the major
contributor of scaling errors to continuum observations.
Prior to the calculations of the atmospheric opacity and antenna
elevation dependent efficiency, the previously discussed temperature
scale calibration has been applied to the observed source strength.
Time dependent receiver gain changes which have not been compensated for
will be reflected in scatter of the final flux densities.
Figure Ua presents the opacity and efficiency results for an
observing session during the spring. 1979, season. Observations of the
moon (A) at a range of elevations covering a nine hour period (both
rising and setting) are well fit by a zenith opacity (equation III-3) of
To=0.09. Observations (over three hours) of the planet Jupiter (B) are
least-squares fit by an "effective" opacity of 0.16 (note that all the
measurements lie within 5% of the fitted line). The difference between
this value and the opacity determined from the moon is due to elevation
dependent efficiency. If the Jupiter measurements are corrected
(equation III-4) for an opacity of 0.09. a fit can be made (equation
III-5) for the antenna efficiency (C). Fits B and C to the Jupiter
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observations are equally good. Observed source antenna temperatures can
be corrected by sequential application of an opacity (A) and elevation
gain (C) or, alternately, by an "effective" opacity (B).
The elevation gain (elgain) fits for the spring. 1979, data indi-
cate a maximum efficiency at elevations above 70°. Insufficient obser-
vastions exist above 70° to determine the exact elevation of maximum
efficiency. The lower elevation observations also do not constrain the
elevation of maximum efficiency. Elgain fits for different observing
sessions do not produce identical results for the efficiency elevation
dependence - due in part to the limited number of observations. The
general elevation dependence to the antenna efficiency is consistent
with the antenna panels having been set at and optimized for peak zenith
efficiency.
Figures lib and 11c present results obtained during the 1979-80
season. The antenna surface had been set to maximize the efficiency at
~45° elevation. The observations indicate a peak efficiency within the
elevation range 40-45°, dropping at higher and lower elevations.
However, it was difficult to solve for the antenna efficiency elevation
dependence. At low elevations (high air mass) errors in the opacity
correction can become large, especially during periods of changing opa-
city. Few measurements were made at high elevations. The planets tran-
sitted at ~55° elevation, and the receiver was not sufficiently
sensitive to obtain high signal-to-noise measurements of other sources.
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Figure 11. Atmospheric opacity and elevation dependent efficiency
(gain) measure^nts. The fibres show typical elevation efficiency
dependence corresponding to the three different panel settings
.hlch
have occurred for the FCRAO telescope (a: pre-su^r. 1,79; b and c=
1979-1980; d: post-summer, 1980).
(a) 16 March 1979. Observations of the „oon (A) fit by a zenith
opacity of
- 0.09; Jupiter (B) fit by an "effective" opacity of 0.16.
Which is the combination of the antenna efficiency (C) and atmospheric
opacity. The results Indicate maximum efficiency at an elevation above
70'.
(b) 6 December 1979. Atmospheric opacity 0. 12 fit to moon obser-
vations (A), consistent with a sky dip value of 0.125. Jupiter obser-
vations below 48- elevation (B) have been corrected for opacity to show
the elevation dependent efficiency (C).
(c) 2 January 1980. These measurements of Jupiter cover a larger
elevation range than in (b), shoeing the falloff in the efficiency at
elevations above and below 40". The lines in (A) are exponential fits
to the observations ("effective" opacities), while the curve in (B) is a
polynomial fit for the elevation dependent efficiency. Note that the
efficiency decrease at high elevations is not seen in figure lib due to
the limited elevation range of the observations.
(d) 5 December 1981. Opacity fits for Jupiter and 3C84. No evi-
dence is seen for elevation efficiency changes at elevations below -65°.
The observed source strength change with elevation can be accounted for
by an opacity Tq = 0.25.
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some measurement,
.ere obtained of 3C84 at high elevations, but pointing
uncertainties at high elevations limited the usefulness of these obser-
vations.
Results from 6 December 1979 are shown in figure lib. The opacity
determined from measurements of the moon (A) is 0.12, in agreement with
a sky dip value of 0.125. Observations of Jupiter (B) at elevations
below 48° have been corrected for the opacity (C). The elevation gain
fit (C) is of comparable quality as the exponential atmospheric fit (B).
Observations of Jupiter on 2 January 1980 (figure 11c) cover a
greater elevation range. The maximum efficiency occurs at an elevation
~A0°. "Effective" opacities (exponential fits) are determined for
observations above and below this elevation (A). The low elevation
slope of 0.10 is the same as calculated from moon and sun measurements.
If the Jupiter data was corrected for this opacity, there would be no
elevation gain changes in the Jupiter data below 40°. This is incon-
sistent with results from other observing sessions. The cause of this
discrepancy is unknown, although changing atmospheric opacity or
receiver gain during the time span of the observations could be par-
tially responsible. The elevation efficiency is determined from the
uncorrected Jupiter observations (B) using equation III-5. Observations
of Saturn and Mars, obtained over the same elevation range, are con-
sistent with this efficiency function.
In conclusion, the 1979-80 observations are difficult to calibrate
as a result of the limited elevation range of the observations, but
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ln.ica.e a pea. e„.eU„e. a. ~.0« eU.Uo.. Xo .e..^.
.He e„o„
that
.e int^auce. 3 poorl.
.e.e™,„e. elevation efacUnc, tHe
^eve.al eU.ation
.a.„
..es o.ta.„e. ,.0. tHe
..„e.ent oHse^.^,
for elevations Helow
-eo". tHe Unal calculate. Uu.
.ensU. value.
...
an tests Ha. a scatte. co.pataHle to tHe ,uote. e.to.s (less tHa„
^10%). THUS, even tHougH tHe efficiency was not
.ell deter^ned
.e
have confidence tHat tHe flux density errors are realistic.
The tHlrd period In tHe development of tHe FCRAO antenna. 1980-81
occurred after the most recent panel setting (In »HlcH tHe author
participated). THe aperture efficiency at 86 GHz Is 33% (tHls Includes
losses due to radome transmission and blockage, as well as losses 1„ the
quasi-optical system). THe observations Indicate no efficiency changes
(±5%) within the elevation range -15-70-. Few observations were made
beyond this elevation range. The chopper wheel calibration procedure
was employed to remove the effects of atmospheric opacity. Second order
opacity corrections (Schloerb and Snell. 1980) were applied to the
chopper wheel calibrated antenna temperatures.
No additional elevation dependent correction was necessary. There
Is some evidence for decreasing source strength at elevations above 65".
However the decrease In source strength with elevation Is too rapid to
be due solely to efficiency changes. The limited pointing Information
at High elevations Is consistent with the observed decrease being due to
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pointing errors. ConsaquenUy, observations above -65" elevation «ere
deleted from further analysis.
The fourth period of continuum measurments commenced in fall, 1981.
The chopper wheel calibration procedure had been improved, removing the
need to apply second order opacity corrections subsequent to the obser-
vations. Tests by other observers (e.g. Barvainis. 1981) confirm the
accuracy of this improved calibration procedure.
Observations were conducted on 5 December 1981. Mechanical problems
precluded the use of the chopper calibration. The observations were
thus conducted under conditions similar similar to 1979-80. This did
have the advantage of permitting a test of the antenna efficiency by a
procedure different from those performed in 1980-81. Jupiter and 3C84
(up to 66» elevation) were observed at a range of elevations to deter-
mine the atmospheric opacity (figure lid). The determined opacity
(-0.25) is similar to values obtained by sky dips prior to the observing
session. There is no evidence for a gain falloff at elevations up to
66°, confirming the results from 1980-81.
It is clear from the above discussions that a major source of error
in flux density measurements can occur during the atmospheric opacity
and elevation efficiency corrections. The early continuum measurements
at FCRAO are more prone to calibration errors than the recent measure-
ments which have relied upon improved calibration procedures. However,
any gross calibration error due to these procedures would be evident
during the final stage of calibration.
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Ante^a te^erature to tU. co™oj. The final stage 1„
the caUb.atlo„ of sou.ce n..
.e„.U. Is the calculation of the conver-
sion factor (callhration constant) f.o„ corrected antenna te^erature to
flux densU.. If
.11 ,He prior corrections to the source antenna tem-
perature have heen applied correctly, the calibration constant
(equations II-l and II-2) Is a measure of system efficiency.
To determine the calibration constant, the ratio of the flux den-
sity to corrected antenna temperature Is calculated from sources of
^no»n flux density. The major difficulty encountered In this procedure
is determining the absolute flux density scale at millimeter wave-
lengths. The criteria for selection of calibration sources Include
source compactness, strength, non-varlablllty, and known radio spectrum.
The small beamwldths of large millimeter antennae result In signi-
ficant resolution of the planets and the primary low frequency sources
DR21 and 3C274 (Dent. 1972). If the antenna beam shape Is well-known,
correction factors for the planets can be readily calculated (equation
II-8). However, the commonly used source sizes for DR21 and 3C274 have
been determined from observations made with larger beamwldths at lower
frequencies. The uncertainty In the size correction factor thus Is
larger for observations obtained with small beamwldths. In order to
better determine the size correction for the galactic HII region DR21.
the region surrounding DR21 should be carefully mapped with the small
beam of the PCRAO antenna.
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At
.lUimeter wavelengths, the strongest calibration sources are
the Planets (Venus. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn) - «i.h flux densities of
hundreds to thousands of dependent upon the earth-planet separation.
Both DR21 and 3C274 are much weaker but «^^hatc , wit the current FCRAO system
it is feasible to obtain good signal-to-noise measurements of these
objects. Prior to summer, 1980, the system sensitivity was not adequate
to use these two as calibration sources.
The flux density and brightness temperature of calibration sources
at millimeter wavelengths has been investigated in detail (Ulich,
Cogdell. and Davis. 1973; Ulich. 1974; Ulich. 1981; Ulich. Davis.
Rhodes, and Hollls. 1981; Schloerb and Good. 1982) and will not be
discussed in depth here. The following brightness temperatures have
been adopted for the planets at frequencies between 85 and 115 GHz:
Venus 360 K. Mars 200 K. Jupiter 180 K. and Saturn 150 K. These values
are consistent with recent measurements in this frequency range (Ulich.
1981). It has been assumed that the planets have the same brightness
temperature within the 30 GHz frequency interval, an assumption which is
consistent with the results of Ulich (1981).
The flux density of DR21 has been assumed to be 16.90 Jy throughout
the frequency interval 85 to 105 GHz. At millimeter wavelengths, ther-
mal emission from dust grains contributes to the total flux density of
DR21 (Righini et al. 1976). The falling thermal bremstrahlung spectrum
(equation 11-10; Dent. 1972) and the rising dust spectrum produce a near
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constant flux den<?1rv in fu« ea sxcy In the frequency ranee nf iM g ot the 3 mm observations.
An assumed val„e of 16.90 a,„e, wUh the
.esuUs o, UUch (1,81) and
the assumed value used fo. caUb.aelon of ohse.vations „Uh the NRAO 36-
antenna (Hobbs and Dent 1977 ^ tuu . 1977). The source 3C274 (Virgo A) has not been
used as a calibration source at FCRAO due to its weakness (~7 Jy, com-
pared With the other calibrators. The measured flux densities for 3C274
thus provide an independent check on the system calibration.
Several authors have reported variations in some of the calibration
sources. DR21. a large HII region, should not exhibit short tenn
variations, and can thus be used as the primary variability reference.
Dent (1982) reports the possible variation of Jupiter during the past
decade at 90 GHz, ranging between ^160 K and 205 K. However, during the
epochs of the FCRAO observations. Dent's observations with the NRAO 36'
antenna indicate a more limited range of -175 to 195 K (this is
discussed further in §4). Jupiter has been the major calibration
source for the FCRAO observations, so variability of Jupiter will be
difficult to detect from these measurements. The emission from Saturn
has been reported to be variable at 3 mm (Epstein et al, 1980; Ulich.
1981) and at 9 mm (Dent. 1982). The variations are a function of the
inclination of Saturn's rings as viewed from Earth. The FCRAO obser-
vations were obtained during low ring inclinations (only 1 measurement,
5 December 1981 at 11.6°. was outside the range of inclinations 1.4 to
7.4°) where no major variations have been reported. Schloerb and Good
(1982) report that Venus may be the best calibration standard at milll-
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meter wavelengths, since its brightness t*»™n«..o^o n emperature can be determined
from atmospheric models.
In the observations reported here, Jupiter and Saturn are used
.ost
frequently as the ^1„ calibration sources. Venus. DR21. and Mars are
used less frequently. Using Jupiter and Saturn as flux density calibra-
tors as veil a, for the efficiency and opacity calibration ^y result In
apparent low errors In the calibration constant calculation. Ideally,
separate sources should be used In each stage of calibration. Usually,
a sufficient number of observations of several calibration sources were
obtained, such that a valid measure of the calibration constant error
could be determined.
The final calibration constant was calculated as the average of the
calibration constant from all individual observations of calibration
sources above elevation 15°. The error was determined from either the
standard deviation of the entire set of measurements (if more than 9
individual observations) or from the peak-to-peak range in the «9)
individual observations. The corrected antenna temperatures were
multiplied by the calibration constant to derive the flux density. The
flux density error is the quadratic sum of the errors in the antenna
temperature and the calibration constant.
As mentioned earlier, the calibration constant is a measure of the
antenna aperture efficiency. Efficiency measurements of the FCRAO
antenna have been fully documented by Schloerb and Snell (1980).
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j,4. Measured X3 .n. F1nx Densities and Rr^^H.^ess Ten,oerat..r.»
Observations of extragalactic variable sources have been obtained
on 24 dates between March 1979 and December 1981 with the FCRAO antenna
at frequencies between 87 and 113 GHz. Observations have not been ^de
at regular time intervals, and individual sources were not observed uni-
formly during this time period. Many of the observing sessions were
scheduled primarily as system performance and development tests, with
flux density measurments of variable sources constituting a fraction of
the total observing time. Fortunately, these extensive calibration
periods have provided valuable information on the antenna and receiver
characteristics, as well as providing ample calibration for the various
steps in the data reduction process.
The sources were selected for observation based upon strength and
previous variability. Strong sources were initially selected due to
lower sensitivity of the FCRAO system. As the system improved, it was
posssible to include weaker sources in the schedule. Sources exhibiting
rapid variations were selected since the frequent observations at FCRAO
would provide information on the variability timescales and outburst
evolution in these sources. The efforts were rewarded by the fortuitous
observation of short term (few month) events in several sources, which
were not evident in monitoring programs with longer intervals between
observations. A discussion of these sources occurs in Chapter IV.
The 3 mm observing sessions are listed in Table 8 at the end of
this chapter. Given are the dates and frequencies of observations.
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calibration sources.
.easu„d or assumed at^spherlc opacity, sources
used for elevation efficiency calculations, calculated error m the
calibration constant, and weather conditions.
The derived 3 « flux densities are tabulated at the end of this
chapter In Table 9. If „ore than one «easure^nt was obtained tor a
source, an average flux density was calculated - with each measurement
weighted by the reciprocal of Us error. The average (S^^) and error
(4S) were calculated by the formulae
(Si / asj)
/IT
I (1 / AS,)
where and AS, are Individual flux density (or brightness temperature)
and error for N measurements. If the calibration constant was deter-
mined by a single source, the source Is not listed In Table 9.
Inspection of the entries In Table 9 shows the steady Improvement of the
FCRAO continuum system.
Most measurements have been obtained at frequencies between 87.3
and 105.0 GHz (with a few measurements at 113 GHz). In comparing obser-
vations at different frequencies, It is necessary to correct for the
source spectral index. If observations are conducted at two frequencies
vi and the ratio of the flux densities, and are given by
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Si / S2 = (vi / V2)«
Where a Is the spectral index. The spectral index at ^Ui.eter wave-
lengths is not always known, since little higher frequency data is
available for construction of a spectru.. Typically, however, active
sources exhibit flat spectra (-0.5 < a < .0.5) at longer wavelengths.
Even for such a low spectral index, an 8% difference would exist between
flux densities at 87 and 105 GHz. For the early epochs, this would be
comparable to the measurement error, but this is not the case for recent
observations. In the discussions on individual sources (Chapter IV). no
correction is made for spectral index unless indicated.
Calculation of the (unweighted) average brightness temperatures for
Venus (359.6 ±1.8 K). Jupiter (182.1 ±0.9 K), and Saturn (148.5 ±0.9 K)
indicates that the FCRAO planetary brightness temperatures are in
agreement with values obtained at other observatories (Ulich, 1981).
The ratio of Saturn to Jupiter brightness temperature is 0.82. in
agreement with the low inclination measurements in Ulich. There is no
evidence for variation in this ratio.
The FCRAO measurements for the planets and DR21 are presented in
figure 12. along with the results obtained by Dent. Hobbs, and Balonek
with the NRAO 36' antenna (Dent. 1982). It is important to note again
the the FCRAO measurements have used the planets Jupiter. Saturn, and
occasionally Venus, as primary (constant) calibration osurces, whereas
the measurements by Dent et al use DR21 as the primary standard. The
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Figure 12. Brightness temperature measurements of the planets
flux density measurements for DR21. FCRAO measurements are indicated
large X's. NRAO measurements (Dent, 1982) by smaller symbols.
(a) Jupiter, (b) Saturn, (c) Venus, (d) Mars, and (e) DR21.
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-10% varlauon t„ .upUe. a„a Satu„ since 1,76 (a„a to a lesse. extent
Mars) seen In the NRAO data appear to follow the sa.e trends i„ tl„e
TWO possible explanations can be Invoked to explain the apparent corre-
lated variations: (1) .eaX variations In the planetar. brightness tem-
peratures are due to external causes (e.g.' changing Incident solar
flux), or (2) errors exist In the flux density scale calibration for
several observing sessions. This systematic variation «st be Investi-
gated further In order to substantiate claims o, planetary brightness
temperature variations at 3inin.
The fluctuations in the FCRAO measurements reflect the slight dif-
ference between the observed and assumed planetary brightness tem-
perature ratios. as well as calibration uncertainties within an
observing session. Based upon the error in an Individual epoch bright-
ness temperature measurement (e.g. ~ 2.0 K for Saturn) and the observed
scatter in the FCRAO measurements (e.g. RMS of 4.2 K for Saturn), there
is no clear evidence for time variations in planetary brightness tem-
perature ratios since 1979.
The results for DR21 (which was seldomly used as a calibration
source) are presented in figure 12e. There is some suggestion from
visual inspection of the figure that the FCRAO measurements are lower by
-2% compared with the NRAO measurements, though this difference is not
statistically significant. The unweighted average flux density for
DR21, 16.86 ±0.25 Jy, agrees with the assumed value at these frequen-
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cles. This agreement confirm the accuracy of the PCRAO ,lu. density
-ale (over a factor of 100 in Intensity,,
„hlch has heen based upon the
planets Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus.
§5. X7 nnn Observations
- Flux Densities anH
...^htness Te.n.r.^.,...
Observations of extragalactlc variable radio sources have been
obtained on 11 dates between April 1979 and February 1980 with the FCRAO
antenna at frequencies between 41.7 and 49.7 GHz (X7 The time
coverage of the 7 ^ observations was llndted and the number of sources
Observed was small. However, even these limited observations provide
valuable data on source millimeter spectra and reveal significant flux
density changes in a few sources. In conjunction with the FCRAO results
at 3 mm and NRAO 36' observations (Dent, Hobbs. and Balonek) at 3 and 9
mm, outburst activity can be seen in the 7 mm measurements. The 7 mm
results are discussed in Chapter IV, along with the 3 mm FCRAO results.
The observing procedures at 7 mm are similar to those at 3 mm
except for one major difference. The 7 mm receiver is not equiped with
a beam chopper, so observations must be conducted in the total power
mode. The lack of sky subtraction produces higher noise scans (about 31/5
times theoretical) than beam switched observations. Despite the lack of
a chopper, the relatively low receiver temperature of the uncooled mixer
(-300 to 450 K, double side band) allowed for low signal-to-nolse
measurements in a reasonable amount of observing time. The sources were
typically Integrated until measurement errors of -1/2 to 1 Jy were
obtained.
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Since the observation and data reduction procedures are si^lar to
those at 3 ^. they will not be discussed in detail. The temperature
scale was set by co^arison to the syste. response to cold and a.bient
loads. The IF signal was amplified and fed into a digital volt meter
(DVM) which was sampled every 0.2 seconds. Five point and "on-off"
observations were made, with the integration times being shorter (2 or 4
seconds) than at 3 mm due to the lack of a chopper. Sky fluctuations
were readily visible in the raw data. As was seen at 3 mm. the pointing
accuracy was less at high elevations (several observing sessions were in
fact designated pointing performance tests). Atmospheric opacity was
determined from sky dips or from observations of the moon or planets at
multiple elevations. The sky dip and moon opacity measurements agree
well. The observations took place during two panel setting periods
(spring, 1979 and 1979-80), There is no unambiguous data showing eleva-
tion dependent efficiency at these frequencies (as expected due to the
surface variations being ^jl the size in wavelengths as at 3 mm).
Observations were not obtained at extreme elevations where efficiency
effects would be clearly seen.
The flux density calibration sources were Jupiter (150 K), Saturn
(135 K), Venus (420-437 K), and DR21 (17.3-17.7 Jy). Both Venus and
DR21 have frequency dependent flux/brightness temperature, whereas
Jupiter and Saturn are constant in this frequency ranges. The reduction
program for the 7 mm data was the same as employed for the corresponding
3 mm data, but with little or no elevation efficiency applied to the
observed temperatures.
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The 7 ^ Observing sessions are listed 1„ Table 10 (sa.e for^t as
Table 8). and the derived flu. densities and brlshtness temperatures In
Table 11. individual sources are discussed In Chapter IV.
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TABLE 8
FCRAO OBSERVING SESSIONS AT X 3 nnn
Date^
m/ d/ y
Frequencies (GHz)2 Calibration
^ LO IF SB Sources^
Comments^
03/09/79 113.9 113.9 1.4 DSB Jupiter 180.0 K (9)
Saturn 150.0 K (2)
03/15/79 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB Venus 360.0 K (1)
DR 21 16.90 Jy(2)
03/16/79 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB
03/21/79
03/23/79
03/31/79
04/01/79
04/02/79
Venus 360.0 K (2)
Jupiter 180.0 K (3)
Saturn 150.0 K (2)
90.6 90.6 1.4 DSB Jupiter 180.0 K (1)
DR 21 16.90 Jy(l)
90.6 90.6 1.4 DSB Jupiter 180.0 K (1)
DR 21 16.90 Jy(l)
96.6 96.6 1.4 DSB Jupiter 180.0 K(15)
Saturn 150.0 K (7)
96.6 96.6 1.4 DSB Venus 360.0 K (4)
Saturn 150.0 K (7)
96.6 96.6 1.4 DSB Jupiter 180.0 K (5)
Saturn 150.0 K (7)
To=0.42 (moon);
elgaln (Jupiter);
Calcon error 1.5Z;
overcast
T 0=0. 21 (Venus);
Calcon error 4.9%;
clear
T 0=0. 09 (moon);
Elgain (Jupiter);
Calcon error 2.0%;
clear, some clouds
To=0.20 (assumed);
Calcon error 3.9%;
overcast
To=0.07 (assumed);
Elgain Jupiter;
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear
To=0.51 (Jupiter,
Saturn)
;
Calcon error 1.7%;
Fog
To=0.07 (assumed);
Elgain Saturn;
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear
To=0.49 (Jupiter,
Saturn)
;
Calcon error 2.4%;
overcast
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TABLE 8 (continued)
04/25/79 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB DR 21
12/06/79 89.6 89.6 1.4 DSB
part 1
12/06/79 89.6 89.6 1.4 DSB
part 2
12/07/79 90.0 90.0 1.4 DSB
12/30/79 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB
part 1
12/30/79 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB
part 2
01/02/80 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB
part 1
01/02/80 87.6 87.6 1.4 DSB
part 2
16.90 Jy(2) To=0.49 (Saturn);
Calcon error 4.7%-
clear
Venus 360.0 K (7)
Jupiter 180.0 K (6)
150.0 K (2)Saturn
To=0.00 (assumed);
Elgain 12/30/79;
Calcon error 2.3Z;
high elev. not well
calibrated;
clear - overcast
Venus 360.0 K (6) To=0.00 (assumed);
Elgain 12/30/79;
Calcon error 4.9%;
overcast - clear
Mars 200.0 K (2) x^-O.OO (assumed);
Jupiter 180.0 K (5) Elgain 12/30/79-
Saturn 150.0 K (2) Calcon error 2.3%;
after rain
Mars 200.0 K (1) t^-O.OO (assumed);
Jupiter 180.0 K (6) Elgain Jupiter;
Saturn 150.0 K (2) Calcon error 2.5%;
clear
Venus 360.0 K (4)
Venus 360.0 K (3)
Mars 200.0 K (5)
Jupiter 180.0 K(17)
Saturn 150.0 K (9)
Tq=0.00 (assumed);
Elgain from part 1;
Calcon error 2.9%;
clear
To=0.00 (assumed);
Elgain Jupiter;
Calcon error 1.5%;
High elevations not
well calibrated;
changing: clear -
overcast - clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (3) Tq-O.OO (assumed);
Saturn 150.0 K (2) Elgain part 1;
Calcon error 5.0%;
overcast - clear
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TABLE 8 (continued)
11/06/80
part 1
11/06/80
part 2
11/06/80
part 3
11/06/80
part 4
11/06/80
part 5
11/06/80
part 6
104.0 108.8 4.8 SSB
113.5 108.8 4.8 SSB
104.0 108.8 4.8 SSB
113.5 108.8 4.8 SSB
104.0 108.8 4.8 SSB
104.0 108.8 4.8 SSB
11/11/80 99.3 99.3 4.8 DSB
Venus 360.0 K(ll) x^^O.lS (tip)-Jupiter 180.0 K(14) C^Uon error 1.57-Saturn 150.0 K(ll) i beam; clear
'
Venus 360.0 K (4) t^=o.23 (assumed);Jupiter 180.0 K (4) Calcon error 1.57-Saturn 150.0 K (4) 1 beam; clear
'
Venus 360.0 K (3) t^=0.1S (tip);
Jupiter 180.0 K (4) Calcon error 1.5%-Saturn 150.0 K (2) 1 beam; clear
Venus 360.0 K (7) To=0.23 (assumed);
Jupiter 180.0 K (8) Calcon error 1.5%'
Saturn 150.0 K (7) 1 beam; clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) tQ-O.ig (tip);
Saturn 150.0 K (1) Calcon error 3.4%;
1 beam; clear
DR 21 16.9 Jy (1) To=0.19 (tip);
3C 84 59.0 Jy (1) Calcon error 5.0%;
2 beams ; clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) To=0.12 (tip);
Calcon error 1.5%;
snow flurries
11/12/80 99.3 99.3 4.8 DSB DR 21 16.90 Jy(l) x,=0. 15 (assumed);
11/12/80 91.0 91.0 4.8 DSB
02/18/81
part 1
02/18/81
part 2
02/18/81
part 3
86.3 91.0 4.8 SSB
Calcon error 4.4%;
cloudy
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) Tq-O.IS (assumed);
Calcon error 4.0%;
cloudy-clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (2) 1^=0.20 (assumed);
Saturn 150.0 K (2) Calcon error 3.5%;
clear, dew
91.0 91.0 4.8 DSB DR 21 16.90 Jy(l) To=0.18 (tip)
86.3 91.0 4.8 SSB
Calcon error 4.5%;
clear, warm
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) To=0.22 (tip);
Calcon error 3.0%;
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TABLE 8 (continued)
02/18/81
part 4
86.3 91.0 4.8 SSB
03/19/81 104.2 104.2 4.8 DSB
03/21/81 88.1 83.3 4.8 SSB
03/22/81 88.1 83.3 4.8 SSB
05/04/81 105.0 105.0 4.8 DSB
05/06/81 105.5 105.5 4.8 DSB
05/07/81 105.5 105.5 4.8 DSB
12/05/81
part 1
87.3 87.3 1.4 DSB
12/05/81
part 2
87.3 87.3 1.4 DSB
Jupiter 180.0 K (6) x =0 ?7
Saturn 150.0 K ff>i >i (assumed);J-Ju.u . (6) Calcon error 2.0%;
fog
Jupiter 180.0 K (9) t^=0.12 (tip)-Saturn 150.0 K (4) Calcon error 1.5%.
clear, cold
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) ,^=o.21 (assumed);
Calcon error 1.5%-
overcast;
circular polariz.
Jupiter 180.0 K (4) t„=0.17 rti„vS.turn 150.0 K (3) cllco; er"r^2.0%;
overcast;
circular polariz.
Jupiter 180.0 K (7) x^=0.15 (assumed);Saturn 150.0 K (5) Calcon error 2.0%;
clear
'
Jupiter 180.0 K (4) (assumed);
Saturn 150.0 K (2) Calcon error 4.5%;
clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (1) To=0.00 (assumed);
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear
Jupiter 180.0 K (7)
Saturn 150.0 K (3)
DR 21 16.90 Jy(l)
Venus
DR 21
360.0 K (3)
16.90 Jy(2)
To=0.25 (Jupiter,
3C84);
Calcon error 1.5%;
orthogonal linear;
cloudy
Tq=0.25 (assumed);
Calcon error 4.3%;
orthogonal linear;
cloudy
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Notes to Table 8
Tstrizii :L%cn- !"o!
""""
= Single sideband (RF = LO + or - IF)C-J; Flux density seal** r-aHK».on
brightness L^^rature a^d Lr^'r' 0-=^'^ "
calibration. """^ "Kasurements used In
d:::;:iiiatL:)r«ror"rjirr'"'r'= °^
polarization ilnear p^LrlzatJorJf" """ration constant;
general co^ents on quaUty of data!
" ^P^^^-^^);
-^Y conditions;
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TABLE 9
FCRAO Flux Density Measurements at X 3
Source Date
m/ d/ y
0007+10 12/05/81
0235+16
3C 84
NRAO 150
0420-01
03/16/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
12/05/81
03/09/79
03/16/79
12/06/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
11/06/80
11/11/80
11/12/80
11/12/80
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
04/02/79
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
03/16/79
01/02/80
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
Flux Error
(Jy or Tg)!
1.03 0.20
2.06
1.76
2.00
1.95
4.01
46.77
40.20
46.38
45.40
53.06
59.30
62.24
57.51
58.36
51.93
46.29
59.33
52.09
4.55
5.98
4.77
5.75
5.47
3.52
4.87
2.56
3.34
3.78
2.84
0.64
0.38
0.41
0.37
0.21
5.19
0.73
2.82
3.20
0.76
1.03
0.82
2.71
2.87
1.26
0.54
0.79
0.52
0.86
0.84
0.49
0.77
0.13
0.33
0.28
0.30
0.27
0.83
0.20
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
3
1
1
3
3
7
5
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
Frequency Comments^
(GHz)
87.3
87.6
87.6
87.6
104.2
87.3
113.9
87.6
89.6
87.6
87.6
104.0
99.3
99.3
91.0
86.3
104.2
88.1
87.3
96.6
86.3
104.2
88.1
87.3
87.6
87.6
86.3
104.2
88.1
87.3
&03/21/81
&03/21/81
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TABLE 9 (continued)
3C 120 03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
i. 33
1.19
^•03
0.29 1
0.89 1
0.27 1
104.2
88.1
87.3
0458-02 02/18/81
03/19/81
12/05/81
2.49
1.32
1.89
0.50 1
0.28 1
0.19 1
86.3
104.2
87.3
0552+39 12/05/81 1.72 0.21 1 87.3
0735+17 12/05/81 1.44 0.18 1 87.3
0736+01 03/16/79
11/11/80
03/19/fti
12/05/81
2.33
1.34
1. 95
1.66
0.33 1
0.93 1
0.41 1
0.17 1
87.6
99.3
104.2
87.3
OJ 287 03/16/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
05/04/81
12/05/81
2.22
2. 96
4.34
J. /y
5.16
0. 82
0.36 1
0.53 1
0.41 1
0.27 1
0.56 1
0.17 1
87.6
89.6
87.6
104.2
105.0
87.3
0953+25 iZ/UD/81 1.17 0.18 1 87.3
1055+01 12/05/81 1.67 0.19 1 87.3
1127-14 12/05/81 0.65 0.15 1 87.3
1156+295 12/05/81 2.91 0.27 1 87.3
1219+28 12/05/81 1.57 0.21 1 87.3
&03/21/81
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TABLE 9 (continued)
3C 273
3C 274
3C 279
1335-12
03/09/79
03/16/79
03/23/79
03/31/79
04/01/79
04/02/79
12/06/79
12/07/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
05/04/81
05/06/81
12/05/81
03/09/79
03/16/79
12/07/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
03/21/81
05/04/81
03/16/79
12/07/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
03/21/81
05/04/81
03/16/79
03/21/79
03/31/79
04/02/79
12/06/79
12/07/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
03/22/81
11.32
15.18
14.69
15.21
14.27
14.56
18.10
16.31
20.13
20.39
26.83
24.53
26.78
27.20
26.23
19.57
6.89
9.66
7.40
9.15
6.88
8.93
8.02
6.75
6.03
5.14
6.64
7.57
6.24
4.75
5.73
4.34
6.66
5.87
5.97
4.17
6.24
2.69
5.16
1.21
0.36
0.50
1.07
0.97
0.72
0.86
0.72
0.87
0.42
0.71
0.44
0.36
0.64
0.76
0.35
2.32
0.49
0.88
0.69
0.40
1.10
0.52
0.53
0.75
0.37
0.42
0.54
0.60
0.46
0.82
1.49
1.07
0.40
0.80
0.72
0.43
0.36
0.80
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
4
2
6
2
2
1
113.9
87.6
90.6
96.6
96.6
96.6
89.6
90.0
87.6
87.6
86.3
104.2
88.1
105.0
105.5
87.3
113.9
87.6
90.0
87.6
104.2
88.1
105.0
87.6
90.0
87.6
104.2
88.1
105.0
87.6
90.6
96.6
96.6
89.6
90.0
87.6
87.6
104.2
88.1
&03/21/81
&05/07/81
&03/22/81
TABLE 9 (continued)
1413+13 03/19/81
03/21/81
05/04/81
05/07/81
12/05/81
4.49
5.14
2.69
2.93
2.22
0.30 1
0.51 2
0.50 1
0.38 1
0.22 1
104,2
88.1
105.0
105.5
87.3
1510-08 03/09/79
03/16/79
03/21/79
03/23/79
03/31/79
04/01/79
04/25/79
12/06/79
01/02/80
03/19/81
12/05/81
4.90
3.04
4.46
J. Z J
3.60
5.08
3.40
2.44
1.35
2.89
1.42
1.39
1.06 1
0.31 1
0.73 1
0. 46 1
0.87 1
1.23 1
1.39 1
0.36 1
0.46 1
0.36 2
0.25 1
0.16 1
113.9
87.6
90.6
90.6
96.6
96.6
96.6
87.6
89.6
87.6
104.2
87.3
3C 345
04/01/79
01/02/80
11/06/80
02/18/81
02/18/81\J ^ 1 X.KJ 1 OX.
03/22/81
12/05/81
/
. 91
6.13
D. 46
6.90
10.32
11.41
11.55
12.97
0. 68 1
0.44 1
1.29 1
0.34 1
0.65 1
1.17 1
0. 52 2
0.49 2
0.60 1
87.6
96.6
89.6
87.6
104.0
91.0
86.3
88.1
87.3
1642+69 12/05/81 0.72 0.14 1 87.3
1730-13 03/16/79
03/23/79
12/05/81
4.59
4.85
3.57
0.55 1
0.62 1
0.28 1
87.6
90.6
87.3
1749+09 12/05/81 1.93 0.24 1 87.3
TABLE 9 (continued)
150
1921-29 03/16/79
03/23/79
12/06/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
11/06/80
02/18/81
02/18/81
03/19/81
12/05/81
2021+614 03/21/81
3C 418 03/15/79
03/16/79
03/23/79
04/01/79
04/25/79
DR 21 03/15/79
03/21/79
03/23/79
03/31/79
04/01/79
01/02/80
11/06/80
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
05/04/81
12/05/81
2121+053 12/05/81
2131-021 12/05/81
BL Lac 11/12/80
02/18/81
03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
7.90
5.12
13.40
12.90
9.59
A. 67
5.91
3.35
2.31
5.25
1.65
3.16
2.91
2.40
2.29
16.38
16.45
16.82
17.39
16.79
16.39
19.37
15.97
16.72
16.63
16.32
17.08
1.72
5.28
3.60
3.91
4.31
3.22
0.71
0.81
2.88
1.00
0.64
1.57
1.51
0.82
0.43
0.34
A. 74 0.53
0.40
0.47
0.34
0.42
0.29
87.6
90.6
89.6
87.6
87.6
104.0
91.0
86.3
104.2
87.3
88.1
87.6
87.6
90.6
96.6
87.6
0.74 87.6
1.05 90.6
0.58 90.6
1.65 96.6
0.55 96.6
0.55 87.6
1.07 104.0
1.02 86.3
0.31 104.2
0.66 88.1
0.68 105.0
0.26 87.3
0.17 87.3
0.22 87.3
0.71 99.3
0.35 86.3
0.34 2 104.2
0.43 2 88.1
0.18 1 87.3
TABLE 9 (continued)
3C 446
CTA 102
3C 454.3
Venus
Mars
03/15/79
03/16/79
01/02/80
12/05/81
03/15/79
03/16/79
04/01/79
04/25/79
12/05/81
03/16/79
11/12/80
03/19/81
03/22/81
12/05/81
03/15/79
03/16/79
04/01/79
12/06/79
01/02/80
11/06/80(1)
11/06/80(2)
11/06/80(3)
11/06/80(4)
12/07/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
3.04
3.57
5.38
5.12
3.12
2.88
2.49
1.98
2.00
4.08
6.80
5.76
8.41
7.71
384.93
351.17
361.26
366.93
364.33
355.20
361.02
360.25
356.75
207.97
178.43
195.45
0.77
0.52
0.46
0.24
0.36
0.68
0.76
0.24
0.16
0.45
0.70
0.33
1.47
0.17
19.04
5.22
3.61
4.90
3.86
1.97
3.00
3.37
2.46
5.06
5.20
2.24
14
i:
TABLE 9 (continued)
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Jupiter
Saturn
03/09/79
03/16/79
03/21/79
03/23/79
03/31/79
04/02/79
12/06/79
12/01/lS
12/30/79
01/02/80
11/06/80(1)
11/06/80(2)
11/06/80(3)
11/06/80(4)
11/06/80(5)
02/18/81(1)
02/18/81(4)
03/19/81
03/22/81
05/04/81
05/06/81
12/05/81
180.53
190.58
184.98
175.01
187.00
180.50
173.95
174.79
183.27
178.70
183.20
181.75
181.34
183.72
184.41
182.86
187.16
181.74
178.72
187.17
182.31
182.25
03/09/79
03/16/79
03/31/79
04/01/79
04/02/79
12/06/79
12/07/79
12/30/79
01/02/80
11/06/80(1)
11/06/80(2)
11/06/80(3)
11/06/80(4)
11/06/80(5)
02/18/81(1)
02/18/81(4)
03/19/81
03/22/81
05/04/81
05/06/81
12/05/81
146.29
148.39
140.82
150.12
149.85
156.89
154.48
148.08
156.67
149.13
148.18
147.60
149.32
146.51
146.53
142.57
147.53
152.37
142.45
146.92
147.00
1.81
1.91
7.25
2.48
1.87
1.80
1.74
1.86
1.83
1.79
0.76
1.46
1.49
1.07
6.54
3.67
1.87
1.82
1.79
1.87
4.17
1.82
2.05
1.85
1.46
1.50
1.50
3.33
2.77
3.14
1.57
0.93
1.47
2.27
1.34
5.91
3.68
2.23
1.48
1.91
1.42
4.80
1.47
12
11
1
2
15
8
6
5
11
27
14
4
4
8
1
3
8
10
5
7
4
7
2
3
7
11
7
2
2
2
16
11
4
2
7
1
2
6
4
3
5
2
3
113.9
87.6
90.6
90.6
96.6
96.6
89.6
90.0
87.6
87.6
104.0
113.5
104.0
113.5
104.0
86.3
86.3
104.2
88.1
105.0
105.5
87.3
113.9
87.6
96.6
96.6
96.6
89.6
90.0
87.6
87.6
104.0
113.5
104.0
113.5
104.0
86.3
86.3
104.2
88.1
105.0
105.5
87.3
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Notes to Table 9
(1) Flux density in Jy for extTa^al ^r>ti ^in K for planets \lr, observl^fL Us ^Uh'^nf'"r^ te^erature
been averaged together. "//81, the measurements have
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TABLE 10
FCRAO OBSERVING SESSIONS AT X 7 nnn
Date^
m/ d/ y
Frequencies (GEz)2 Calibration
LO IF SB Sources^
Comments^
04/04/79 44.5 44.5 1.4 DSB
04/06/79 49.7 49.7 1.4 DSB
04/11/79 47.6 47.6 1.4 DSB
04/12/79 47.6 47.6 1.4 DSB
09/28/79 41.7 41.7 1.4 DSB
10/31/79
part 1
10/31/79
part 2
47.6 47.6 1.4 DSB
47.6 47.6 1.4 DSB
Venus 430.0 K (2)
Jupiter 150.0 K (1)
DR 21 17.50 Jy(l)
Jupiter 150.0 K (1)
Saturn 135.0 K (2)
Jupiter 150.0 K (1)
Saturn 135.0 K (2)
DR 21 17.34 Jy(l)
Jupiter 150.0 K (2)
Saturn 135.0 K (2)
DR 21 17.34 Jy(l)
Jupiter 150.0 K (10)
Saturn 135.0 K (1)
Jupiter 150.0 K (5)
Saturn 135.0 K (3)
Jupiter 150.0 K (1)
Saturn 135.0 K (2)
DR 21 17.34 Jy(l)
Tq=0.I3 (moon);
Calcon error 1.7%;
clear; good
Tq=0.30 (moon);
Calcon error 5.0%;
clear; scans noisy
To=0.20 (moon);
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear; good
To=0.22 (moon, Jup-
iter, Saturn);
Calcon error 2.9%;
haze-clouds; time-
dependent Calcon?
To=0.12 or 0.06
with elev. gain
(Jupiter, Saturn,
3C84); elevation
gain fit to 3C84;
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear; good
To=0.33 (Jupiter);
Calcon error 3.4%;
clear; noisy
To=0.22 (Jupiter);
Calcon error 5.0%;
clear; very noisy
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TABLE 10 (continued)
11/15/79
12/15/79
02/13/80
part 1
02/13/80
part 2
42.0 A2.0 l.A DSB DR 21 17.64 Jy(l)
3C 84 48.50 Jy(2)
41.7 41.7 1.4 DSB Juptter 150.0 K (9)
DR 21 17.66 Jy(l)
47.6 47.6 1.4 DSB Venus 420.0 K (5)
42.0 42.0 1.4 DSB Venus 437.0 K (5)
DR 21 17.64 Jy(2)
41.7 41.7 1.4 DSB Venus 437.0 K (4)
Jupiter 150.0 K (12)
Saturn 135.0 K (7)
41.7 41.7 1.4 DSB Venus 437.0 K (3)
DR 21 17.66 Jy(l)
To^O.13 (assumed);
Calcon error 4.0%;
overcast
T^o"0-17 or 0.06
with elev. gain
from 09/28/79
(Jupiter);
Calcon error 1.5%;
Cloudy; total power
fluctuations
To-0.14 (tip);
Calcon error 5.0%;
cloudy
To-0.14 (tips);
Calcon error 4.1%;
clear
To-0.11 (tips and
moon )
;
Calcon error 1.5%;
clear; good; high
elevations low?
To="0. 11 (assumed);
Calcon error 1.5%;
hazy; good
Notes to Table 10
(1) Observing sessions which were separated into more than one part forcalibration purposes are listed Individually, although flux'dens tymeasurements are averaged for a given date.
^
(2) DSB - Double sideband.
(3) Flux density scale calibration sources, assumed flux density orbrightness temperature, and number of measurements used in
calibration.
(4) Measured or assumed zenith atmospheric opacity (source of thisdetermination); error in flux density scale calibration constant;
sky conditions; general comments on quality of data.
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TABLE 11
FCRAO Flux Density Measurements at X 7 mm
Source Date
m/ d/ y
0235+16 Wllin^
02/13/80
Flux Error N-"
(Jy or Tg)!
Frequency
(GHz)
Comments
TABLE 11 (continued)
1510-08 04/04/79
04/11/79
09/28/79
02/13/80
4.39
^ on
3.51
2.51
4.01
0.30
0. 53
0.38
0.28
0.68
44.5
47.6
47.6
41.7
41.7
3C 345 04/12/79
11/15/79
02/13/80
8.61
12.51
Q nrt7. uu
0. 43
0.59
1.83
U. 64
47.6
41.7
42.0
41.7
1921-29 11/15/79
12/07/79
12/15/79
02/13/80
22.14
22.13
20.50
11.99
2.02
3.60
1.60
0.61
i
42.0
47.6
42.0
41.7
3C 418 04/04/79
04/11/79
4.55
£ • oz
0.41
U. *» /
44.5
47.6
DR 21 04/04/79
04/11/79
10/31/79
11/22/79
12/15/79
02/13/80
17 5ft
17.46
16. 31
15.99
17.80
16. 28
17.99
0.74
0 79
2.32
0.84
i. . v/H
0.90
i
\
1
44. 5
47.6
1.1 c
*» / . 0
47.6
41.7
41.7
21214053 02/13/80 2.63 0.99 41.7
BL Uc 02/13/80 3.39 0.83 41.7
Venus 04/04/79
02/13/80
422.63
423.20
5.75
7.46
44.5
41.7
Mars 02/13/80 168.73 7.17 3 41.7
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TABLE 11 (c
Jupiter 04/04/79 152.33
04/06/79 (139.14
04/11/79 150.50
OU/lins 149.76
09/28/79 151.89
10/31/79 155.03
157.70
02/13/80 154.02
Saturn 04/06/79 (142.98
04/11/79 133.61
04/12/79 135.93
09/28/79 131.11
10/31/79 130.48
140.95
02/13/80 133.21
ontinued)
1.91 2
5.06) 2 49 7
3.47 1 47
2.70 3 47.6
0.82 12 41 7" J. • /
2.71 5 47 6
5.00 3 47.6
1.53 13 41.7
5.72) 2 49.7
1.99 3 47.6
3.52 3 47.6
2.33 4 41.7
4.68 3 47.6
7.34 3 47.6
2.91 7 41.7
Notes to Table 11
upon^only one planet, the ^asurement for that planet la not
(2) Number of flux density or brightness temperature measurements
^a^tr^" elevation. Flux density may be low d^e tocalibration scale errors at high elevations.
CHAPTER IV
VARIATIONS AT A3 ™ and X7 ™: EVIDENCE FOR RAPID VARIABILITY
§1« Introductlon
As discussed in Chapter III, naUlmeter observations of variable
extragalactlc radio sources are important in studying the evolution of
outbursts which are affected at longer wavelengths by opacity effects
and expansion processes. Variations at millimeter wavelengths permit us
to probe the physical conditions in the energetic radio core - possibly
the same region responsible for the optical and infrared emission.
The observations at 3 and 7 mm obtained with the FCRAO antenna,
presented in Chapter III. indicate several instances of rapid variations
not seen at longer wavelengths. Combined with the 3 mm results (Chapter
II) of Dent. Hobbs. and Balonek obtained with the NRAO 36' antenna (and
a few measurements by other investigators obtained with the same
instrument), it is possible to follow the millimeter variations in
several sources with unprecedented (-monthly) time resolution. This is
the first high sensitivity study of short term millimeter variability
(Epstein et al 1982 observed five sources over a nine year period, but
with sensitivity too low to be of value for the study of short term
variations). To study the spectral evolution of these events, the
measurements obtained at lower frequencies (Chapter II) are used.
Selected sources whose evolution is defined by the FCRAO millimeter
observations are discussed in §2. The discussions are limited to the
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general varlabUity characteristics of rapi. outbursts. In ^n. instan-
ces, the spectral evolution presented Is the ™ost extensive discussion
to date. The discussions are li^i.ed to the ti.e period of the PCRAO
Observations, with
.ore detailed analyses of individual sources to
appear in subsequent papers. Despite the lifted ti.e coverage and
s-11 source sa.ple of the FCRAO observations, numerous instances of
rapid variations were observed. Previous observations at ™iUi.eter
wavelengths (obtained roughly quarterly) were insensitive to the short
tlmescale (monthly) variations reported in §2.
Unless otherwise indicated th*. ^<»»^n "m<inux*.ac a. cne term millimeter wavelengths" in §2
is understood to refer to 31 anH on r-u- uj iCO Ji d 90 GHz, while "centimeter wavelengths-
refers to frequencies at or below 15 GHz.
§2. Variations in Nine Sources
3C84^ FCRAO 3 mm measurements clearly delineate rapid variations during
a two year period of activity in the Seyfert galaxy. NGC 1275. A large
amplitude (-^35 Jy) outburst (figure 13a) occurred at 3 mm in 1980 and
was much weaker at lower frequencies «10 Jy at 31.4 GHz). This out-
burst exhibited considerable structure at 3 mm during the two years
following the maximum.
The variations prior to the 1980 outburst are discussed by O'Dea,
Dent, and Balonek (1982). A small outburst (-10 Jy) beginning in 1978
followed four years of only minor flux variations around a level of 30
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Figure 13. 3C84.
(a) Flux density variations In 3C84 at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measurements. NRAO measurements from Howard (1,82); Puschell and
Heeschen (1982); Epstein. Undau. and Rather (1980); o»en et al
(1978); Owen, Spangler, and Cotton (1980); Owen and Puschell (1982);
and Chapter II.
(b) Radio spectra of 3C84 during the large millimeter outburst
of 1980-81. Data from Chapters II and III. 1978.0: end of period of
millimeter Inactivity; 1979.8: maximum of slow millimeter and cen-
timeter outburst; 1980.2: maximum of large millimeter outburst;
1982.0: during decay of large millimeter outburst.
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ay. Thl, outburst had leveled off at
-AO by late 1979. .hen the flu.
density Increased dra.att.ally
- rising fro™ 42 Jy on 26 October 1979
to 46 (.3) Jy on 6 December. 52 Jy on 1 January 1980. and Increasing
drastically to 67 Jy on 29 January (a rate of 1^ Jy per day,, pea.lng at
75 Jy in March.
In late 1980 and early 1981, the outburst sho»ed considerable fluc-
tuations which ,ere under,a„pled. FCRAO ^asure.«„ts In November 1980
at three frequencies between 91 and 104 GHz reveal a drop of 10 Jy fro.
71 Jy m September 1980. Schloerb and Good (1982) measured a similar 3
mm flux density of
-60 Jy at Hat Creek In mid December 1980. using 3C273
and 3C345 NRAO flux densities from January 1981 as calibration stan-
dards. By mid January 1981 the flux density had returned to 70 Jy.
followed by another drop (to 52 Jy) in mid February, then rising to only
-60 Jy by late March.
Between early 1980 and 1981.0, the flux density at 31.4 GHz slowly
increased from 45 Jy to 53 Jy. The flux density remained constant
during the subsequent year. The total flux density spectral evolution
is shown in figure 13b. It is evident that the activity is limited to
high frequencies and does not contribute significantly to the flux den-
sity at centimeter wavelengths. This is the only period (1980-81) in
the last one and a half decades during which the radio spectrum has
exhibited a millimeter excess. By 1982, the outburst had decayed at
millimeter wavelengths, such that the millimeter spectrum had flattened,
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approaching its pre-outburst index of a ~ -0 2 n .A x
-0. . Dent et al (1982)
discuss the details of this outburst in more detail.
There might be concern that the drops in flux density in late 1980
and early 1981 are due to calibration errors in the FCRAO measurements.
The FCRAO measurements which define these drops are separated by about
one month from the NRAO measurements, so there is no blatant discre-
pancy. The
-20 to 30% errors required to account for the possible
discrepancy with the NRAO measurements are not consistent with obser-
vations of other strong sources (e.g. 3C273, DR21). Additionally, a
single measurement by Howard (1982) in March 1981 agrees with FCRAO
measurements made a few day later, and the value of Schloerb and Good
(1982) is consistent with the drop observed in late 1980.
Historically. 3C84 has exhibited other instances of rapid
variations. Epstein et al (1982) observed a 10 Jy rise at 3 mm within a
month in early 1973. followed by two months of constant flux density,
and then an equally rapid drop to pre-outburst level. Similar behavior
(AS- 4 Jy) was seen at 15.5 GHz during this time.
It is not possible to distinguish whether the observed 3 mm
variations in 1980-1 are the result of multiple separated outbursts or
sharp temporary drops ("quenchings") within a single outburst. Epstein
et al (1982) discuss quenchings observed in other sources, and the
implications for source models. These drops are much sharper than pre-
dicted by existing models, and may be indications of source rotation or
eclipsing/obscuration phenomena.
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The 1980-81 outburst observed at 3 „ is the „ost drastic event
.hlch has been observed at «llll„ter wavelengths In 3C84. This recent
activity also contrasts with the slower trends at centimeter wavelengths
(O'Dea. Dent, and Balonek 1982). Millimeter VLBI observations during
this time should have readily detected this component, since the
tlmescale of variability Implies a physical source size of order one
light month. By 1982. however, this component had weakened and presu-
mably expanded, decreasing the possibility of detection. No structural
VLB! component from this event Is expected at centimeter wavelengths due
to the lack of appreciable centimeter emission associated with this out-
burst.
1^13+13^ This quasar, embedded In a galaxy, exhibits niany charac-
teristics typical of BL Ucertae type quasi-stellar objects (e.g. a
steep optical-infrared continuum spectrum (Rleke. Leboksky. and Klnman
1981) and rapid variability). its radio-lnfrared-optlcal charac-
teristics have been discussed in detail by Beichman et al (1981a and b)
and Bregman et al (1981). These studies found that the energy spectrum
is that of a red BL Ucertae object, with 90% of its luminosity emitted
in the range 0.35 um to 1 mm. The spectrum steepens sharply at wave-
lengths shorter than 5 um. suggesting a high energy cutoff In the
electron distribution. The radio spectrum between A. 8 and 14.5 GHz was
found to be Inverted (stronger at higher frequencies), with simultaneous
outbursts at 8 and 15 GHz having tlmescales of a few months. Based upon
the 20 cm measurement (1.13 Jy) of Perley (1982) and 4.8 GHz value of
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1.3 (Bregma et al 1981) i„ pebruary 1981. the spectru. clearly
flattens at low frequency.
The lindted observations reported in Chapters II and III began In
early 1981. The 3 n«n observations (figure Ua) from FCRAO and NRAO,
though undersampled. reveal rapid, large amplitude variations. The 2 Jy
drop between 20 March and 6 May 1981 occurs during a maxi^m at 4.8.
8.0. and 14.5 GHz (Bregman et al 1981) which exhibits only small
centimeter wavelength fluctuations (AS <0.2 Jy). Following a minimum in
July/August 1981 at centimeter wavelengths, a maximum was reaching in
October, at which time another rapid decay (AS »2 Jy in 3 months) com-
menced at millimeter wavelengths.
During the decay of both outbursts in 1981. the spectral peak moved
from 90 to 15 GHz (figures 14b and c). with a (15. 90) steepening from
+0.2 to
-0.25 in the first outburst. The spectrum has always been
inverted between 8 and 15 GHz. even during decay stages in the evolution
of an outburst (Bregman et al 1981. and Chapter II). The radio spectra
are typical of millimeter excess outbursts, showing steepening milli-
meter spectra during the outburst decay, and a progression to lower fre-
quency (but never below -10 GHz) of the flux density maximum. Clearly,
monthly (or more frequent) observations at centimeter and millimeter
wavelengths are necessary to understand the evolution of outbursts in
1413+13 and their relationship to the infrared and optical spectrum and
variability.
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Figure 14. 1413+13.
(a) Flux density variation In 1413+13 at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measurements. NRAO measurements from Chapter II.
(b) Radio spectra of 1413+13 during the outburst In early 1981,
showing the rapid decay at millimeter wavelengths during a period of
constant centimeter emission. 15 November 1980 at centimeter flux den-
sity minimum; 20 March thru 6 April 1981 at maximum (constant) flux den-
sity at centimeter wavelengths but during the rapid decay at 3 mm. Data
from Perley (1982); Bregman et al (1981); Belchman et al (1981b); and
Chapter II.
(c) Radio spectra of 1413+13 during the outburst In late 1981.
Data from Chapters II and III.
UP) Aii9N3a xmj
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Figure 15. 1510-08.
(a) Flux density variation in 1510-08 at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measurements. The crucial 27 November 1978 measurement is from
Jones et al (1981). Other NRAO measurements from Epstein, Landau, and
Rather (1980), and Chapter II.
(b) Radio spectra of 1510-08 during the large outburst in 1979.
Measurements from Aller, Aller. and Hodge (1982) at 4.8 GHz, and from
Chapter II.
(c) Radio spectra of 1510-08 during the large outburst in 1979
with the spectra immediately preceding the outburst subtracted from the
total flux density.
UP) AiisN3a xnu
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illMS. THi, ,.3sa. Has a
.U.ory o.
.p.. va.,a..on, at MUi^ete.
and centimeter wavelengths (Balone. and Dent 1,7,). xhe largest soli-
tude and most rapid outburst occurred In earl, 1,7,. and was well
Observed at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths. Aller. Aller. and
Hodge (1,82) present linear polarisation measurements for this outburst.
The polarization position angle remained constant at centimeter wave-
length during the outburst, and the polarUed flux density at 8 GHz
Increased during the decay of the outburst.
The 3 mm variations (figure 15a) reveal the rapidity of the out-
burst rise and decay. After three years of relative Inactivity, the
flux density Increased by 4.8 Jy m 48 days (from 2.8 to 7.6 Jy). then
declined almost equally rapidly by 4 Jy during the next 65 days. The
date and flux density of the maximum are not known, so the outburst
could have been even more extreme than Indicated by the data.
Observations at 15.5 GH. Indicate that the outburst had already begun to
decay by 16 January, when the outburst was simultaneously noticed at
millimeter and centimeter wavelengths. The decay rate decreased after
1975.2. with the flux density reaching Its lowest level In four years by
late 1,7,.
Another rapid outburst Is Indicated by the two FCRAO 3 mm measure-
ments In late 1,7,, and the 7 mm measurement In early 1,80. This event
Is also observed at centimeter wavelengths, superposed upon the more
gradual longer wavelength decay of the earlier outburst. Data at 15.5
177
GHz indicates that the onset nf hv,« ^o the outburst was not delayed in time
relative to millimeter wavelenetha Thi. «x g ns. s outburst was followed by a
third outburst which peaked in late iq«n ^F am 1980, decaying to pre-outburst
levels by early 1981.
The spectral evolution of the 1979 outburst is shown in figure 15b.
During the maximum at millimeter wavelengths (1979.05) the spectral
index on the low frequency side of the peak was ~+1.25. The frequency
of maximum flux density rapidly propagated to lower frequencies (8 GHz
by late 1979), while the high frequency spectral index steepened as the
outburst decayed rapidly at millimeter wavelengths. The subsequent out-
burst in late 1979 prevents investigation of the evolution of the 1979
event after ~1979.8.
If the spectrum just prior to the 1979 outburst is due to a com-
ponent not physically associated with the outburst, then its spectrum
can be subtracted from the observed spectra. Figure 15c presents the
resultant spectra. In this interpretation, the low frequency (opaque)
spectrum of the outburst is +2.0, the high frequency spectral index
steepens to a value of -0.75 as the source becomes transparent, as the
frequency of maximum emission evolves to ~8 GHz. The outburst amplitu-
des are greater at centimeter wavelengths (figures 15b and 15c) than
predicted by the canonical adiabatically expanding cloud of relativistic
particles (van der Laan 1966), implying some combination of continuous
Injection of relativistic particles and an inhomogeneous magnetic field
or particle distribution.
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The variations in this <.o„t-^o usource have „„t been resolved at ^lli.eter
an. ce„u.e.er
,aveXe„..Hs. However, an upper UM.
.o .He sUe
.He
--.3C oo^onen. Cassu.n,
^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^
fro„ the full haU ™.i^.
^^^^^^^ ^
^
A»--ns
.Ha.
.He 3 „ .ensU. varU. Unearl. He.»ee„
.He pre-
outHurs. level 1„ .o..„,„
,,,3,
^^^^
^^^^^^^
(»he„
.He source s.re„s.H Had fallen
.0 HaU
.He pea. flux densU, and
the rate of deca. Hegan
.0 decrease), a sUe of -50 U«H. da.s Is calcu-
lated. Since tHe
.l„e of onse. of .He
.^.Hurst and pea. flu. density
are unknown, tHla value Is an upper U„u. Pro™
.He observed decay
rate, a lower U^t of -35 llgH. days Is l.pUed. THls Is .He s^llest
source sUe. for any source.
.HicH Has been determined fro. a large
amplitude (AS/S^„ » 1) outburst.
Weekly Mltl-frequency millimeter observations are clearly
necessary to set accurate upper llml.a
.o variable source component
dimensions. THe observed millimeter variations are comparable to tHe
optical variation
.Imescales. Indlca.lng small volumes for .He emission
regions wltHln both frequency bands.
11^2109^ Although only one measurement has been obtained at FCRAO.
this BL Lacertae type quasi stellar object is discussed due to Its rapid
variability during 1978 (figure 16). WltHIn a seven day period, the
flux density decreased from 10.60 il.06 Jy (27 November; Jones et al
1981) to 6.70 ±0.80 Jy (4 December; Epstein, Landau, and Rather 1980) -
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Figure 16. 1749+09.
Flux density variations in 1749+09 at 90 GHz. Large X is FCRAO
measurement. NRAO measurements from Jones et al (1981) on 27 November
1978 and 7 May 1979; Epstein. Landau, and Rather (1980) on 4 December
1978 and 4 July 1979; Geldzahler and Witzel (1981) on 22 November 1977;
and Chapter II.
UP) AiisN3a xnu
rate of grater Chan 1^ ,y pe. day, The possibility e.l«, that the
lue Of Jones et al Is In error, since Epstein. Landau, and Rather
bserved 17.9HO, on 5 days between 1 and 8 December with no variation
va
o
noted.
Variations are too rapid and the temporal coverage too liMted to
describe the spectral evolution. This source is of interest also due to
its reported polarization variations. Altschuler (1980) reports linear
polarization position angle changes of 6° per day at 8 GHz in 1974.
This extreme rotation has not been observed during subsequent outbursts
at centimeter wavelengths (Aller, Aller, and Hodge. 1981; Chapter II).
1221-29^ This quasar underwent a large amplitude radio outburst in
1979-81. Dent and Balonek (1980) discuss the radio variations from 1972
to 1980.0. The flux density gradually increased in 1976-7. followed by
a period of constant flux density until early 1979. when the large
amplitude outburst began. Aller. Aller. and Hodge (1981) report cen-
timeter linear polarization flux density changes in late 1978 to early
1979 (during a period of total flux density inactivity), and position
angle changes during the onset of the outburst. Epstein. Landau, and
Rather (1980) observed rapid variability in December 1978. in which the
total flux density at 90 GHz within a five day interval dropped from
-6.5 Jy to -2.4 Jy, and rose again to 6.5 Jy. It is of interest to note
that this event occurred just prior to the onset of the large 1979 out-
burst.
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Figure 17. 1921-29.
(a) Flux density variation In 1921-29 at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measure,«„ts. Measurement at 1978.93 Is from Epstein. Undau. and
Rather (1980). with the error bar Indicating the total observed range In
flux density within a nine day Interval. Other Measurements are fro.
Dent and Balonek (1980) and Chapter II. The drop from 7.9 Jy on 16
March 1979 to 5.1 Jy seven days later (Table 9) Is only marginally sta-
tlstlcally significant.
(b) Radio spectra of 1921-29 during the decay of the large 1979
outburst. The 1.4 GHz measurement is from Perley (1982). 4.8 GHz
measurements from Aller. Aller, and Hodge (1981). Other measurements
from Chapter II.
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An additional t«o years o, four frequency (Chapter U). and 7 and 3
FCRAO
.easure^nts (Chapter III) allow us to further define the evo-
lution Of the large outburst. Plgure 17a presents all the available 3
™. Observations. The FCRAO data helps define the variations since 1,79.
The total flux density spectrum during the decay of the 1979 outburst Is
shown in figure 17b.
Several como^nta beyond those presented by Dent and Balonek (1980)
can be made based upon this expanded data set. The large outburst
pealced in 1979.8 (±0.2), with the decay rate being alower than the rise.
A sn^ll out^rat in mid 1980. superpoaed upon the decay, ia seen at four
frequencies. The flux density reached a ndnionan. in mid 1981 below the
pre-outburat level, followed by a small outburst which began in late
1981.
The spectra presented by Dent and Balonek for the 1979 outburst (by
subtracting the 1978 spectrum) must be updated, using a revised "base"
(non-outburst) spectrum. Reanalyzing the outburst by subtracting either
the 1981 minimum or a linearly interpolated minimum (fit to the late
1978 pre-outburst and mid 1981 post-outburst flux densities) from the
observed flux densities does not alter the basic evolution described by
Dent and Balonek. The spectral index below 15 GHz during the rise is
a~ +1.5 (compared to their value of +2). while the millimeter spectrum
during the decay remains ~ -0.3. Comparing the 7 mm with the 31 GHz
data indicates that the peak flux density occurred above 31 GHz (which
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would steepen the deduoH hi cuced high frequency spectrum), and the outburst
decayed more rapidly at 7 « than at 31 GHz.
one additional aspect of the „llu„eter varlahlUty not previously
discussed IS the evidence for ™.ltlple outbursts comprising the smooth
centimeter variations In 1,76-9. m particular, the 31 and ,0 GH. data
Show a small outburst peakinc -1977 A ,
^ ^ iy//.4, decaying within 3/10 years
followed by another rise (figure 17a,. This suggests that the 1,76-9
event seen at centimeter wavelengths Is actually a superposition of two
or more event.. This Interpretation Is Important when comparing the
radio variations with the optical activity (Chapter VI).
"""""^"^
-
""-''e of only minor activity. BL
Lacertae began a period of ^itlple large outbursts In 1,80. The
millimeter and centimeter flux density at maKl™.m (12 to 16 Jy) was the
highest observed strength since 1971. Aller. Hodge, and Aller (1981)
observed a 12 degree per day (440" total) nonlinear rotation In linear
polarization position angle during this period of activity.
The 3 mm variations are presented In figure 18. Simultaneous
measurements on 17 July 1,80 at 31.4 and 90 GHz Indicate a spectral
index near maximum of a(31.4,,0)
-
-0.25. Using the Aller, Hodge, and
Aller centimeter data from this epoch shows that the spectrum was flat
between 15 and 31.4 GHz, falling off at lower frequencies. By mid
September the spectral peak had progressed to between 8 and 15 GHz, the
lower frequency (5 to 15 GHz) spectrum had flattened, and the millimeter
187
Figure 18. BL Lacertae.
Flux density variation In BL Lacertae at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measurements. NRAO measurements from Chapter II.
(AD Ai!8N3a XflU
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(15 to 90 GHz) spectru. refined at
-0.25. The rapidity of the
variations and the lifted coverage at Millimeter wavelengths prevents a
more detailed analysis of the variations during this active period.
Although the centimeter spectrum rises at higher frequencies, there
is no epoch during this active period during which the 3 mm flux density
exceeds the 31.4 GOz value. The observed constant millimeter spectral
index suggests that the spectral peak was around 30 GHz throughout the
outbursts.
The variations at millimeter and centimeter wavelengths in BL Lac
are among the most rapid observed, indicating the necessity of weekly
(or more frequent) observations at millimeter wavelengths in order to
understand the outburst evolution.
3CA46^ A distinguishing feature of the millimeter and centimeter
variability in the quasar is its typical trapezoidal outburst profile
(first noted by Dent, private communication) - a sharp rise, flat-topped
maximum, and rapid decay. The 3 mm observations (figure 19a) reveal
several instances of rapid variations. The most extreme example is the
2 Jy increase in 3A days in early 1979. The rate of variations is not
as extreme at lower frequencies.
The spectral evolution of the 1979 outburst (figure 19b) shows the
rapid rise at 90 GHz. For comparison, the flux density minimum in 1977
is included - showing the decimetric excess spectra shape. In 1979.04,
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Figure 19. 3C4A6.
(a) Flux density variation In 3C446 at 90 GHz. Large X's are
FCRAO measurements. NRAO measurements from Epstein, Landau, and Rather
(1980) and Chapter II.
(b) Radio spectra of 3C4A6 during the large outburst In 1979.
1977: minimum, pre-1978 outburst; 1979.04: pre-1979 outburst with the
small 1978 outburst still seen at 31.4 and 15.5 GHz; 1979.5: maximum at
31.4 GHz; 1980.5: maximum at 7.9 and 15.5 GHz, the outburst has decayed
at 31.4 and 90 GHz.
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nea. Us p.e-.u„. Uvel. but ehe 31.4 an. 15.5 GHz nux .ensi., Haa „ot
yet aeca.ed. B. 1,79.3. the .ap« Had occu.„a at 3 „uh o„1,
small increases at longer »avelenafh« tkK w gt s. The spectrum exhibits a milli-
-eter excess
.Uh spectral Index
. .
-o.l. b. 1,79.5. tHe outHu.st Has
pea.ea at 31.4 GH.. Hut Is still onl, slo.i,
,„„,33lng at 15.5 GH..
The outHurst peaks a year later (1,80.5) at 15.5 and 7.9 GHz, while tt
had already decayed at 3 ^ and Had Hegun to decay at 31.4 GHz (the
millimeter spectral Index Had steepened to
-0.6). The outburst sub-
sequently decayed at centimeter wavelengths, concurrent with the onset
of a new outHurst at 3 ™ (figure 19a). The magnitude and rapidity of
the 1,79 outburst is even more pronounced (and the evolution in fre-
quency of maxl™,™ flux density more notlcable) If the 1977 spectra is
subtracted from the observed total flux density.
CTAIM^ Only limited data exists at 3 mm for this highly variahle
source (figure 20). The 31.4 and 90 GHz data are too undersampled to
follow the outburst evolution. There have heen at least three outbursts
since 1978 which overlap at centimeter wavelengths. The radio spectrum
consists of a decimeter excess component (of strength ~2 Jy at cen-
timeter wavelengths) and the variable centimeter components.
The rise time for the 1,7, 3 mm maximum is not known, but the rise
at 15.5 GHz and 31.4 GHz took 3/4 years. THe decay time at 3 mm was
only 1^ year, but cannot be determined at lower frequiencies due to
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Figure 20. CTA102.
FCRAO measurements. NRAO measurements from Chapter II.
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overlap »lth the 1980 outburst A ^h^,Jthird outburst occurs In early 1981
aecanus at 3 » b. 1982.0 an.
.ore slo,l. at centimeter
.avelensths.
'
A striding characteristic of the 3 ^ variations Is the rapid decay
time, which Is not observed at lo««^ fwer frequencies (even 31.4 GHz).
CTA102 is among the most rapid variable sources at 3 ™„ aau J mm. Any correlated
optical activity would be best detected hv .a by comparison with the 3 mm
Observations, which do not exhibit long decay tlmescales.
3CA5A^ This quasar Is currently undergoing Its most Intense activity
at millimeter and centimeter wavelngths since 1966 (figure 21a). The
current activity began In late 1979 after ^3 years of minor fluctuations
(AS <2Jy). The first outburst reached a maximum In mid 1980 at mllll>
meter wavelengths and decayed until 1980. Maximum at 15.5 GHz occurred
in 1981.0. A second, more Intense outburst began In early 1981 at 3 mm,
peaking In late 1981. The maximum occurred a few months later at 15.5
GHz. The outburst has been decaying at frequencies above 15 GHz since
late 1981.
The total flux density evolution Is shown In figure 21b. The flux
density in 1979 prior to the activity shows the pronounced declmetrlc
excess, with spectral index a - -0.3. The spectrum preserved this index
between 31.4 and 90 GHz during the rise of the initial outburst, sub-
sequent decay, and second outburst rise. The flux density increase is
minimal at 2.7 GHz. The spectral peak progresses from -20 GHz in 1980.5
to ~8 GHz by 1981.0.
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Figure 21. 3C454.3.
(a) Flux density variation 1„ 3C454.3 at 90 GHz. Urge X-s are
FCHAO
.easure^nts. NKAO measurements fro. Owen. Spangler. ana Cotton
(1980); Jones et al (1981); Epstein, Undau. and Rather (1,80); and
Chapter II.
(b) Radio spectra of 3C454.3 during the two outbursts In 1980
and 1981. The mini™., flu, density spectra (1979) Is shown for com-
parison. The first outburst peaked at millimeter wavelengths In 1980.5.
and decayed at these wavelengths thru 1981.04. The second outburst
began at millimeter wavelengths at this time and peaked In 1981.8. Data
from Chapter II.
(c) Radio spectra of 3C454.3 during the two outbursts in 1980
and 1981 with the pre-outburst spectrum (1979) subtracted.
(AD AiisN3a xmj
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to 10 GHz in 1981 n tk«1981.0. The evolution of this first outburst cannot be
followed as the second event began at ^h^oB t is time. The spectral index of
the outburst, (. . -0.3) ,3 the sa.e a, ,0. the unaerl^ns 197,
.op-
ponent spectru.. The low fre,uenc. „t^„t Index I3 dlfacult to
dete^lne since It depends cMtl.aU,
„pon the assigned ^„1^„ ^ux
density. However, reasonable estl^tes for this Index between 2.7 and
7.9 GHz range fron +1.5 to as steep as +2.5.
§3. Conclusion
The rapid 3 « variations reported In §2 are su„marUed In Table
12. Listed are the epoch, flux density range, and tlmescale for the
most rapid outbursts observed In each source since January 1,7, (plus
these parameters for 0J287 and 3C345. which were not discussed In §2).
In several Instances the tln^scale of variation Is an upper ll.at
(Indicated by a ~<" symbol) defined by the time Interval between two
measurements. Variations on tlmescales shorter than 1 month cannot be
determined from existing observations, but can be Inferred since several
rapid variations were not resolved by monthly spaced observations.
Several Important conclusions concerning radio source evolution can
be drawn from the data presented in §2.
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TABLE 12
RAPID VARIATIONS AT X3 mm
Source
3C84
OJ287
1413+13
Epoch
6 Dec 79
29 Jan 80
19 Mar 81
16 Apr 81
Outburst Rises
1510-08 27 Nov 78
14 Jan 79
3C345 6 Nov 80
14 Jul 81
1749+09 27 Nov 78
4 Dec 78
1921-29 14 Jan 79
6 Dec 79
BL Lac 12 Mar 80
16 Jul 80
3C446
CTA102
16 Mar 79
19 Apr 79
•rise
( days
)
54
28
<48
250
326
<126
<34
3C454.3 19 Mar 81 198
2 Oct 81
rise
(Jy)
46.
67.
3.8
5.4
2.8
7.6
10.3
14.1
10.6
6.7
5.8
13.4
3.6
12.3
3.4
5.3
Outburst Decays
Epoch
^decav ^^^^^
(days; (jy)
17 Jan 81
18 Feb 81
5 Dec 81
11 Jan 82
21 Mar 81
4 May 81
14 Jan 79
18 Mar 79
14 Jul 81
2 Oct 81
or
5.8
10.5
6 Dec 79
17 Jan 81
16 Jul 80
12 Nov 80
2 Jan 80
16 Jul 80
14 Jan 79
15 Mar 79
14 Jan 79
8 Jul 79
2 Oct 81
5 Dec 81
<32
37
44
65
80
408
119
<196
<60
175
64
70.
52.
6.8
1.4
4.8
2.8
7.6
3.6
14.1
11.9
13.4
4.1
12.3
5.3
5.4
2.9
4.9
3.0
4.9
1.6
10.5
7.7
203
(1) Observations ™.st be conducted jnore f.e,„e„tly than monthly at
™llU„eter wavelengths 1„ order to delineate the outburst pro«les. The
actual tln^scale of activity at ^iu„eter
-avelensths Is unknown since
no long ter. systaltic programs have been conducted with sampling
«ore fre,uent than once per .onth. Outburst rises and decay, are ™re
rapid at ^lll^eter wavelengths than at centimeter wavelengths and have
tl«scales nearly as short as fluctuations at optical frequencies.
(2) Strong outbursts at Bllllmeter wavelengths may be undetectable
at centimeter wavelengths (e.g. 3C84). <h.e either to the Intrinsic
source spectrum or to opacity at longer wavelengths. In correlating
radio activity with optical variability. It is thus clearly desirable to
employ millimeter wavelength radio observations. However this Is not
possible at the present time (except for the few sources which have been
observed regularly for the last decade) due to the lack of adequate
coverage of a large sample of sources at millimeter wavelengths.
(3) The spectra during outbursts often exhibit a maximum at fre-
quencies around 30 GHz. Outbursts do not always possess maxima at
higher frequencies (e.g. 90 GHz) during any stage in an outburst. The
outbursts In many sources are thus transparent at 3 mm during the entire
outburst (including the rise). Outbursts have been observed which are
transparent at frequencies above 10 GHz throughout the entire outburst
(e.g. 0235+164, Balonek and Dent 1980). There are outbursts (though not
as common as generally believed) which are opaque at 3 mm during the
earl, stages of .He outburst (e.g. 3C84. l,n-2,. 3«46). Outburst pro-
files are not necessarily consistent within a given source.
(*) The spectral Index at ^lli^eter wavelengths often re:.alns
constant (typically
~ -0.3
.0.2) during the decay of the outburst. This
spectral Index Implies a y = l-2a . i s fwa
- 1.6 for a relatlvlstlc electron
distribution of the forn N(E) dE a E'V de. This distribution Is typi-
cal of most compact variable sources. The lack of change In this Index
during several stages In the outbursts (rise, maxima, and decay) reveals
the constancy of the particle acceleration mechanism.
(5) The evolution of outbursts do not follow the simple expanding
cloud model (van der Laan 1966). but require continuous Injection of
relatlvlstlc particles (Peterson and Dent 1973). m particular, the
outburst strength at low frequencies Is much greater than predicted by
the single ejection model.
More extensive multi-frequency observations of a significant sample
of sources must be conducted at millimeter wavelengths in order to
understand more thoroughly the nature of the emission mechanisms and
physical conditions in compact sources. The limited results obtained at
millimeter wavelengths reveal variations which cannot be adequately
understood from centimeter wavelength observations alone.
CHAPTER V
SINGLE EPOCH SPECTRA FOR 113 SOURCES
§1« The Single Epoch Snpr-h ra
In this Chapter, single epoch radio spectra at seven frequencies for
113 sources are presented. The sources Included In this study are
listed m Tables 1 and 2. The observations have been discussed In
Chapter II. The 2.7, 7.9, 15.5, 31.A. and 89.6 GHz measurements «ere
obtained as part of an ongoing program to monitor the spectral evolution
of compact extragalactlc sources. The measurements at 1.4 and 5.0 GHz
were obtained at two epochs, three months apart, with the Intent of
defining the lower frequency spectrum of this sample of sources. The
spectra presented In this chapter are the first compilation of near-
simultaneous multi-frequency observations of this sample of regularly
monitored variable sources. A complete statistical analysis of the
radio spectra is not undertaken here. Rather, the spectra of individual
sources are discussed in Chapter IV (rapid radio variations) and Chapter
VI (correlated radio-optical variability). In §2. the radio measure-
ments are combined with near-simultaneous optical measurements to sta-
tistically search for correlation between the radio and optical
emission.
The near simultaneous radio measurements are presented in Table 13,
and the corresponding spectra presented in figures 22(a-l).
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^isu«, 22 (a to X). one epoch „aio nu. <,e„,U.
.peee.a (a. 7
-e„,>
.o. X03 sou.es. XHe epocHs
.ensU.
_u.e.«s
are from Table 13.
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Sl^uUaneou,
„bs«vatloas o,
.He
.aaio and inf.a.ed-optical emissionm compact e«.a,alactic
.ou.ces t„aicatas ehat ehe spectral-nu.
dis..l.u«o. can
.e explained as
.elns due to s.ncHr„..„„ e„Uslo„
throughout the frequency Interval tk.i . The spectra usually show flat radio
spectra with steeper, power-law spectra at Infrared and optical wave-
lengths, several studies have been
.ade of the broadband radlo-
infrared-optlcal spectra (e.g. o'Dell et al 1,78) 1„ order to
investigate this proposed relationship between the radio and optical
emission mechanisms. The shan*. i-h^S ape of the spectra strongly indicate that
the radio spectra can be smoothly extrflnn^fl^o^c uuLiii rapolated to connect with the
infrared-optical spectra.
This result suggests that the optical and radio properties of a
source may be correlated. One specific property that has been investi-
gated (in lieu of nulti-frequency quasi-simultaneous spectra) is the
relationship between the flux density at radio and optical wavelengths.
Owen and Mufson (1977) observed (at 90 GHz) a sample of flat spectrum
radio sources which had originally been detected in a survey made at 5
GHz. Twenty two of the sources detected at 90 GHz were identified with
optical sources on the Palomar Sky Survey plates. A linear regression
analysis was performed finding a correlation coefficient r = 0.55. This
result correponds to a 99% confidence that the optical and radio
strengths were correlated. Surprisingly, the observed 3 millimeter flux
between the 5 GHz and ootlcal mo.opci i measurements, r =0.31 ir>Ai^^^ j ^
»
t u.ji, Indicated that the
measurements were uncorrelated.
A .ore accurate test o, co„eUted radio-optical emission requires
simultaneous
.eaaure^nts at these frequencies. The radio ^asure.e„ts
fro» Table 13 were used, along with the optical observation fro. Pica et
«1 (1980) or PollocU et al (1,7„ (see Chapter II) closest In tl.e to
the radio observations. Only sources which had flat spectra (. > -0.5)
«ere used In the correlation analysis. Sources Identified with galaxies
»ere not Included, since the optical magnitude would Include the
surrounding galaxy as well as the nucleus. Correlations were searched
for between the single epoch measurements, the average source flux den-
sity, and the ndnlm.m observed flux density for the 2.7 GHz:optlcal.
31.4 GHzjoptlcal. and 90 GHz:optlcal data sets.
No correlation was found between the single epoch radio and optical
flux densities. The single epoch 90 GHz: optical flux densities are
shown In figure 23. The calculated correlation coefficient for 24 sour-
ces was r .0.22 (confidence <0.80). A similar coefficient was found
between the 2.7 GHz and optical single epoch measurements (r - 0.23 for
25 sources, confidence <0.80).
In comparing this result to that of Owen and Mufson. It should be
mentioned that weak optical and radio sources were selected against In
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the study reported here (they would u ,n not be Included in a variability
study). Investigation of the resulfa «p nts of Owen and Mufaon indicate that
deleting the weak sources (both ootlcal «nH a. ^p i a d radio) would not destroy the
correlation. Their corrpl«n«„elation appears to be due to the stronger sour-
ces at both fre,ue„cle,. The sources Included In the study here were
not selected fro. an. complete statistical sample ol sources,
.hlcb
be the cause of the difference between the results of Owen and Mufson
and this study.
It should be noted that the observed flux densities, rather than the
intrinsic luminosities, have been used for the correlation search. A
more meaningful analysis would have been based upon the luminosities,
but the redshlfts were not known for several „, the ,uasars and BL
Lacertae objects In the list of Owen and Mufson. Regardless, the corre-
lation between radio and optical flux densities observed by Owen and
Mufson has not been confirmed, at the epoch chosen, for the sample of
sources Included In this dissertation.
The next approach to take In the study of correlated radio-optical
emission Is to search for correlations In the time variability of sour-
ces. This study is undertaken In the next chapter.
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Figure 23. Comparison of one epoch flux densities at radio (90
GHz) and optical wavelengths. Symbols: Quasar (o), BL Lac object (x).
and galaxy (*). Parentheses surrounding the point Indicate sources
which sho« a falling spectrum at millimeter wavelengths (a<-0.5). The
lines indicate radio (90 GHz) « optical spectral indices of
-1.0,
-0.75.
and -0,5.
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CHAPTER VI
SEARCH FOR CORRELATED VARIABILITY AT RADIO AM, OPTICAL WAVELENGTHS
§1. Introduction
Variability of the radio and optical emission In compact extraga-
lactlc sources has been well documented. However, the relationship bet-
ween variations at optical and radio wavelengths has been studied for
only a small number of sources. Convincing evidence for correlated
activity has been presented for a few objects, but no general rela-
tionships between radio and optical variability have been found.
The only extensive study of long-term variability in a large sample
of sources was by Pomphrey et al (1976). Observations of 22 active
sources, covering a decade of time, were investigated for correlated
radio and optical events. Radio observations at 1.8 cm (Dent et al
1974) and 2.8 cm (Medd et al 1972) were compared with optical obser-
vations (predominantly from the Rosemary Hill Observatory of the
University of Florida). Except for the BL Lacertae type quasi-stellar
object OJ287. no significant correlations were found between the radio
and optical variations. The correlation in OJ287 was not between indi-
vidual outbursts but rather was due to similar radio and optical out-
burst envelopes during the time Interval 1970-1974. Usher (1979)
subsequently presented evidence for several synchronous individual
radio-optical outbursts in OJ287 during this period.
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Other studies have dealt m<m,with slngU objects, usually Investigating
Short ten. variations over tl.e spans of a few weeeks to at ,i-c K most a few
.ears. Several programs o, coordinated observations of the BL Uc
Objects and BL Lacertae
.ere conducted In the earl, l„Os during
lengths (Epstein et al 1,72; Hackney et al 1972; Kln«.n et al 1,74.
Andrew et al 1,74). The results of these studies were Inconclusive!
With no clear correlations found.
correlated variations have recently been reported for three
objects: two outbursts In the BL Uc object 0235+164 (Balonek and Dent
1980 and references therein), a single tl.e-delayed outburst In the
quasar 0420-01 (Dent et al lQ7Q^ ^c i iy/9), and two events in the quasar 1921-29
(Dent and Balonek 1980; Gil.ore 1980). m the case of 0235+164. the
radio and optical outbursts peaked sinniltaneously
. A detailed
discussion of the results of these previous studies will be. presented
within the discussion of individual sources in §4.
Except for the outbursts in 0235+164 (Rieke et al 1976; Pica et al
1980) and a single outburst in 1308+326 (Puschell et al 1979) the
optical-infrared continuum spectral evolution has not been observed
during the periods of correlated rapid radio-optical activity. Thus the
evolution of the radio-optical spectral flux distribution for the out-
bursts is not known. Observations of the broadband spectral evolution
could provide unambiguous evidence for correlated activity.
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Although the number of objects exh^h^^^«„c ibiting correlated radio-optical
activity U too s^ll to determine
.ha.acterUtlcs co„.o„
.o thl.
sa^le. there are several radio and optical variability characteristics
which are conunon to many sources Th^o uy . These characteristics reflect the
physical processes occurring in variahi^ oi-"K x ble sources and should be con-
sidered when searching for correlated activity.
(1) The typical timescale of variation at optical wavelengths is
shorter than at centimeter radio wavelengths. Significant optical
variations can occur within days, whereas centimeter variations occur on
timescales of months to years. Observations at millimeter wavelengths
(Chapter IV; Epstein et al 1980) indicate that variations are more rapid
at the shorter radio wavelengths, although it has not been conclusively
shown that they are as rapid as the optical fluctuations. The search
for correlated activity should be sensitive to this difference in
timescale. and not be a priori biased against differing timescales. For
example. 0235+164 shows optical "spikes" which are of much shorter dura-
tion than the radio events but also has underlying low level optical
activity that has comparable timescales to the radio (Balonek and Dent
1980).
(2) The outburst amplitudes vary between outbursts and exhibit fre-
quency dependence. This is clear from a casual inspection of the radio
variations. Frequency dependent amplitude has not been as widely
demonstrated for optical/infrared bursts due to the paucity of extensive
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broadband coverage dunng
.he sho« events. However, infrared-opeUal
spectral steepening has heen observed during outburst deca.s In a
Objects (O'Dell et al. 1,77; o'Dell et al 1,78; Puschell et al 1,7,)
There Is no compelling reason to expect outbursts to exhibit consistent
radio/optical flux density ratios pk^o^ iy . Physical conditions within the
source and particle energy or soatial h<o«.,.-ik .4p distributions may be different for
each outburst.
(3) The frequency dependent time-delay of the onset or peak of
radio outbursts may vary between outbursts due to changing opacity or
particle spatial distribution. Optical-radio correlation studies have
typically employed centimeter observations, where opacity effects can
result m time delays as large as months or years. Knowledge of the
radio spectral evolution is necessary to deduce this delay. As
discussed in Chapters IV and V, outbursts are usually initially opaque
at frequencies below 15 GHz. Additionally, decay times are longer at
the longer wavelengths, resulting in the superposition of outbursts.
Thus correlations using longer wavelength radio observations would be
more difficult to establish. Low correlation coefficients from numeri-
cal correlation analyses would result from different time delays in
sequential outbursts.
(4) Since the physical conditions which may produce both radio and
optical activity are unknown, one cannot exclude a priori those
variations which seem unusual (e.g. radio variations preceding the opti-
cal activity). For example, it is widely accepted (Kellermann and
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PauX.n.-Toth 1,31) .Ha. .He ..o pe.lca. of au.ns.ea H. Balone.
and Den. (1,80) in 0235.164 e.MM. eorrela.ed op.lcal-.adXo ac.lvUy
even .hough
.he sharp op.ical "spl.es" appear to follow
.he co.„e„ce„e„.
of the radio outbursts.
(5) Long .l^scale (^ny year) correlated ac.lvl.y has no. been
ade,ua.ely s.udled. Due .o .he shor. span of .l„e during which ho.h
radio and optical observation, have been conducted, studies have
necessarily been United to short-ter. activity. The observations
reported here cover a decade In .w, permitting Inves.lga.lon of long
timescale correlations.
Previous studies of optical-radio activity in extragalactic sources
have been limited by the lack of well-sampled, long-term radio and opti-
cal observations. The data sets described in Chapter II provide exten-
sive frequency and temporal coverage of a large sample of sources,
permitting a broader investigation of variability than previously
possible. A complete review of the optical and radio observations for
all the sources is beyond the scope of this dissertation. A thorough
review of the optical and infrared variations of optically violent
variables (OWs) is presented in Pollock (1982).
The procedures employed in searching for correlated radio-optical
activity are described in §2. Results for the entire sample of sources
are discussed in §3, with individual sources detailed in §4. Plots of
the time variability in the 45 sources included in this study appear in
Append. A.
^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^
sou.ce, appear 1„ Appendix B. A su^.,
.He results fro. the corre-
lation search appears in §5.
§2. Correlation analysis procpHnr^c
In this chapter, 45 extragalactlc sources (Table I m Chapter II)
are Investigated for correlated radio-optical activity. The variations
at 15.5 GHz are compared with the University of Florida optical
variations. The optical ^gnltudes have been converted to flux den-
sities (see Chapter II). The 15.5 GHz radio data Is used since this Is
the highest frequency for which well-sa.pled (~™,nthly) observations
have been obtained. The lack of extensive coverage at higher frequen-
cies, where variations are faster, precludes their being used for corre-
lation searches In most sources. At frequencies below 15.5 GHz. the
coverage is comparable, but opacity amd source evolution effects domi-
nate the variations. For those sources in which correlated radio-
optical activity is suspected. the radio observations at other
frequencies are used to define the spectral evolution of the outbursts.
Plots of the 15.5 GHz and optical variations for all 45 sources in
common to the University of Massachusetts and the University of Florida
monitoring programs are presented in Appendix A. Some sources have
limited coverage either at radio or optical frequencies, but are
included for completeness.
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The seep
,„ .He sea.ch co^eUted ac«vU.
.as a ea„,„l
vuual inspection of ehe 15.5 GH.-op„.al
™na.lons. K.pHasls
.as
Placed on lon^-.e™ t.enda (••snvelopas" o, variations) as .eU as
.adlo
counte.pa.ts to the sharp optical features. This procedure la sensitive
to certain variation features that would be ^ssed In a numerical cross-
correlation (e.g. varying tl.escales. variable flu. ratios), but can
«l8o be strongly Influenced by Investigator biases.
in order to obtain a quantitative assure of possible correlations,
numerical cross-correlations were performed. since cross-correlation
between two sets of unevenly spaced data Is numerically difficult. It Is
desirable to generate evenly spaced Interpolated values for at least one
of the data arrays. Optical variations are so rapid and Irregular that
realistic Interpolations cannot be «ade. The radio variations are not
ae rapid and the spacing between observations more uniform, so inter-
polated values can reliably be determined for all but the most rapid
variables. Dally interpolated radio values were calculated by fitting a
fourth order least-squares polynomial to the observations (Bevington.
1969; pp UO-142). To save computation time, the polynomials were fit
at intervals of 1/6 the average time interval between observations
(generally 5 to 10 days since observations were conducted monthly to
bimonthly). The fit used the 7 observations nearest the interpolated
date, weighting each measurement by the product of the reciprocal of the
observed error and a gausslan (smoothing) weighting factor
G = e-0.5(At/1.5iT)2
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where At is the time between the •.interpolated date and the date of
observation, and AT 1q «is the average tl„e Interval bet«eea the seven
observations.
The fit to the source 1921-29 is shown in figure 24. The discrete
Jumps in the fit occur at the dates when the interpolation time interval
is Changed. The Interpolation routine had some difficulty fitting
Single extre^m data points (about 10 instances in the entire sample).
For times near the extre^m measurements, the fit followed the trend in
the variation ^t with a smaller amplitude than suggested by the single
data point. Visual inspection of these poorer fits indicates that their
effect on the numerical cross-correlation (§3) will be minor. The fit
was unsatisfactory for long time intervals which contained only a few
scattered measurements. If a good fit was not obtained, the time inter-
val was deleted from the correlation analysis.
The linear-correlation coefficient (Bevington. 1969; pp 119-127)
was calculated for a range of time shifts between the interpolated radio
and the discrete optical arrays. The errors in the optical flux density
are not considered in the calculation. The errors associated with the
radio measurements are reflected in the polynomial fit. The linear
cross-correlation coefficient, r (reflecting the probability that a
linear correlation will be observed in a random sample of observations
from uncorrected populations), is given by (Bevington, equation 7-5)
N IxiYiCAt) - Ixi5;y^(At)
' '
(Nlxi2 - (^Xi)2)l/2 (Nlyi2(At) - (^y^(At) )2] 1/2
^^'"'^
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Figure 24. Polynomial Interpolating fit to the 15.5 GHz radio
observations of the quasar 1921-29. A fourth order polynondal was fit
to the seven measurements closest In time to the date of Interpolation.
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where x la the interpolated radio array y(At^ i« ^v,t , ) s the array of optical
both
.adlo an. opUcal (.Uh deU,, values e.Ut. Oates «Hlch
either no
.adlo o. optical aata exist a.e Ignored, an. a.e not con-
sidered in the su^^tlons. A value o, .-n corresponds to a perfect
correlation, and a value of 0 to no correlation. The confidence level
for the correlation Is determined fro. the linear correlation coef-
ficient, r. and the number of points used In the correlation. N. As
discussed by Usher (1979). the measurements are not randomly distributed
since each observation Is related (by physical processes) to the pre-
vious and following values. The confidence quoted for the linear corre-
lation coefficient Is thus only a relative measure of the correlation.
All source, which had more than 10 measurements at both optical and
radio wavelengths were searched for correlations using the entire data
set at both frequencies. Correlations were calculated at 15 day Inter-
vals tor time delays from -900 days (optical events preceding radio) to
+900 days. Fifteen days was chosen as the time Increment since this is
-1/2 the typical Interval between observations at 15.5 GHz (more fre-
quent spacing would oversample the data, while less frequent would be
Insensitive to variation tlmescales comparable to the observation
Intervals).
Several sources were analyzed using a subset of the total data sets
at either wavelength. These sources were selected based either on the
results of the correlation with the entire data set or from the visual
Inspection of the variability curves.
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§3. Cross-CorrPl atlon Resulfs
Visual classification of the variaT^^n^^ — ^^^^ablllty characteristics. The first
step m the correlation search «as to vlsuall. Inspect the radio and
optical variability records of Appendix A. Five variability charac-
teristics were searched for: (1) short ter. activity (tl.escale less
than
~3 to 5 years); (2) rapid short ter. activity (tl.escale <l/2
year); (3) "splke-llke" behavior (tl.escale of .onths or less, with the
variation greater than two a above adjacent longer tl.escale
measurements; (4) long tl.escale (>5 years) single, smooth outbursts;
and (5) "envelopes" of emission (n^ltlple. possibly overlapping, events
superposed upon systemmatlc changes occurring over a several year span).
The assignment of a particular characteristic to a source Is a sub-
jective process. These classes of variability are not well-defined,
sources exhibit several of these characteristics, and gaps exist In the
observational data (particularly the optical) which prevent the complete
specification of outbursts. It was not always possible to distinguish
between long timescale and envelope activity. The assignment was based
upon the degree of fluctuations about the more gradual changes. It was
difficult in some cases to distinguish between spike-like activity and
rapid outbursts. The spike-like activity was not as clearly determined
for some sources (e.g. 3C120, 1510-08) as it was in other more extreme
examples (e.g. 1730-13).
The results of the visual search are given in Table 14. A source
was judged as either exhibiting the characteristic (Y = Yes), possibly
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TABLE 14
OPTICAL AND RADIO (15.5 GH. ) VARIABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
Source ID^ E^^^2 g^^^S
^ ^
0007+10
0048-09
0133+47
3C66A
0229+13
0235+16
0306+10
0333+32
CTA26
0420-01
3C120
0440-00
0735+17
0736+01
0J287
0906+01
0953+25
1101+38
1116+128
1127-14
1156+295
1219+28
3C273
3C279
1510-08
1514-24
1638+39
3C345
1652+39
G
B
Q
B
Q
B
B
Q
Q
Q
G
Q
B
Q
B
Q
Q
B
Q
Q
Q
B
Q
Q
Q
B
Q
Q
B
3.9
7.5
3.4
3.2
2.0
88.0
8.8
2.0
3.1
23.5
4.7
10.1
21.5
3.4
41.1
5.2
2.6
2.5
3.7
1.3
5.8
6.6
3.6
2.2
2.5
7.8
1.5
2.9
2.8
4.9
9.4
4.1
2.3
3.1
6.0
1.4
3.1
2.5
1.9
2.5
30.7
6.9 5.5
3.7
10.0
15.4
6.0
2.3
5.0
2.6
6.9
2.9
1.7
Variability Classification^
^ <^ e f g h 1
Y Y N N Y Y Y Y N N
Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y YN N Y Y P Y NN N N N Y N Y N Nil N
N - N P N N N N N NLI
N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
N N Y P Y Y
N N N y V N P N N N
N N N N Y Y Y Y p N
N P N N Y Y Y Y Y NLI
Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y p
N Y N N Y Y Y N Y N
N N M Ma I Y Y Y Y N
Y P N N Y Y Y Y P P
Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
N — N - Y P Y — Y
P Y N N Y Y Y P N N
N N N Y Y Y N N N
P N P Y Y N P N N N
P Y N N N N N N N N
Y Y Y
P P N N Y Y Y Y Y P
N Y N P Y Y Y N N N
N N Y Y Y P N N N
N P N N Y Y Y N Y N
N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
N Y N N Y Y Y N Y N
P Y N N Y Y Y N Y N
N P N Y Y Y Y N N N
Y N N N N
3 3
10 10
1 10
7 7
11 4
10 10
11 11
11 11
9 15
11 11
10 12
10 10
11 10
10 1
11 10
3 4
10
7
1
9
7
5
5
3
12
0
10
16
16
5
12 11
9 9
11 11
10 15
TABLE 14 (continued)
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1730-13 Q 15.9 2.
1
1749+70 B 2.0 2.2
1749+09 B 14.3 2.1
3r37l G 4. 7 2.3
3C390.3 G 3.9 2.0
1921-29 Q 11.9 4.8
2131-021 B 3.2 2.7
2134+00 Q 1.7 2.0
2145+06 Q 2.2 2.0
BL Lac B 13.0 10.8
2216-03 Q 1.9 2.1
3C446 Q 22.1 2.0
CTA102 Q 2.8 2.9
3C454.3 Q 3.8 4.9
2345-16 Q 10.3 3.6
pIT Jr N N Y Y Y
P Y N
-
-
-
_ Y Y Y
P P N N Y Y Y
Y N IN XTN Y P P
P M—
P
XT Y Y Y Y
N N XTa Y Y P
N Y IN Vz N N N
N N Y Y N N N
N Y N N Y Y Y
N N N Y P N N
P N N N Y Y Y
N P N N Y Y Y
N P N Y Y Y Y
N Y N P Y Y Y
p
N
N
P
N
N
Y
P
Y
Y N
N N
Y
N
P
Y
N
N
N
Y N
N N
N N
N N
Y Y
N N
N
Y
N
N
~4 13
2 3
2 1
12 13
8 11
5 10
4 6
8 12
12 12
10 12
12 11
9 13
8 11
9 11
12 11
Notes to Table 14
o'^GaW?""" *'^="> «^ object,
^opt f ^max/^min optical data,
^rad = ^max/^min ^^'^ radio data.
(4) Characteristics of variability:
f^V^^'J^' Possibly, -= not sufficient data to determine,
b Lonf J"" T'".' outbursts (e.g. envelope) at opt cal^
c Lnnf ^
^^^^^^^^^^^ outbursts (e.g. envelope at radio?( ) o g term single outbursts at optical?
(d) Long term single outbursts at radio?
(e) Short term (<3 to 5 years) activity at optical?(f) Short term (<4 to 5 years) activity at radio?
(g) Rapid short term activity at optical?
(h) Rapid short term activity at radio?
(i) Spike-like activity at optical?
(j) Spike-like activity at radio?
(k) Number of years observed at optical wavelengths.
(1) Number of year observed at radio wavelengths.
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exhibiting (P). not exhibiting (N) or in.nff.g K'^). su lcent data to determine
(-). Also given in the table is the fractinn.icn o al range in observed flux
density, E
.
S^^/S^„. and the number of years that the source has been
observed.
The ratio of the extren^m flux densities. E. at optical and radio
wavelengths does not show a correlation (Pigure 25). There is also no
strong distinction between the distribution of E,p,:E,,, for BL Uc
objects and quasars. The BL Uc objects do show the more extreme
E,p, values, and a greater fraction of them have E,p^>10. but the dif-
ference is not pronounced. Of the sources which have been observed for
more than three years, seven of the twenty three quasars, six of the
twelve BL Lac objects, and none of four galaxies has E^^^>10. All thir-
teen high E sources show optical spike-like behavior (Table 14). Of the
twenty six sources with E^p^aO, none lies beyond the range
^/2<(Eopt/E^3^)<2. The large optical range is clearly associated with
the rapid "spike" phenomena.
The small value of E at radio wavelengths may be due in part to the
presence of a strong component (either constant or slowly variable)
underlying the more rapid radio variations. This component could be the
result of overlapping, long timescale decays from several outbursts or
from a constant decimetric component. In Chapter IV, it was shown that
outburst decays are rapid at millimeter wavelengths, so it may be
expected that fractional variability would be larger at shorter wave-
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Figure 25. Observed range of radio and optical flux densities,
given as the ratio E = S^x/S^n* Quasars are indicated by the symbol
(o), BL Lac objects by (x). and galaxies by (*). Sources which exhibit
spike-like optical flares are boxed. The lines indicate values of
Eopt/^rad ' V2, 1, 2, 5. and 10. Note that all sources not exhibiting
spike-like acivity fall in the range ^/Z< (Eopt/^rad) ^ 2.
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OPTICflL-RRDIO RANGES
1-0 10.0
S(Mf!X3/S(f1iN) RfiO
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lengths. To test this hypothesis, an E value was calculated for sources
at 90 GH. (fro„ Chapter II). Although the data Is „ore United in tl.e
than the optical and 15.5 GHz records, several examples of large frac-
tional variation (>10) were found. Specifically: 0007+10 (64.3).
0048-09 (19.7). 0J287 (10.7). 1510-08 (10.9). and BL Uc (11.9). Thl
error in the E values Increases for sources with high E since these
sources have low S„i„, with S„j„ of comparable strength to the measure-
ment error.
It is not clear that the fractional variability is an important
factor for discussing the physical processes in radio outbursts.
However, it is relevant to the correlation search, since the sources
exhibiting high fractional variability are the spike-like sources.
These spikes are much shorter in duration than the radio events. A high
numerical correlation coefficient cannot be expected in these sources
due to the differing optical spike and radio outburst timescales and
amplitudes. However, the linear correlation coefficient, r, for the
spike-like sources is useful for determining the offset of the radio and
optical maxima (the correlation is basically that of a delta function at
optical wavelengths with the radio variations).
Sources which do not exhibit the spike-like phenomena have com-
parable fractional optical and radio flux density ranges. In these
sources, which also show longer timescale variations, the numerical
correlation procedure is more approporiate to searching for correlated
activity.
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visual search ^ eves^
^^^^^
the
.pi,e-U.e activity appears to be a distinct phase o, activity f„„
the longer ter. variations, the correlation of these events with radio
variations was separately studied. The variability records were
visually searched by overlaying the optical record upon the radio
record. Several optical events could be classified as either "spikes"
or rapid outbursts. The radio activity at the tlae of the optical spi-
kes are tabulated In Table 15. Those optical events which are not
distinctively
"spikes" (and ™ay be rapid outbursts) are noted In
parentheses. The higher radio frequency variations were also Inspected
for variations. If the Identification of the activity at these frequen-
cies differs from that at 15.5 GHz. It Is noted. In radio events which
show a time delay, the higher frequency activity will correspond more
closely with the optical activity.
The results of this search are striking: there Is a large fraction
of radio peaks that occur simultaneous with the optical spikes. Of the
74 optical spikes with corresponding radio data, 51% occurred at radio
peaks (p or b), with another 16% occurring just prior to or after the
peak or within extended (year or longer) maxima. Only U% occur at
times not clearly associated with radio outbursts, with 11% occurring at
the onset of outbursts.
To test whether the observed correlation of optical spikes with
o peaks was due to chance, the radio plots were reversed In time.
Number
source optical Radio Activity During Optical Spikes^
0048-09
0235+16
0306+10
CTA26
0420-01
3C120
0440-00
0735+17
0736+01
OJ287
0906+01
1156+295
1219+28
3 (4)
2
1
3
2 (3)
3 (8)
3
1 (6)
0 (3)
3 (6)
2
1
3 (4)
1308+326 4 (5)
1510-08
1972.9 p; 1974.9 p+,i; (1976.O b); 1980.9 b
1975.9 p; 1979.1 p
1975.9 n
89.'6-p Ir^l-]' ^980.9 p- (31.4 p-
1975.2 m (31.4 b); 1978.0 o (31.4 o); 1979.8 p+
1^975^/^'
^IV.'o'
°)'(1975.1p- (31.4 p));
1980.1 J'"'
' °' ^^^^'^ 1978. 7 p;
1975.9 b; 1976.9 b-; 1978.0 1 or c
nlll'l ^i'.^^^"^-^ ^ (31.4 p); (1975.0 p);(1976.0-76.2 1); 1978.1-78.3 p to p+-
1980.8 b (31.4 b)
H ,
(1975. 1 b (31.4 m)); (1976.2 b); (1978.9 p)
1972.0 p; 1973.0 p; (1974.4 b); (1978.0 b+)-
1978.8 p; (1981.2 l,o (31.4 p-))
1971.1-71.3 n; 1974.3 n
1981.2-81.6 n
(I979V' ^r^*^ ^
^^^'^
^^^^'^ "'^ ^^^'^ °^
(1977.2 b); 1978.2 r; 1978.4 p-; 1979.1 m,o;
1980.5 m or 1 (31.4 c or p); 1981.3 n (31.4 c)
1972.4 1 or p (31.4 p); 1975.4 r (31.4 p)
TABLE 15 (continued)
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1514-24
1638+39
1730-13
1749+09
3C371
1921-29
BL Lac
3C446
3C454.3
2345-16
1
3 (5)
1
1
3
1 (2)
4 (7)
A (5)
1 (2)
1
1977.3 p+,c
(1972.8 p or p+
1977. 7 b (31.4 p+ or d; 89.6 m,o)
1979.8 n
1975.4 d (31.4b); 1977.6 b+ or d.i; 1978.6c,. or c.i
]lVo'l ^~ ^^^'^ P °^ ^' ^^-6 P b);1979.5 o,p- (31.4 P-; 89.6 p-);
1^973*1 ^//^^^"^ <^972.3 1 (31.4 b));
97«*^ ^ ^ ^^^^'^ (1976.4 p);
^'
1978.6 p or 1; (1979.5 m)
1974.7 i (31.4 p); (1976.0 p+);1977.8 l,m or o (31.4 o; 89.6 o):
1978.7-78.9 p+ (31.4 1; 89.6 p);1980.0-80.4 p- or p (31.4 p; 89.6 p)
(1971.6 p- (31.4 i)); 1979.8 o (31.4 o; 89.6 o)
1970.0 n
Notes to Table 15
id:nufiiat?:i:^ ^^^^-^^^ ^^^^^-^^^^ --^^^
(2) Radio activity at 15.5 GHz during the time of outburst (activity atother frequencies (in GHz) given in parenthesis).
^^^"^^^
Symbols:
b = small outburst
c = constant or no change
d = during decline of outburst
1 = inflection in rise or decline of outburst
m = minimum
n = no data
o = onset of outburst
p = outburst peak
= prior to outburst peak or beginning of extended outburst
= after outburst peak or at end of extended outburst
= during rise of outburst
P-
P+
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overlayed on the optical nlot ^r.A«^ i.j.»_<ix px , and analv7(>rl Kw t-u^iiaxyzed by the same procedure.
Co^a.,.o„ 1„«.3.« a Hl^Her pe.ceatag.
,,,, ^3,, ^^^^^^
28.) Of Identifications at peaKs of outbursts or s^U
.vents (-blips").
The conclusion to be drawn fro. this visual correlation is that a
significant fraction (>l/4)of ontlcal ".nii, ••; r p i spikes are associated »ith
.axlma or outbursts at radio wavelengths. There Is no obvious rela-
tionship with the onset of radio outbursts, or with the time ^st prior
to or following the radio maxima. There Is no evidence that radio out-
bursts are generally time delayed reponses to splices or rapid optical
bursts. A significant fraction of the observed rapid optical events
show no obvious corresponding centimeter radio activity.
Visual search for correlated long timescale activity. Several sources
exhibit similar long term variations. This activity can be classified
into two general categories - long-term, several year declines or rises
in flux density upon which are superposed shorter timescale activity;
and periods of Intense activity ("envelopes" separated by periods of
only minor activity. Unless there are several repetitions of these two
types of activity within a source, chance correlation between the simi-
lar radio and optical profiles cannot be discounted.
Sources exhibiting long-term declines at both 15.5 GHz and optical
wavelength Include: 0007+10, 0048-09, 3C120. and 0953+25. Sources exhi-
biting of activity Include 0420-01, 0J287. 1638+39. and 3C454.3. To
establish a correlation between these radio and optical trends requires
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a thorough anal.si. o, the spectral evolution. Sources are discussed ou
an individual basis in §4.
Numerical correlation. The linear correlation coefficient, r (equation
VI-3). was calculated for each source at time delays between
-900 and
+900 days using the entire optical and radio data sets. For sources
«hlch show visual correlation during soae portion only of the entire
data set, the linear correlation coefficient was calculated for this
llMted time Interval. Plots of the results for some sources appear In
Appendlfli B.
The source name, maximum linear correlation coefficient (r),
corresponding time shift, half-width of the peak, and number of optical-
radio data points which were used in the calculation of r are given in
Table 16. Also included are the linear correlation coefficient for zero
time delay (and the number of data values), and comments on the correla-
tion. If the correlation coefficient showed no significant maximum, an
"NC" appears in place of the correlation coefficient value. The results
for individual sources are discussed in §4.
§4. Radio - Optical Variations in Individual Sources
In this section, the radio and optical variations in 45 sources are
discussed, with the intent of identifying correlated activity. Plots of
the radio (15.5 GHz) and optical (B or pg) measeurements are presented
in Appendix A. The results of the numerical linear correlation analysis
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TABLE 16
LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
Source
(days) (days)
r (At=0)^ Comments^
0007+10
0048-09
3C66A
0229+13
0235+16
0333+32
CTA26
0420-01
3C120
0440-00
0735+17
0736+01
0J287
0953+25
1101+38
-0.4
0.72*
0.91*
0. 58*
NC
NC
0.45*
0.80*
0.51*
0.34*
NC
0.52
0.61*
or 0.75*
0.73*
0.77*
0.77*
0.62*
0.35
0.18
0.71*
0.64*
NC
0.81*
0.40*
0.61*
NC
NC
1116+128 NC
1219+28 NC
or 0.66
3C273 NC
3C279 NC
1308+326 0.40
IT f\
-50 380 23 0.32
-30 57 0.71
+30 90 16
-15 70 28
-0.34
0 65 81 0.45
0 25 14
0 ~35 27
i J ~30 32
-0.19
—300 440 46 0.08
-260 ~365 97 0.40
-720
-365 89
-645 215 37
-75 240 108 0.76
-145 150 35
-130 145 28
0 455 57 0.35
+45 60 170 0.11
+15 75 55
-5 50 39
-0.33
0 -255 162 0.81
0 30 25
-35
-160 103
+405 -210 89
-45 210 53
0.38 ( 54)
0.15 ( 90)
-0.29 ( 64)
0.17 ( 32)
0.40 ( 58)
cagekl
gbc
a
be
k
b
a
a
b
bl
bde
be
dbfg
b(d)
bd
gf c
ie
a
b
bdg
b
b
gcf
k
k
k
beg
opt. pre 1974.5
opt. pre 1977.0
opt. 1978.5-79.5
opt. post 1979.5
opt. post 1977.5
both pre 1974.3
both 1974.3-77.3
opt.
opt.
1976.5-78.5
post 1978.5
opt. 1971.5-72.5
both post 1974.5
TABLE 16 (continued)
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1510-08 0.36*
1514-24 NC
1638+39 0.50*
3C345 NC
or 0.60
0. 34
1730-13 NC
or 0.65
yu 75 46
+30 180 128
-720 200 148
+45 90 85
-15
-95 28
1749+70 NC
3C371 NC
3C390.3 0.65 +60 120 56
1921-29 0.79*
-250 210 34
0.87*
-190 220 23
2131-021 0.86* 0 255 7
2134+00 NC
2145-K)6 NC
BL Lac NC
0.76* +30 55 24
2216-03 NC
3C446 0. 60 —560
-340 68
0.74 —520 260 36
CTA102 NC
or 0.58
-345
-130 26
3C454.3 0.66*
-310 230 59
•t 0.65*
-285 165 32
fi 0.72*
-180 225 32
2345-16 NC
or 0.46 -15 175 120
0.19 ( 46) jea
0.25 ( 85)
0.49 (128) db
-0.09 (168)
a
0.63 ( 28)
'^'^-O
j
k
0.10 (104)
0.58 ( 56) d
0.11 ( 42) bd
d opt. post 1978.0
0.86 ( 7) ka
0.06 ( 24)
0.13 ( 60)
-0.12 (224) ib
^ ^„ ,
a opt. post 1980.1
-0.09 ( 12)
0.05 ( 83) gejd
ejdg opt. post 1977.0
0.15 (30)
a
0.12 (164) b
be opt. pre 1977.0
^ ,
ga opt. post 1977.0
0.46 (121)
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Notes to Table 16
correlation.
"^^^tlon. An asterisk Indicates likely
^
II] "11^ fop" ^ra.1^Ltr"/""^""" ------ri^^ T4 "t'«-i»_«ix r aio data used to ca3rn^a^Q
II]^^^^Z^:^-- o. data points).
a
= correlation of 1 peak at each wavelength.b
- correlation of several peaks at each wlv;iengthc
-
steady trend in both data sets correlatesd = envelope of emission correlates.
f : ef'^ct'oMoM' 1 'r'' '^'^ <^-'-
I - lllrll / ^^''^^''^ uiaximum or minimum in trends
j = spike in optical.
k = limited by small number of measurements.
J- = At is center of plateau.
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(table 16) are presented In graphical for. 1„ Appendix B (only those
sources which are discussed In detail below are Included). m the
discussion below, and In Appendices A and B. the sources are presented
In order of right ascension.
Unless otherwise Indicated, the optical measurements discussed below
are from Pollock et al (1979). Pica et al (1980). Pica (1981). and
Pollock (1981). Further discussions of the optical variations can be
found in the first two references. For brevity, reference to the work
of Pomphrey et al (1976) Is referred to as "Pomphrey. Unless spe-
cified, the term "radio variations" (or similar phrases) refers to the
15.5 GHz data from Appendix A.
In discussion of the of the numerical linear correlation analysis,
the entire radio and optical data shown In Appendix A Is used. For
those correlations using a subset of the data, the frequency (optical or
radio) and time Interval of the data used Is specified.
The descriptions of the variability are Intended to describe the
events relevant to the correlation search, and are not Intended to be
complete discussions of the source variability. It Is worthwhile to
note that, typically. 1/2 year gaps exist In the optical coverage due to
source proximity to the sun, during which time no Information Is
available on the optical activity. Since the source will probably be as
active during these Intervals as during the Interval containing obser-
vations, many events will be unobserved. This periodic lack of Infor-
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mation on source variability can aff^rh ^>,o „ ^ ,J.ty ttect the numerical correlation during
active periods.
OOOTilO^ The 15.5 GHz and optical records show general declines during
the 2 years after a small outburst
-1979.0. The optical rise occurs V2
year before the 15.5 GHz rise, but nearly simultaneous with a rise at 90
GHz. The positive value of r (-0.3) for ±1 year of time delays reflects
the general decline at both wavelengths (figure B.l). A local maximum
in r at At-150 days agrees with the observed difference between the
events at the two wavelengths. Other maxima occur at delays
corresponding to the single major optical event aligning with other
radio events. The correlation analysis suffers from a small number of
measurements.
The time delays observed in the evolution of the millimeter excess
spectrum (Schopper et al 1978; Chapter V) are consistent with the -1979
radio and optical events being related. Huchra, Geller, and Morton
(1980) report an x-ray flare in late 1978, attributed to Inverse Compton
scattering of the radio photons. This outburst thus appears over a wide
frequency range (radio/optical/x-ray). The short tlmescale, large frac-
tional amplitude variations at radio and optical wavelengths makes
0007+10 an ideal source for continued study.
0048-09. The optical and radio records show long term (10 year) decays,
with rapid outbursts and optical spikes superposed. The entire data
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sets Show a high linear correlation coefficient for all delays as a
result Of the long ter. decline (figure B.2a). The pea. at
.ero delay
indicates short ti.escale correlated activity which is also clearly seen
by visual inspection of the variations. The pre 1974.5 optical
variations show a strong correlation with the radio (figure B.2b;
r=0.91. At=^30 days. N=16). This correlation is a one event correlatiol
-
the rapid 1972 radio and optical spike-like outbursts. The optical
data prior to 1976.5 also shows a strong zero delay correlation (r=0.58.
N=27. At-20 days) over several events. However, the optical data since
1976.5 shows no correlation with the radio data. Although short inter-
vals of data visually appear correlated (e.g. 1978 declines), the corre-
lation is not maintained over an entire outburst. The large gaps in
optical coverage hinder considerably the analysis of the rapid optical
variations, and influence the interpretation of correlated activity.
Three characteristics of variablility are shown in the optical -
radio data: the long timescale decline in the minimum ("envelope")
emission is concomitant at radio and optical wavelengths; individual,
very rapid spike-like variations show strong correlation with no time
delay; and the yearly timescale variations do not exhibit clear correla-
tions.
0133+47. The limited optical data reveals rapid variations. It is of
interest that the strongest optical measurement (out of 7) corresponds
to the time of radio peak, and the variations in late 1980 occur near
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the of another radio outburst. The single low point m 1975
occurs during the decay of an outburst.
3C66A^ No significant radio variations are seen (the measurements are
consistent with a constant flux density). The only notable optical
variation Is a small, short tlmescale event
-1980.0. Barblerl et al
(1982) observed short tlmescale activity In 1972 thru 1981. No
corresponding radio activity exists. The numerical correlation reveals
no correlated activity.
c
O^ly niinor optical fluctuations have been seen over an 11 year
period, with no short or long term activity. The radio flux density
rose by a factor of two over a five year interval (but no radio data
exists to define this rise). No similar rise is seen at optical wave-
lengths.
0235+16. The two large optical and correlated radio outbursts in 1975
and 1979 are discussed by Balonek and Dent (1980; and references
therein). The two optical spikes occur simultaneous with the radio
peaks. The linear correlation was calculated for the entire optical and
radio data sets (figure B.3a). The maximum r occurs at zero time delay.
Other maxima occur when either of the optical spikes are delayed to
times of other radio outbursts. The value of maximum r is low since the
optical events are considerably narrower than the radio outburst, effec-
tively lessening the linear correlation.
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The optical data «as then broken Into three segments, and correlated
with the radio data. The optical data prior to 1,77.0 (e.g. only the
first outburst) showed a .ero day offset
.1th the radio (figure B.3b).
The second large optical outburst (1,78.5 - 1,79.5) also gave a ^xl™„
(figure B.3C) at .ero tl»e delay (the secondary ,.xl»m at +,0 days Is
due to the optical precursor aligning with the radio peak). The third
Interval (post 1,7,.5; figure B.3d) with ^xl™„ near zero tl.e delay
shows the correlation between the double peaked radio profile In 1980-81
and the 1980.8-80.9 ootlcal ar^^v^^-lr tv,« i:y p i ctivity. The single strong flux density in
1979.9 occurs near a radio peak. Both the spike like and smaller opti-
cal variations in 0235+16 correlate with the radio activity, with no
time delay.
Impey, Brand, and Tapla (1982) observed a polarization and total
flux density outburst at optical and Infrared wavelengths in mid
December 1979. These measurements reinforce the suggestion from the
Florida data that an outburst occurred in late 1979, correlated with the
radio outburst. The high degree of optical and infrared polarization
(up to 40%) argue for a synchrotron origin for the emission.
There have been four well established periods of correlated radio
and optical activity in 0235+164 (two events being optical spikes).
During a new radio outburst in late 1981 (not shown in figure A. 6), the
flux density had reached its highest level since 1976 at millimeter and
centimeter wavelengths. No optical data has been yet reported for this
time Interval.
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OSOaiiO, This source «WMts spl..-u.e
„p«eal ac^vU,. a„<. slgnU,-
cant short tl^escale variations. The Mni^l
.adio data Indicates
short-term variability. Leacock et al riq7fil aii U9 6) discuss the radio and
optical characteristics of this object.
0333+32^ The radio variations show a long tlmescale decay thru 1974.
followed by a steady rise during the next 6 years. The optical activity
exhibits no long ter. trend, nor any short ter. activity. The numerical
correlation shows no correlation.
CTA26^ The linear correlation (figure B.4) shows a broad maxlnmm
peaking at At-^-l 1/3 ±1/3 years (r=0.51. At-440 days. N=45).
corresponding to alignment of the small 1970-72 and 1976-78 optical
events with the large 1971-74 and 1977-79 radio outbursts. There is
also possible correspondence between the small optical fluctuations in
1974-75 and the 1975-76 radio outburst. The optical data before 1975.5
shows a stronger correlation (r-0.73. N=25, At»-360 days), while the
post 1975.5 optical data shows r=0.54 (N=17. At-620 days). Pomphrey
noted the correlation for the first set of events with At=-l.l years.
All three sets of outbursts exhibit similar ASop^/ASj.^^ ratios.
The onset and peaks of the radio outbursts are delayed between 31.4
and 15.5 GHz, indicating that the outbursts are initially opaque at cen-
timeter wavelengths. The time delay between the optical and radio out-
bursts can thus be partly explained by opacity induced delays. There is
no obvious consistent counterparts to the three optical spikes.
262M SHOWS a period of intense optical and radio activity
.egi.nin.
in late 1974 and ^d 1975, respectively, which followed a half decade of
inactivity. Dent et al (1979) discuss the initial optical and radio
outbursts, interpreting the. as delayed, correlated events. Subsequent
to their analysis, at least two additional outbursts occurred at each
wavelength: a 1.5 year slow optical outburst in 1977-8. and a smaller
amplitude outburst in 1979-80 which included an intense rapid spike
(rise time 5 days). The optical activity fell to its pre-outburst level
by 1981. A second radio outburst began in late 1977. peaking in
mld-1978. with a third outburst peaking in mid-1979. The decay which
began in 1980.0 was interrupted by a small rise in early 1981.
The optical-radio delay of 2.2 years seen for the first events is
not seen for the subsequent outbursts. The second events show a delay
of ~1 year in their maxima, while the third events peak simultaneously.
If an optical event occurred in early 1976. but was unseen due to source
proximity to the sun. then there would be a ~2 year delay between each
sequential pair of optical and radio outbursts - with the 1980 optical
event being associated with a mid 1981 peak seen at millimeter wave-
lengths. It is not clear which optical and radio events are associated.
Linear correlation of the entire data set shows a maximum at At
~1 3/4 years, slowly falling to zero at At ~+l 3/4 years (figure B.5a).
This slow falloff is due to the long timescale of the radio activity
(which is illuminated by the long term rise since 1976) and the several
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year timescale of optical activity. Restricting th. nJ ixesjcrictin e linear correlation
to the optical 1975.5 to 1979.5 data shows strong maxima at At=-300 and
-650 days, corresponding to the delays of the two large radio events
from the 1977 optical event. Similar results are obtained for the post
1977.5 optical data (figure B.5b). The pre 1977.5 optical data shows
minor peaks at At=-30 days (r=0.37. N=65) and -750 days (r=0.30. N=65).
along with other smaller peaks, corresponding to delays of radio events
with respect to the 1975 optical outburst.
Based upon only the observed optical variations, the time delays
between optical and radio outbursts is not constant. Except for the
increase in activity at both wavelengths in the late 1970s, there is not
a clear correlation between the radio and optical activity.
3C120 exhibits a strong correlation in the long timescale variations as
well as strong correlation in the short term activity. Following a
broad maximum in the underlying envelope of emission in the early 19708,
the envelope has decayed with short timescale activity superposed. The
linear correlation (figure B.6a) shows a maximum near zero delay,
extending at this level for negative time delays. This broad maximum is
a result of the similar long term decline and the periods of activity in
1972 and ~1974.0 at both wavelengths. The optical and radio data prior
to 1974.3 (figure B.6b) exhibits a strong narrow maximum (r=0.76, At=-5
days. N=46). This shows the strong correlation of the 1972 radio and
optical events (no optical data exists during the 1973.3 radio
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outburst). The 1,M.3-1,77.3 ra«o and optical data show „i.,p,,
A broad maximum at .t=-130 days. r~0.6, (figure B.6c) is due to the
time delayed 1975 optical and radio outbursts (the optical outburst
occurs at the onset of the radio activity). visually, the spike in
1976.8 coincides with the radio peak. The radio and optical data since
1977.3 Show no statistical correlation, due in part to the lack of a
radio counterpart to the long tlmescale 1980 optical outburst.
The slow optical and radio decays began in 1971 (see Pomphrey).
This long term decay is also observed at infrared wavelengths (Rieke and
Lebofsky 1979) where a factor of 2 steady decay occurred between 1971
and 1978. comparable to the rate of the optical decay.
0440::00 shows a long term radio decline with small outbursts superposed.
The distinctive feature of the optical record is the series of spikes.
Although the spikes do show a tendency to occur at small radio maxima or
inflections, this visual correspondence is not strong. The limited
number of optical measurements at low flux density give the visual
impression of a long-term decline. This trend is not as evident for the
median flux density level during each observing season. The linear
correlation shows a low, broad maximum between At—1 and +1 years, but
is probably from coincidence of and optical envelopes of activity from
1976 to 1981 which do not show strong visual correlation.
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..p,,. 3.„„, 3p,.e-l,..
ou.^.s.s »Mch „e clea.l.
„„,e„a.pU,.
^^^^^^^^
correlate. Che radio variations. The .Ive periods of ^.i^. „p,,.
cal strength correspond to peaks or Inflections In the radio variations
although the radlo/optlcal nux density ratios for these events are
greatly different.
An inflection In the 15.5 GHz radio variations occurs as an out-
burst peaking
-1974.1 overlaps
.1th the larger subsequent outburst ,hlch
peaked In 1975.0. I„ support of this contention, the 31.4 GH. measure-
ments sh« a decline from -2.1 Jy i„ 1973.9-1974.1 to -1.0 Jy 1„ 1,74.3.
rising by 1974.7 to -2.7 Jy. 15.5 GHz. the Inflection during the
large outburst decay In 1976.0 suggests a third outburst peak at that
epoch. A fourth radio outburst Is clearly defined, rising rapidly and
peaking In 1977.0. A subsequent outburst peaks
-1979.0. with the sixth
outburst (since 1971) occurring 1„ late 1980 (this outburst Is more
clearly defined at 31.4 GHz). Remarkably, five of these six radio out-
bursts peak at the same time as rapid optical outbursts (the exception
being the 1979 radio outburst, which occurs during less Intense optical
activity). In analyzing the correlation of the optical spikes with
radio events. It must be noted that 1/2 year gaps exist In the optical
coverage, with It being unlikely that no optical outbursts occur during
this Interval.
The lack of a constant radio and optical amplitude ratio for these
events produces no clear numerical correlation (figure B.7a). The maxl-
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a.
...2 ,ea„ corresponds
.o the o«sec between the Urge radio
.axi™„ i„ 1,75 and the Intense 1,77 optical event. No numerical corre-
lation is found for the pre 1,76.5 optical data. The 1,76.5-1,78.5
optical data shows a strong numerical correlation with the radio (At=^15
days, r.0.71. N=55). Interestingly, the post 1,78.5 optical data shows
a clear correlation (figure B.7b) with the radio data, with zero tl„e
delay.
During the 1977 optical outburst (27 February 1977). the percent
linear polarization was -18-23% between 0.43 ym and 2.2 pm, with a fre-
quency dependent position angle (Rieke et al 1977). This large polari-
zation is consistent with the optical/infrared outburst emission being
synchrotron in origin (see also Angel and Stockman 1980 for a discussion
of polarization in active extragalactic objects).
0736401 shows a sharp radio rise in mid 1976 which is followed by 5
years of rapid variations (flickering) at millimeter and centimeter
wavelengths on timescales of months, making this one of the most active
radio sources. This level of activity is not reflected in the optical
variations, which show minor fluctuations superposed upon a decade long
decline. The small optical events in 1975, 1976. and
-1979.0, occur
near times of radio peaks, but more radio peaks have no corresponding
optical events. The lack of any increase in optical activity after 1976
suggests that the three events are not associated with the radio acti-
vity. The linear correlation for the entire data sets and the pre
1976.5 period show no evidence of correlated activity.
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0J287 exhibits the highest correlation of ^h. a.^ c t e 45 sources studied. This
correlation exists during several stages of activity in this rapidl.
varying source: the envelopes of radio and optical emission fro. 1970 to
1976 are correlated (first noted hy Po.phrey);
^dividual outbursts
during this period are correlated (Usher 1979); and the lower level
activity Since the decay of the large envelope are correlated.
The linear correlation for the entire data set (figure B.8a) shows
two strong maxin. at At=0 days (r»0.81. N=162) and At=-330 days (r=0.82.
N=161). The zero delay correlation is attributable to the large ampli-
tude structure of and within the envelopes. The correlation coefficient
Is lower than found by Pomphrey due to the inclusion of data in the late
19708 which does not have the same radio/optical amplitude ratio as
the 1970-5 Interval. The correlation coefficient for At=-1 year is
greater than that at zero delay, but this correlation is probably a
chance coincidence. The radio outbursts are on the average separated by
about 1 year, and the optical data used in the correlation begins 1 year
prior to the radio data. By delaying the optical by 1 year, the 1971
optical outburst aligns with the 1972 radio outburst, and similarly for
the other events. The optical envelope decay is more rapid than the
radio, so the 1 year delay more closely aligns the radio and optical
envelopes.
Pomphrey finds a delay of -0.875 years for the maximum correlation.
Inspecting figure la of their paper shows that the 1972 radio otuburst
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at 2.8 cm (10.6 GHz) reaches a peak of ~8 Tv k.i .K O 8 Jy, while the 1973.0 outburst
reaches 9 Jy. The corresponding oDtlc«l .y m p i a outbursts show the opposite
a»plUu.e
.eUtionsHlp
- .He even.
.e.„«
.He ,..„„,e.. i„3pecao„
Of tHe 15.3 ana 31.4 GH. ve.Utloos
.Hows
.Ha.
.He 1,7, pea. la a..o„ge.
than the 1973 event (12 versus 10 Jy a. 15 5 gh^- nlft•'y 3. GHz; 131/2 versus 10 Jy a.
31.4 GHZ). The spec.ru. of .he 1972 ou.burst peaked between 15 and 30
GHz, and was opaque a. 10.6 GHz. whtle
.He 1973 ou.burs. had a flat.er
spectrum and lower opacity at 10 6 rn^ tuV c iu. GHz. The
-year offset found by
Pomphrey is thus influenced by outburst opacity.
The time delay was determined for various subsets of the data. The
optical data from 1971.5-1972.5 was correlated with the entire radio
data set. showing no offset (figure B.Bb). Similarly, the pre 1974.5
optical data shows zero delay with the entire radio data set. The post
1974.5 radio and optical data (after the envelope decay; figure B.8b)
show a peak at At=-25 days (r=0.61. N=102). This result is important
since it occurs during lower level optical and radio activity than
during the pre 1975 active period, demonstrating that individual events
(and not just the envelope profile) are correlated with little or no
delay. Limiting the optical and radio data to 1974.0-1978.0 produced a
peak at At—35 days (r=0.62, N=71).
Rieke and Kinman (1974) observed that the ratio of the flux den-
sities at 0.44 m (optical) and 10.5 ym (infrared) was constant during
the envelope decay between late 1971 and early 1974 (short timescale,
small amplitude fluctuations were seen on this general decay).
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The radio and optical variations were visually searched for instan-
ces of correlated individual events (see the three enlargements of the
radio variability, figures B.15b. c. and d). Usher (1979) has pre-
viously performed an exhaustive analysis of the pre 1977 activity, with
more extensive data than used in the analysis here. Thus the activity
prior to 1976 will not be discussed, except to point out again that the
1972 radio outburst was stronger, at frequencies above 15 GHz, than the
1973 event. The largest amplitude optical event thus was correlated
with the major radio outburst, contrary to the discussion in Usher based
upon the 10.6 GHz measurements. The radio data from Chapter II support
the identifications of outbursts made by Usher.
Inspecting the post 1975 data reveals an optical rise in 1977.2,
synchronous with the rise at 15.5 and 31.4 GHz. An optical spike in
late 1978 coincides with a maximum at 15.5 GHz, followed by rapid decay
at both wavelengths. The remaining optical record is too sparse to
identify further correlations. The linear correlation results discussed
above show that the correlated variations are nonetheless occurring.
The optical-infrared-radio correlated activity, rapid variations,
and typically high linear polarization during the large outburst enve-
lope strongly suggests that the emission mechanism is the same
(synchrotron emission) throughout this frequency range and is produced
by the same population of particles within a common volume.
deg.e. Of optical actlvUy appears to Have decease. t„
.eeent ,ea.s
The radio data are too United la coverage for a„, correlation search.
0253125, The radio and optical records show a general decline since
1972, with s^ll superposed outbursts. The linear correlation (fl^re
B.9) Shows this co^on decline by the positive value of r for all tl.e
delays. The optical tlcescales are shorter than the radio.
Except for the rise In 1970-71 and subsequent onset of decay In both
the radio and optical flux density, there Is no Instance of strong
visual correlation. The linear cross coefficient for the pre 1975.5
optical data shows the peak at At~-ll^ years n,entloned by P„.^hrey which
is attributed to random trends.
Linear correlation of the pre and post 1975.5 optical data with the
entire radio set show several extended periods of zero or negative
correlation coefficient, r, with the maxinmm correlation coefficient
being lower in the data subsets than for the entire set. This is strong
indication that the long term decays may be related, although chance
coincidence cannot be ruled out due to the singular (declining) long
term trend.
l-^Q^'''^^ shows short term optical variations. The radio data is of
insufficient sensitivity (due to low flux density) to do a numerical
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correlation search. There Is some hint of radio variations, although
they are at the level of the measurement errors.
11L6:H28^ The radio observations (beginning in 1978) are not extensive
enough for comparison with the larger time coverage optical data. The
optical data suggests a long-term event from 1971 to 1978, although the
gaps in the optical coverage prevent any detailed analysis.
1127^ The radio record shows several outbursts superposed upon a
long timescale decline. The optical measurements, obtained
-once
yearly, indicate small variations, but unrelated to radio trends.
Insufficient data exist for a numerical correlation.
Insufficient radio data are available here to discuss corre-
lated activity. Wills et al (1982) present additional radio and optical
measurements, and discuss possible correlations.
1219+28. The only common variability characteristic is the rapid
flickering at both radio and optical wavelengths, superposed upon longer
timescale activity. This optical characteristic was also observed over
the period 1931 to 1952 (Pollock et al 1974). The optical spikes do not
consistently correlate with any specific phase of the radio variations
(the 1975.4 does occur simultaneous with a centimeter maximum). The
underlying variations do not visually show any correlation. Linear
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correlation for the entire nrp iq?"^ <;, p e 1975.5, and post 1977.5 radio and opti-
cal data sets reveal no consistent correlation between any of the three
sets. The entire data set does show a peak in r at At=^1.3 years (radio
preceding optical), due primarily to the si.iar ti.escales of the
1974-77. 1977-81 radio and the 1975-78. 1978-82 optical "envelopes".
3C2Z3^ During the past decade, several radio outbursts have been super-
posed on a long timescale decline, while the optical variations show no
long-term variations. The 1978 and 1979 optical events are not corre-
lated with any radio activity. The linear correlation (figure B.IO)
shows an anti-correlation due to the optical rise since 1978 being oppo-
site in trend to the radio decline.
3C279^ The optical data is too limited to meaningfully search for
correlations. The numerical analysis shows no correlation. The optical
rise in 1981 corresponds in time with a radio outburst at millimeter
wavelengths, but there is insufficient data to claim a correlation.
1308+326. This BL Lac object exhibits multiple spike-like optical
variations but only minor centimeter radio variations throughout the 5
years of observations. The optical events in 1977 and 1978 occur near
radio maxima, but the 1980 and 1981 events do not show corresponding
radio activity. The linear correlation (figure B.ll) shows a broad peak
near zero time delay, reflecting the correlation of the near 6-function
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optical variations with the yearly ti.escale radio variations. The
cal observations and the near periodic radio activity fluctuations.
A long timescale rise observed at 11 centimeters (0 'Dea et al 1982)
and the spectrum in Chapter V indicate that the variations observed at
15.5 GHz occur near the maximum of a long timescale outburst which
appears to currently be decaying. Puschell et al (1979) conducted pho-
tometric and polarization observations during the 1978 optical outburst.
The outbursts decayed more rapidly at visual than at infrared wave-
lengths and displayed rapid polarization variations (optical polariza-
tion typically «^15%). The rapid highly polarized optical outbursts,
-yearly radio variations
.
flat radio spectrum, and epochs of apparent
correlated radio/optical activity in 1308+326 are similar to charac-
teristics observed in the BL Lac object 0735+17.
is active at both radio and optical wavelengths. In chapter IV
it was shown that the radio outbursts in 1510-08 have timescales of a
few months. The optical spike (single datum) in 1972. A corresponds in
time with a peak of 31.4 GHz. The spike in 1975.4 occurs just prior to
a peak at 15.5 GHz, and during the peak at 31.4 GHz. Comparison of the
variations at millimeter and centimeter wavelengths reveal that some of
the outbursts show time delays as large as -100 days. For every strong
radio outburst observed without a corresponding optical event, there is
either no optical observations simultaneous with the radio peak or at
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times when optical outbursts could be evn*»^ho^ pia D xpected from the observed radio
delays.
The linear correlation (figure B.12) shows a maximum at a delay of
-105 days, comparable to the observed millimeter-centimeter time delays.
The long term underlying optical and radio variations show similar
structure, especially since 1975, responsible in part for this correla-
tion. The maxima at +1 to 2 years correspond to the delay between the
double radio burst in 1973-74 and the 1975 optical event.
1514^ This source shows one optical spike and several periods of
rapid short term variations. The 1973 activity occurs at the onset of a
long timescale 15.5 GHz rise; the 1976 activity after the initial radio
peak; the 1977 spike during constant radio flux density; and the 1979-80
activity during a radio outburst. No consistent relation is seen bet-
ween the radio and optical variations. The linear correlation oscilla-
tes about r~0.2 for times corresponding to radio events preceding the
optical. Thus, the radio and optical variations show no correlated
activity.
1638+39. Both the radio and optical records show periods of rapid
variability in the early 1970 's, followed by slower, lower amplitude
activity during the next five years. The radio envelope is of longer
duration than the optical. Pomphrey et al (1976) noted this feature and
remarked that the degree of activity was similar, though not as
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string, a, 1„ OJ287. The Unear correlation (figure B.13) of
.he
entire data sets shows a ^x1m,„ r=O.50 at At~«0 days (N.128). This
correlation does not Include the ohserved coincident decay at radio and
optical wavelengths In 1970 reported by Po.phrey (which would strengthen
the correlation).
The optical activity displays several spikes, the most rapid being
a two day rise by 0.6 mJy in early 1970 (Folsom et al 1970). Radio
maxima occur near times of several of the spikes, suggesting correlated
short term activity. The optical envelope is of shorter duration than
the radio envelope, but the lack of optical data in 1975-77 may partly
be responsible for this visual appearance. Current optical observations
are needed to see if renewed optical activity is related to the new
phase of radio activity begun in 1979.
3C345^ Historically, this quasar exhibited several large outbursts and
lower amplitude activity between 1965 and 1973 (Barbieri et al 1977).
In 1971-1973, a large, slow outburst occurred followed by lower level,
more rapid variations superposed upon a long timescale rising "envelope"
(see Pollock et al 1979).
The linear correlation analysis (figure B.14a) is dominated by the
large 1971-3 optical outburst and the 1973 radio outburst. A maximum in
r occurs at a delay of 2 years. This radio outburst peaks simulta-
neously between 15.5 and 90 GHz, indicating that the radio event is
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transparent (also Indicated by the flat radio spectrum). Thus, If the
optical and radio events are related, the observed tl.e delay cannot be
attributed to opacity. As was proposed for the quasar 0420-01 (Dent et
al 1979), the simplest e=cplanatlon would attribute the delay as being
due to time of flight, where the radio and optical emission regions are
spatially separated. The single such event weakens the case for a
correlation.
The optical "flickering" observed since 1976 does not correlate with
any radio activity. To numerically search for correlation, the optical
record since 1974.0 was analyzed with the entire radio record (figure
B.Ub). A small maximum (r=0.34, At»f45 days, N=87) occurs near zero
delay, with a similar value of r for At- -2 years (as the "envelope-
begins to overlap with the recent large outburst). The absence of a
large optical outburst associated with the Intense radio outburst
beginning In 1978 Is disturbing If one Interprets the 1971-3 activity at
radio and optical wavelengths as being correlated.
1659+39. Limited radio observations prevent study of correlation.
Quasi-simultaneous observations at frequencies ranging from radio to x-
ray are presented In Kondo et al (1981).
1730-13 exhibits small amplitude short tlmescale structure superposed on
larger amplitude, longer tlmescale outbursts at millimeter and cen-
timeter wavelengths. The limited optical observations show an extremely
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sharp spike, rising 2 ^gnltudes 1„ 130 days, then dropping 0.85 ^gnl-
tude in 1 day (see Pollock et al 1979 for further description). This
spike occurs during a small 15.5 GHz burst and during the early decline
of this burst at 31. A GHz.
The lower level optical activity (with long gaps due to source
inaccessibility), suggest a slow rise between 1975 and 1978 followed by
a slower decay by 1980. This trend is similar to the underlying
variations at 15.5 GHz. The optical data is too sparse to establish a
clear correlation. Continued observations of long term trends at radio
and optical wavelengths are necessary to confirm this suggested correla-
tion.
If the 1978.5 and 1979.5 optical data correspond to distinct out-
bursts rather than longer term trends, then it is of interest to note
that outbursts were observed at 31.4 GHz peaking in 1978.8 and 1979.5
(these outbursts are seen, although small, at 15.5 GHz).
The linear cross-correlation analysis (figure B.15) is dominated by
the large spike. The observed correlation reflects the "delta function"
nature of the optical variations correlating with small radio events and
is presented to demonstrate the effect that a single event can have on
the numerical correlation analysis. Note that there is no time delay
between the optical spike and a small radio outburst. The plateau in
the correlation coefficient between -2 and 0 years is due to the long
term trends noted above.
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iZ^2±Z0^ Slow s.all an^lltude variations are seen at radio and optical
wavelengths, although the tl.e coverages do not overlap sufficiently
to cogent on correlated activity. This BL Lac object originally gained
attention due to Its proximity to the spiral galaxy NGC 6503 (Crane and
Price 1976). with possible luminous filaments extending from the galaxy
toward 1749+70 (Arp et al 1976).
1749422^ This source has not been well-observed. No correlated acti-
vity is suggested from the data presented here. Aller, Aller, and Hodge
(1981) observed simultaneous maxima at 8.0 and 14.5 GHz In December
1979. The optical activity In late 1979-early 1980 occurs near the time
of the radio outburst, but the limited optical coverage discourages any
claim of correlation. This source does exhibit rapid variations at
radio (chapter IV) and optical wavelengths.
3C371^ Visual Inspection of the radio and optical variations shows some
hint of similar activity: a rise around 1972, slow decay In 1973-74,
and rise by 1975. The subsequent five years do not show this simi-
larity. Pomphrey noted this pre 1975 similarity. A linear correlation
coefficient of the radio and optical data prior to 1975.0 shows the peak
r~0. 5 for At~-K). 1 to +0.7 years (radio precedes optical) noted by
Pomphrey (from slightly different data sets), as well as a peak in r~0.
5
for At=— 1^/2 years. Linear correlation of the post 1975.0 radio and opti-
cal data show no correlation. Similarly, the entire data set shows no
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correlation Indicating that the pre 1975 correlation Is a one event
correlation (as first proposed by Pomphrey).
There are also no distinctive radio eventj:8 associated with the
optical spikes.
3C390^ shows a general optical decline from 1974 thru 1980. This
decline Is the continuation of the decline begun In 1970, after a large
rise beginning In 1969 (Barr et al 1980). The radio flux density Is
relatively constant during the last decade, with a small rise over the
two year period 1973-75. This Is roughly coincident with a small rise
seen In the Barr et al optical data, but the earlier and later optical
trends do no correspond with the radio trends. The linear correlation
shows a strong maximum near zero delay, but this Is due to the limited
optical coverage Included In this analysis.
1921-29. The radio variations In this quasar are discussed by Dent and
Balonek (1980) and In Chapter IV. Gllmore (1980) reports optical acti-
vity correlated with the 1977 millimeter maximum (Chapter IV) and a
single high measurement in mid 1979 related to the rise during the
Intense radio outburst. The more extensive Florida optical measurements
establish that the radio/optical emission are correlated during the past
5 years. The optical and radio flux densities rise between 1976 and
1977. with the sharp optical event ~1977.6 occurring during a milli-
meter outburst (figure 17a) and at the time when the centimeter flux
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density Is leveling off. The Florida optical data In 1978 Is sparse,
but data presented by Gll.ore (1980) Indicates the source was slightly
weaker than In 1979. The beginning of the strong optical outburst Is
not defined, but the flux density was rising quickly to a .axl™.. bet-
ween 1979.4 and 1979.5. followed by a rapid decay by late 1979. By ^d
1980. the source had weakened to Its lowest observed strength since
1976.
The optical outburst maximum occurs -1/2 year prior to the 15.5 GHz
peak. This offset Is consistent with the radio evolution presented by
Dent and Balonek (1980) and Chapter IV (figures 17a and b) In which the
centimeter wavelength variations are delayed due to source opacity. The
time of the millimeter maximum Is not well-defined but occurs between
1979.5 and 1979.8, consistent with the optical results.
Overlaying the optical record upon the 15.5 GHz record (with the
radio variations occurring 1/2 year after the optical) reveals a stri-
kingly strong correlation. The optical tlmescale of decay in 1979-80 is
shorter than the centimeter radio tlmescale. but is in agreement with
the millimeter decay rates. The linear correlation for the entire data
set (figure B.16a) shows a broad maximum (average r-0.76, N-43, half-
width 410 days centered on At—250 days). The rise at
-2V4 years is due
to the 1977 optical event correlating with the 1979 radio outburst.
Excluding the 1977 event produces an even higher correlation coefficient
(figure B.16b) centered on At—240 days.
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The s^ll optical fluctuation, 1„ 1,80.5 occur year before the
inflection In the centimeter decay at 1981.0. The optical flux density
reached a .lnl3.„ m 1980.7 and rose again by Md 1981. A corresponding
rise is seen at 3 ^ (Chapter IV, figure 17b). Thus strong evidence
exists for three (and weakly for a fourth) correlated optical/radio out-
bursts which are delayed bv vpar- a^ ^xdjrcu oy HI year at centimeter radio wavelengths.
^^^^^ insufficient optical coverage to claim a firm corre-
lation, but the radio and optical trends since mid 1975 are similar.
The numerical correlation, using only the nine optical measurements,
gives a correlation at zero time delay (r=0.86, N-7). The radio
spectrum (chapter V) indicates that the source is transparent.
Additionally, the outbursts peak simultaneously at 31.4 and 15.5 GHz in
1977.0 and late 1980. indicating that no radio/optical opacity time
delay would be expected. The data are suggestive, but are too limited to
allow us to propose correlated activity.
2134+00. This radio source was first noted by Shimmins et al (1968),
who discussed the radio spectrum - which peaked at 6 GHz (one of only a
few sources to peak at this frequency). The source has steadily decayed
by ~45% at 15.5 GHz in the past 12 years, but the spectral frequency
peak and shape (chapter V) have not changed from that in the 1960 's!
Historically, the source has exhibited rapid (possibly spike-like)
variations (Gottlieb and Li tier 1978).
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The recent optical data Is consistent with constant Intensity,
although an alternative interpretation »ould Indicate a slow decline
until 1979. followed by a s«U rise. The numerical correlation (figure
B.17) gives a near zero value of r for no tln>e delay. The peak In r at
-116 year delay (optical preceedlng radio) occurs when the post 1980
optical data Is beyond the range of the radio data. The rapid drop m r
for even small increases In the delay Indicates that the peak Is not a
result of long term trends In the two data sets. No correlation exists.
It Is Interesting to note that the single high optical measurement In
1977.6 occurs during a small «l/2 years) burst seen at 31. A GHz (based
upon three measurements).
The centimeter and millimeter radio record shows a long term
decline until 1975, followed by a long linear rise during the next 6
years. Observations at 31.4 GHz and 90 GHz show that this rise is
comprised of two distinct outbursts, peaking in 1977 and 1980. The
spectrum (Chapter V) shows that the sum of the outbursts is opaque at
wavelengths below 15 GHz. The optical record does not show the pre 1975
decline. The optical variations can be interpreted as showing either a
slow rise since 1970 upon which are superposed minor slow fluctuatuions
;
or a constant level from mid 1970 to 1974.0, then a ^/l year rise by
1974.5, after which no variations occurred until a slow rise in mid
1980. Neither scenerio is consistent with the millimeter or centimeter
radio variations.
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BL Lace^ae. The prototype Ucertae type object exhibits the
.apW
(.onthl,) radio and optical outbursts often characteristic of this class
of quasi-stellar objects. visual Inspection of the optical and radio
variability Indicates several Instances of simultaneous activity, but
also .any periods with no apparent correlated variations. The most dra-
matic single event correlation Is In 1973.4. when a sharp optical spike
and rapid 5 Jy radio rise occur simultaneously. The optical event
decays more rapidly than the radio. The radio and optical activity In
1980 possess similar tlmescales and structure. The radio (31.4 and 15.5
GHz) and optical activity from 1976.0 to 1977.5 also possess similar
shapes and tlmescales.
Despite these instances of similar variations, linear correlation of
the entire data set shows no correlation (figure B.lBa). The
1974.0-1977.4 optical data does show a statistical correlation with the
radio, At=-140 days, r=0.73, N=55 (figure B.lBb). The 31.4-15.5 GHz
variations do not indicate any time delay at radio wavelengths, so this
correlation could be the result of chance coincidence of non-related
events. The post 1980.1 optical variations show a correlation with the
radio (figure B.18c; At=+30 days, r=0.76, N=24), with the radio event
slightly leading the optical.
Other than these few instances of correlated events, the conclusion
of Pomphrey et al (1976) is reinforced: there is "no obvious overall
correlation except that both (frequencies) show numerous rapid events on
a timescale of months."
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cen-
o
2216203^ A long timescale outburst began in 1975 .^ ,,,,s«in m iy/ at millimeter and
timeter wavelengths, following half a decade of .1 .a slow decay. The radiu
spectrum has peaked at ~in ru^ a ^10 GH. during the past decade, during all stages
Of activity. HO variation Is seen at optical data presented here
aUhough Barblerl. Ro^ro. and Za.hon (1,73) report variations (posslU^
.hort-ter.) m 1,68-1,71. The numerical correlation reveals no correla-
tlon.
3C446^ several optical spikes have heen seen In this source, «lth the
optical activity Increasing In 1,78-80. The optical and 15.5 GHz data
show little visual correlation. However, the radio variations are ^re
rapid at ^lllmeter wavelengths (Chapter V). with outbursts showing opa-
city Induced delays at centimeter wavelengths. The 1,74 optical spike
occurs during a long
.^ximum at 31.4 GHz (this outburst Is delayed by
over 1 year at centimeter wavelengths), while the envelope of optical
activity begins In late 1,77. coincident with the onset of the milu-
meter activity. Barbleri, Romano, and Zambon (1978) report an optical
outburst in 1970. which Is near the time of a radio outburst maximum.
The yearly gaps in the optical record prevent comparison with the rapid
millimeter variations. Interestingly, the optical activity decreased
rapidly between 1980.4 and 1980.6, the same time Interval in which the
3 mm rapid decay (figure 19) occurred (this decay is much slower In the
15.5 GHz record, and overlaps with the subsequent outburst rise). The
presence of a rise in 1981-81 In the optical activity would lend further
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suppo„ eo
.chelated activity. The linear correlation (figure B.l,)
since 1977.0 sHo»s a high correlation (r=0.70.
.t~-525 da.s.
.-30)
.ItH
a tl.e delay Just a little longer than suggested by the radio spectral
evolution.
This source exhibits a correlation <r, m,^i-u reiati in the envelopes of activity,
with weaker evidence for correlations in individual events.
CTA102 shows rapid variations at radio wavelengths (see also Chapter
IV). but less extreme optical activity. The linear correlation (figure
B.20) shows a peak at At=-1 year. The long timescale decay prior to
1978 and subsequent rise produce the broad bump between At=-1.5 and 0
years, with the peak at -1 year due to allignment of the 1978 optical
event with the mid 1979 radio peak. The optical trends do not reflect
the large amplitude radio outbursts, so the general trends at optical
and radio wavelengths do not show a strong correlation. The single
optical event (1978) occurs just prior to the large 1979.0 3 mm out-
burst (figure 20) which appears delayed by 1/2 year at 15.5 GHz. This
time delay is consistent with these single optical events being related,
but the data are too limited to claim a positive correlation.
The suggested correlation found by Pomphrey from variations
prior to 1976 is seen also for the variations after that epoch. The
entire optical-radio data shows a clear correlation (figure B.21a). The
radio and optical records were split into two sections at epoch 1977.0,
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With co„ela«on searched ,o. 1„ .He t»o subsets of the data. The p.e
1977.0 data shows a pronounced correlation with r=0.65 (.t=-290 days
N.32). The linear correlation (figure B.21h) shows the sa.e shape as
that of PoMphrey. even though their correlation analysis covers five
-re years Including the large radio outburst In the late 1960 's.
inspection of the varlahlllty plots show that optical outbursts clearly
precede the 1972 and 1974.5 radio hy ~1 year. The optical acti-
vity occurs at the onset of both radio outbursts which begin sl„lta-
neously at 31.4 and 15.5 GHz.
The linear correlation after 1977.0 (figure B.21c) shows a nnach
broader maximum centered at At~-300 days. (r=0.6. N~30). The drop at
At=-ll/2 years is an edge effect, as the optical outburst is delayed
beyond the radio data. The slow drop in r between At=-ly^ and +1 year is
a result of the lack of a decline in either of the recent radio or opti-
cal outbursts (the correlation is thus between two rising functions).
The 1980 optical activity occurs at the onset of the radio outburst at
millimeter and centimeter wavelengths.
The three periods of activity which have thus been investigated
reveal correlated activity with similar offsets (At~l year), with the
optical activity occuring at the onset of the radio events. As was
shown in Chapter V, the radio outbursts are transparent at millimeter
wavelengths during all stages of activity. The observed optical - radio
time delay cannot be attributed to changing opacity. Since the optical
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Of radio Photons cannot be producing the optical emission. xhe
constancy of the
.ilU„ete. spectral index during aii stages of the out-
bursts indicates that the particle energ. distribution ptoducing the
radio evasion does not change. ^Uing it unli.el. that evolution o, the
particle spectru. can produce the observed delays. A possible scenerio
for the delay is a ti^-of-f light effect (as proposed by Dent et al 1,79
for a similar delayed optical radio outburst in 0420-01) in which the
radio and optical emitting regions are spatially separated, with the
delay due to propagation ti.e for the particles, photons, or shock wave
responsible for the generation of the radio emission.
2345^6^ A strong optical spike was observed
-1970 with no obvious
radio outburst (Pomphrey). No radio measurements exist during the Ifl
year strong optical activity, so a short timescale radio event cannot be
ruled out. A radio outburst was observed 1 year later, peaking in
1971.9 (Pomphrey and figure A.45). The decay of the radio outburst was
followed by a long timescale sequence of radio events: the flux density
rising sharply at 15.5 GHz In 1971-1972 (slower and delayed at longer
wavelengths), decaying from 1973 until 1978. followed by an outburst
peaking in 1979. This general trend is reflected also in the optical
record since 1971.4 - a rapid rise, followed by a slow decay to a mini-
mum level by 1978-79, and a slow rise in 1980-81. The trends at radio
and optical are similar but visually not strongly correlated. Small
amplitude optical fluctuations a„ „re superposed upon this trend, with asoell flare In late 1973 (at th» ^^
""^ "
- 'He radio
post
- 11 r correlation for the entire data set as .ell as the
-"-1 data (fl^re B...)
maxima at zero delay fseen in k( In both correlation analyses)
.ay reflect
Slight sl^larlty between the long tlmescale structure.
§5. The Case for Oorrel
.t;;^_RadloK)ptlcal Varlah.M.v
in the preceding sections, the search for correlated variability has
been conducted using visual Inspection and numerical analysis of Indivi-
dual sources, and statistical analysis of variability characteristics In
a sample of sources. Several sources have unambiguously been shown to
possess correlated activity, and nearly a do.en other sources show
strong evidence In favor of correlation. To firmly establish correla-
tion m individual sources, continued monitoring must be conducted In
order to detect repetitions of the suggested behavior. Other obser-
vational approaches to a correlation search are discussed.
SHSSaS of the reported correlated radio-optical variations. It has
become clear that there are several different types of variability which
correlate at optical and radio wavelengths. Different physical mecha-
nisms are undoubtedly responsible for these distinct classes of variabi-
lity. The seven types of observed correlated variations are (from
shortest to longest tlmescale):
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(1) A radio outburst which rpa^^h^oe ches a maximum simultaneous with an
optical spike. Spikes have timescales of weeks - . u u- a much shorter dura-
tion than the radio outburst. There mav iin y be lower level activity prior
to and after the spike, with aboi.r fU^out the same duration as the radio out-
burst. Examples include 0048-09 in late 197? n-y-x^^^ c .m 1972, 0235+16 in late 1975 and
1973. A spike m 1510-08 has a delayed radio maximum at 15.5 GHz.
placing this event between classes 1 and 3.
(2) A radio outburst which is concomitant with an optical outburst
(both having Similar timescales of months to years). Examples are 3C120
in 1972. possibly 2131-021 in 1975-8. and BL Lac in 1980.
(3) A radio outburst which is delayed relative to an optical out-
burst, and also showing time delays within the radio spectrum. Examples
include 0007+10 in 1979-80. CTA26 in 1971-3 and 1976-9. possibly 0420-01
in 1977-80. 0J287 in early 1972. and 1921-29 in 1978-82.
(4) A radio outburst which is delayed relative to an optical out-
burst, but with the radio spectrum showing little or no time delay, and
being transparent at millimeter /centimeter wavelengths. These correla-
tions are difficult to locate in the variability records since it is not
always clear which of the radio and optical events are related. If only
a single pair of events is observed, it cannot be proven from the
variability alone that the events are related. The optimum conditions
for detecting this class of correlation is in a source exhibiting
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several radio and optical outbursts, separated In tl„e by several out-
burst tl^ascales. The .ost convincing evidence o, this type o, activity
is 3C454.3. m which similar tl.e delays have been observed In three
tl^ intervals during the last decade. 0420-01 possibly exhibits this
behavior, though the overlapping of several outbursts n^kes the classi-
fication less certain. The radio spectrum of the total flux density 1„
0420-01 during outbursts sho«s a millimeter or centimeter excess, but
the observed time delays are not sufficiently long to explain the
optical/radio delay.
(5) Long timescale (-decade) decay(s) and/or rlse(s) upon which are
superposed generally minor fluctuations. Examples include 0048-09.
possibly 0953+25, and 0007+10 (over only a three year interval).
(6) An envelope of activity, concurrent at radio and optical wave-
lengths, with multiple rapid outbursts (timescales < year) superposed
upon a longer timescale (years) changing "minimum" flux density. The
rapid outburst activity decreases after the envelope decay. It is not
clear whether the envelope is a product of the outbursts, or vice-versa.
Outstanding examples include 3C120 in 1971-78, OJ287 and 1638+39 in the
early 1970s, and possibly 3C446 since 1977.
(7) Intervals of rapid (~monthly) fluctuations at radio and optical
wavelengths, with little or no correlation between individual events.
Sources exhibiting this characteristic are BL Lacertae and 1219+28.
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There be „ore classifications for correlated activity „hlch have
not been detected In this stud, (no classification has been found for a
radio event preceding the onset o, an optical outburst), m addition to
the above seven classifications, there Is another category ,hlch see.s
to contain the majority of variable sources, e.g. sources which exhibit
variations at either or both wavelengths, but do not sho. obvious corre-
lated activity. Any .odel for correlated activity ^st be able to
explain the predominance of this behavior.
Interpretation of the correlated variations. Without multi-frequency
data at optical-infrared wavelengths, it is difficult to construct and
constrain models for the emission mechanisms which produce such
divergent variability timescales, delays, and amplitudes. However, the
single frequency optical and multi-frequency radio observations suggest
that several different processes and physical conditions are responsible
for the various characteristics.
The observed optical-infrared-radio spectral and polarization con-
tinuity (see discussion in Chapter I) suggest that the radiation is pro-
duced by a common emission mechanism (presumably synchrotron) within a
common or adjacent volume. The different observed variability charac-
teristics will be discussed in the context of this basic model.
Variations would be produced by an injection and subsequent expan-
sion of a cloud of high energy (relativistic) particles from a core
energy source. At frequencies where the source is transparent to the
radiation, the flux density will rl,. ,y ise simultaneously. At lower frequen-
.
delayed. tl.scale o. t.e variation will
lenstH o, tl.e of the In.eotlon and the e:,anslon rate, m this ll.ht
several of the observed types of charcterlstlc correlated variation eal
be understood.
The concomitant rapid radio-optical events (t^ 2, would he pro-
duced m sources having opacity at centimeter wavelengths (thus no
tl.e delay). The sources which show this varlahlllty hehavlor have
failing (transparent) millimeter spectra during the outburst and non-
outburst epochs. It has been shown In Table U (and from Inspection of
the variability plots In Appendix A) that th. ^ .k.i-K uu A h cn e outburst amplitudes
(Smax/Sn^n) ^or this type of outburst are comparable at radio and opti-
cal wavelengths. The particle energy distribution (y =
-(2a - 1). for
N(E) dE a E-^ dE) of the outburst Is thus the same as that of the llrger
non-outburst coorponent. and the optical and radio emission originate In
the same volume. Observations of the polarization variations during
these outbursts would offer a test of this Interpretation. Since the
emission originates In a common volume (and thus magnetic field) the
polarization variations would show correlation.
The short tlmescale, time delayed (ty£e 3) events are similar to the
non-time delayed events, except that opacity effects In the source pro-
duce an observable delay. The sources exhibiting this behavior have
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centimeter/millimeter excess spectraP (indicative of opacity at lower
frequencies), and also have small FE ratios for the outbursts. The
exception is 0420-01. which may be a tvne L .k.y o yp 4 object. In 1921-29 (Dent
ana Balone. 1,80; Chapter IV)
.He hl«, ,.e,„e„c.
.aaio out.u.s. spec.™
-a. the
.a.e
.pect.aX i„ae. ,hen transparent as the non-o.thurst
.pectn... shclng (as in t.pe 2) that the particle ener^
.istrihution
Of the outburst is the sa.e as the non-outburst component. Observations
at »llU^ter wavelength,, where the optical-radio ti.e delay would be
lass, are l^ortant to establish the correlation of these events.
It is feasible for a source to exhibit both types 2 and 3 charac-
teristics, as a result of opacity changes (spatial or temporal) between
outbursts. For type 2 and 3 events, It is not clear whether the out-
bursts are distinct physical components in the source, or whether
changes in the rate of continuous injection of particles from a single
region Is responsible for the events. The constancy of the particle
energy distribution argues for the latter. Again, po^ari^atlon measure-
ments, which probe the magnetic field structure of the outburst regions,
would be a useful test.
Tyge 4 events require a different interpretation from the type 2 and
3 events. The lack of a radio delay rules out an opacity induced
optical-radio delay. Dent et al (1979) propose a time-of-f light pheno-
mena to explain the delays observed in 0420-01. In this scenerio, the
radio and optical radiation is emitted from spatially separate regions.
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The propagation time for the Dartl^-l». uo p icles, photons, or shock wave to travel
fro. the core (optical) region to a distant radio photon producing
correlation In these events since the optical and radio emission regions
are spatially distinct.
An alternative explanation could Invoke a time dependent particle
distribution: originally the distribution would produce more high fre-
quency photons, with lower frequency (radio) photons produced later.
The constancy of the 3C454.3 millimeter spectrum throughout the outburst
Stages contradicts this hypothesis.
It is not clear that 0420-01 is a member of this classification.
There exists some frequency dependent time delay, but it is not suf-
ficient to explain the optical-radio delay. Also, the radio spectrum
shows a centimeter excess. It is possible that 0420-01 represents an
additional class showing some opacity as well as non-opacity delay (in
the same manner that types 2 and 3 differ).
Variability t^Ee 5 sources can be interpreted as being similar to
types 2 and 3, except the timescale of variation is longer - possibly a
result of the emission originating in a larger volume. Except for
timescale, there is no qualitative difference between this classifica-
tion and types 2 or 3. Continued monitoring of this classification of
sources is very important, to determine whether the correlation con-
tinues through several decays and rises.
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ty
i (envelope, .e.vU.
^^^^^ ^^^^^^
C'-e
2 or 3). MuU.p.e „p,a o..„„.
„e
.pe.pose.
.po„ .He
.o„,e.
tlmescale envelope. The E r^n« eatio for these sources Is larger than for
the previously discussed sources, with several of th.e superposed optical
events being splke-llke. The radio ^n,,oienvelope typically has a millimeter
or centimeter excess. The lar^P P /j?
opt/^ad ^^tlo Indicates that the
optical-radio spectral Index should be flatter a^ .n inatt t envelope maximum than
at pre/po,t-envelope epocha. The lac. of an Inf.a.ed-optloal spectral
change In the decay of the 0^287 envelope (Rle.e and Kln^n 1,7.) Indi-
cates that the spectral change occurred between Infrared and ™nu„eter
wavelengths.
Aller and Udden (1978) Interpret the envelope rise In OJ287 as an
increased rate (within a single region) of particle Injection or acce-
leration, followed by a subsequent decay In these rates producing the
envelope decline. The emitting region was Initially opaque at cen-
timeter wavelengths (accounting for the low 8 GHz peak for the 1972
outburst; discussed In §4), with the total spectrum becoming transparent
In 1973. A linear polarization position angle change of 100° was
observed at this time, consistent with the 90- Jump expected as a
synchrotron source becomes transparent (Aller, 1970). In this Interpre-
tation the
-monthly tlmescale outbursts are fluctuations In the Injec-
tion rate. In this model the outbursts are "caused" by fluctuations In
the envelope emission.
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An alternative Interpretation la fh;,^F u u IS that separate outbursts occur fre-
quently enough to overlap In time uffi,P i , »lth the outburst decays producing
the Observed envelope of emission. I„ this model, the outbursts ,ould
produce the envelope of emission. Millimeter observations, where decay
rates are more rapid, could distinguish bet-een these models. In 3C446.
the millimeter flux density during the alleged envelope of emlsslol
falls to near the pre-outburst level, suggesting that discrete events
comprise the envelope.
Type 6 events are thus similar to the type 5 long timescale
variations, except that type 6 sources exhibit higher Eopt values.
T2£e 7 activity (rapid flickering) can be interpreted by either of
the two models discussed for type 6 events, except that the superposed
events are of much shorter timescale. The lack of apparent correlation
between the optical and radio flickering could be attributed to under-
sampling of the short timescale activity, or varying opacity-time delays
between events. Although both sources which exhibit strong flickering
show instances of spike-like behavior, the Eop^ values are not extreme
(<15) and Eopt/Ej.g^j is of order unity. A related source, 0736+01, is
among the most rapid radio variables, yet it does not exhibit large
fractional optical flickering. In this instance, the presence of a
strong optical component (which does not extend to radio wavelengths;
see O'Dell et al 1978) reduces the Eopt ratio, making the alleged events
difficult to detect.
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In the Si. classificauons discussed above, only ehe type 4 events
-,ui.e an interpretation di^e.ent f.o„ the expanding cloud
.odel. The
other five types are manifestations of the sa.e phenomena »ith differing
".escales. The type 1 classification (optical spi.es) appears to he a
distinct phenomena. The H„^,/E„, ratio and the coincidence of the
sptUe With the radio maxi^m distinguish these events from the other
six.
0235^16 may hold the key to understanding this type of variability
characteristic. It has the largest E.p, value of the sample, and has
undergone several radio and optical events, sufficiently separated In
time to permit distinguishing between outbursts. Additionally, the
radio spectrum Is transparent above -10 GHz (Balonek and Dent 1980). so
opacity induced time delays are not Important. Two unambiguous type 1
correlations have been observed, each occurring during an Interval of
lesser (but significant Eop^,) activity with tlmescale comparable to the
radio. In two other Instances, lower level optical activity has been
correlated with radio events (It Is possible that spikes existed but
were not observed). Thus, though the optical spikes represent very
energetic phenomena, they may be hiding the underlying optical activity
which might be correlated with the radio. In several sources, there is
no underlying optical actvlty. as well as no major radio activity at
that time. The presence of the optical spike forces the observer to
search for corresponding radio activity.
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Thus, although the optical solke nh.pi phenomena is the most dramatic
event observed in compact sources ^^c -, ., its relationship to other variability
mechanisms may be minor. Observation.,rvations of the spectral evolution of the
very narrow optical soikea (a Aiff^ np s difficult observational task) and polari-
sation Characteristics are necessar. to deter^ne the nature of this
Phenomena, and Its relationship to other optical variations.
in the above discussions, no ^ntlon has been ^de concerning
ejects Of bea„lns on the variability characteristics. If the radio
radiation Is emitted fro„ a relatlvlstlc Jet. the orientation of the Jet
relative to our line of sight can alter the observed tl.escale and
amplitude Of variation (Blandford and Konlgl 1,79). oi„„i„,
»ents can be Invoked to explain the different variability charac-
teristics among compact sources. However, except for the type 1
variations. It Is not clear that there Is a profound difference In the
variability characteristics between sources.
Where do we ^ from here? The study of compact source variations has
been concentrated upon extreme variables, with the lack of counterparts
to the optical spikes Interpreted as a general lack of optical-radio
correlated activity. As has been demonstrated In this chapter, a large
number of sources exhibit correlated activity on widely different
tlmescales. The low amplitude variations of non-spike events requires
accurate optical and radio measurements to define the variations.
Continued monitoring of a large number of sources still appears to be
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the desirable
.ethod for studying the evolution of outbursts and the
relation between the optlcal-lnfrared-radlo cession „echa„ls„s. The
effort needs to be extended to s.ste^tlc polarization measurements
.
and more frequent sampling. Observations must be made when the sources
are near the sun (possibly a ta«?k for- t-u^xDx s for the space telescope) in order to
follow the optical outburst evolution.
The results of the correlation search indicate that optical and
radio emission mechanisms are related, and that the radiation is emi-
nating from a common volume. Despite many instances of activity which
appears correlated either from visual inspection or numerical analysis,
there are few instances of unambiguous correlation. This leaves us with
a final closing statement on the current knowledge of correlated radio-
optical activity in compact radio sources:
"The data suggests, but we cannot yet propose..."
FOOTNOTES
1 Radio astrono^ at the Haystack Observatory of the Northeast Radio
Observatory Corporation Is supported by the National Science
Foundation.
2 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) is operated by
Associated Universities. Inc., under contract
.1th the National Science
Foundation.
3 Right ascension and declination are the coordinate systems used in
astronomy. Right ascension is the analog of longitude and declination
of latitude.
^ The Jansky (Jy) is a unit of flux density, and is defined as equaling
1.0 X 10"26 watts/ (m^ Hz).
5 The Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated with support
from the National Science Foundation under grant AST80-26702 and with
the permission of the Metropolitan District Commission, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
^ Astronomy at Rosemary Hill Observatory, University of Florida, is
supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation.
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PLOTS OF RADIO (15.5 GHz) AND OPTICAL VARIABILITY
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APPENDIX B
PLOTS OF (OPTICAL-RADIO) LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
FIGURES;
B .1 0007+10 B. 10
B .2a 0048-09 B.ll
B .2b 0048-09 (opt. pre 1974.5) B.12
B . 3a 0235+16 B.13
B .3b 0235+16 (opt. pre 1977.0) B.14a
B .3c 0235+16 (opt. 1978.5-79.5) B,14b
B .3d 0235+16 (opt. post 1979.5) B.15
B .4 CTA26 B.16a
B .5a 0420-01 B.16b
B .5b 0420-01 (opt. post 1977.5) B.17
B . 6a 3C120 B.18a
B .6b 3C120 (both pre 1974.3) B.18b
B .6c 3C120 (both 1974.3-77.3) B.18c
B .7a 0735+17 B.19
B .7b 0735+17 (opt. post 1978.5) B.20
B .8a OJ287 B.21a
B .8b OJ287 (opt. 1971.5-72.5) B.21b
B .8c OJ287 (both post 1974.5) B.21c
B .9 0953+25 B22.
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1510-08
1638+39
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1974.0-77.4)
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